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HOREHEAD, Ky.---A tradition that celebrates a tradition, Morehead State 
University's Appalachian Celebration w~ll observe its lOth anniversary June 22-28 
with a week-long program of events. 
Appalachian Celebration, sponsored by MSU's Appalachian.Development Center, 
is designed to salute the rich cultural heritage of the mountains. 
The Appalachi~n Arts and Crafts Market, a major event of the celebration, 
will be open both. on Friday and Saturday for the first time. The hours for the 
market, located in Laughlin Health Building, will be from 3 to 9 p.m. Friday, 
June 27, and from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday, June 28. 
"More than 100 quality artisans plan to participate in t~e market this year," 
said Wilson Grier, director of ADC's Eastern Kentucky Small Business Development 
Center. The E'KSBD and the Small Business Administration sponsor the market. 
"The market pro vi des 1 overs of tradition a 1 craft work an excellent opportunity 
to purchase Appalachian craft items,'' Grier said. "We also welcome wholesale 
buyers, too." 
The heart of the Appalachian Celebration will be the exhibits and demonstrations 
to be housed in MSU's Button Drill Room throughout the week. Other special displays 
will be set up outside the Laughlin Health Building on Saturday, June 28. 
"I'm excited about the new 'Sheep to Shawl' demonstration," said Shirley 
Hamilton, ADC's assistant director for human services, who has organized the 
exhibits and demonstrations for.the past seven years. "Granny Toothman will show 
the making of a wool item from its beginning on the sheep to a finished useable 




Other Saturday displays include antique farm machinery, a working steam engine, 
the open outdoor stage for musicians, and a pedal powered tractor pull for children 
under 7. 
Traditional parts of the Celebration run side by side with new offerings: 
the Jesse Stuart Symposium on June 24; a two-11eek long log home building workshop; 
evening and noon concerts; a daily workshop for children; dulcimer bui 1 ding ltorkshops 
for children and adults; quilting, basketry, natural dyeing, square dancing and 
clogging workshops; music lessons on traditional Appalachian instruments; bus 
tours; storytelling; and classes in Appalachian history and genealogy. 
This year's scholars-in-residence, who will be available throughout the week, 
are sociologist Dr. ~Jilliam Turner and folklorist Dr. Archie Green. Elderhostel 
classes again will be a regular feature of the Celebration. 
ADC's Tourism/Industrial Development Specialist Pete McNeill, the lOth 
anniversary celebration coordinator, said: 
"We are delighted with the variety and quality of this year's offerings. 
He hope as many people as possible can join us. Host of the events are free 
and open to the public, although the workshops require advance registration and 
a fee. A detailed brochure will be mailed out in late April, and registration 
begins at that time." 
From the opening reception, Sunday evening, June 22, to the final concert, , 
Saturday, June 28, which features Louise ~1andrell and the Kendalls, the week will 
be full of learning and recreational opportunities for the whole family. Housing 
is available in air-conditioned MSU residence halls, in area camping facilities, 
or in ~1orehead mote 1 s. 
Addition a 1 information may be obtai ned from Pete J~cNei 11 , Appa 1 achian Deve 1 opment . 
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FOR IMHED lATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Donna Cecil, Morehead State University senior from Louisville, 
is flying high these days---figuratively at the moment, but soon quite literally. 
Cecil is one of 10 women nationwide to be accepted into the U.S. Army's 
Aviation Branch from a collegiate ROTC Program. Following her graduation 
and commissioning as a second lietenant on May 17, Cecil will report to Fort 
Rucker, Ala., for officers basic training and flight school. 
"We're extremely proud of her," Lt. Col. Alan Baldwin, MSU Department of 
~lilitary Science chair, said. "The fact that only 10 women 11ere accepted lends 
honor to her, to Morehead State and to our ROTC Program here," Bald~1in added. 
He noted that Cecil also is the only one of 24 MSU students receiving 
commissions this spring to be assigned to the regular Army. "She's a very 
special young lady and a capable officer," he said. 
"I've always 11anted to fly," Cecil said, adding that last summer she was 
regional runner-up for a three-week Flight Training Orientation program. 
"Ecstatic" was how she described her feelings when she learned she had made 
f1 ight school. 
"I did everything but jump up and down," said Cecil, who holds the rank of 
cadet lieutenant colonel. The military science faculty tried to prepare her for 
not getting the slot, because so few slots are open to women, but they also 
had been very supportive, she said. "They (the faculty) tell me I'm still 
hovering," she added. 
An honor student at MSU, Cecil is completing requirements for the B.A. degree 
in mathematics, while serving as commander of a 231-member cadet battalion and 
leading the drill team as well as serving on the Ushering Color Guard for campus· 
athletic events. 
(MORE) 




Cutl i ne with story 
MSU COED FLYING HIGH 
Donna Cecil of Louisville, Norehead State University senior, is one of 10 women 
nationwide to be accepted into the Army's Aviation Branch from a collegiate ROTC 
program. Following graduation and commissioning in May, she will re~ort to Fort 
Rucker, Ala., for officer·training and flight school. An honor student at the 
University, Cecil commands its 231-member ROTC Cadet Battalion. Congratulating 
her on winning the covet"ed assignment is Capt. Fred R. Soward, NSU assistant·. 
professor of military science and her current adviser. 




JUDI1H YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD.I<Y 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU ART 
Nearly 700 art students from 24 area hi.gh schools recently attended Art 
Day hosted by Morehead State University's Department of Art. The students 
spent the day touring the Claypool-Young- Art Building and enjoying the 
many exhibits and demonstrations. Tempted to take a bHe of a rrost unique 
piece of art were, from left, Patrica Little and Becky O'Daire, both of 
Maysville High School. 
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Nearly 700 art students from 24 area high schools recently attended Art 
Day hosted by Morehead State University's {RpartiiBnt of Art. The students 
spent the day touring the Claypool-Yoimg Art Building and enjoying the 
many exhibits and demonstrations. Examining some of the paintings on display 
were, from left, Lisa Shelton, student, and Michael Wagner, teacher, both of 
Paintsville High School. 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU ART 
Nearly 700 art students from 24 area hig:1 schools recently attended Art Day hosted 
by Morehead State University's Department of Art. The students spent the day 
touring the Claypool-Young Art Building and enjoying the many exhibits and 
demonstrations. Examining a sculpture on display were, from left, Peggy' Stalker 
and Cheryl Kilgore, both of Elkhorn City High School. 
















JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MSU ART 
Nearly 700 art students from 24 area high schools recently attended Art 
Day hosted by Morehead. State University's Department of Art. 1he students 
spent the day touring the Claypool:...Young Art Building and ~hjoying the 
many exhibits and demonstrati_ons. Kristi Adams, MSU junior from Florence, 
606-7 83-2030 
left, demonstrates some art 'techniques while Lisa Walters and Angie Johnson, both 
of Russell High School, look on. 
4-l-86drh 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. I<Y 40351 
MSU ART 
Nearly 700 art students from 24 area high schools recently attended Art 
Day hosted by"Morehead.State University's IBpartment of Art. 'f!le students 
spent the day touring the Claypool-Young Art Building and enjoying the 
many. exhibits and demonstratic;ms. Four Wheelwright High School students 
606-7 83-2030 
appreciated a unique exhibit. These students were, from left, Gina Johnson, 
Charlie Martin, Gary McCoy, and Tyra Mewman. 
P..'::f. B ·~d I~ 












JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU ART 
Nearly 700 art students from 24 area high schools recently attended Art 
Day hosted by Morehead. State University's Department of Art. The students 
·spent the day touring the Claypodl-Young Art Building and e?joying the 
many exhibits and demonstrations. Examining one 9f the sculptures on 
display were, from left, Jennifer Fultz and Kieth McDavid, both of East Carter 
High School in Grayson. 
~ l:lrn.c/le~ 
(MSU Photo by gee~t Rftnd~) 
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h PUBLIC INFORMATION .. JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, I<Y 40351 
MSU ART 
Nearly 700 art students from 24 area high schools recently attended Art 
Day hosted by Morehead State University's fupartrrent of Art . The students 
spent the day· touring the Claypool-Young Art Building and enjoying the 
606-7 83-2030 
many exhibits and· demonstrations. Tom Sternal, MSU fupartrrent of Jttt chair, left, 
welcorred to the event Patti Pugh, Ellmorn City High School art teacher, and 
two of her students, Pam Stiltner and Doug Ramey. 
4-1-86drh 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD.I<Y 40351 
. ' 
MSU 1\RT 
Nearly 700 art students from 24 area high schools recently attended Art 
Day hosted by Morehead-State University's Department of Art. The students 
spent the day touring the Claypool-Young Art Building and enjoying the 
many exhibits and demonstrations. Taking the opportunity to talk with 
Tom Sternal, MSU Department of Art chair, left, about the possibility of 
an MSU art scholarship or other financial aid were Rita Cameron of Male 
High School in Louisville and her mother, Mary Cameron. 
Ra_y Brudl"" 
(MSU Photo by Srntt Pam!J£) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU ARI' 
Nearly 700 art students from 24 area high schools recently attended.Art 
Day hosted by Morehead State University's Department of Art. Ti1e students 
spent the day touring the Claypool-Young Art Building and ei1joying the 
many exhibits and demonstrations. Examining the products of a quilting 
demonstration by Car<Dline Garrett, MSU guest curator, left, were, standing from 
left, Lisa Smith, Robin Blevins and Debby Hamilton, all Df Rowan County High School. 
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PUBLIC INFORMATION 
JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU ART 
Nearly 700 art students from 24 area high schools recently attended Art 
Day hosted by Morehead .State University's Departrrent of Art. Tim students 
spent the day touring the Claypool-Young Art Building and enjoying the 
many exhibits and d8JlX)nstrations. From left, Boyd_ County High School students 
Mike Holcomb and Darrin Adkins along with their art teacher, Ann Pettit, watched 
a demonstration by Joe Sartor, MSU assistant professor of art. 
(MSU photo by ~fRt~) 
4-l-86drh 




JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Nearly 700 art students from 24 area high schools recently attended Art 
Day hosted by Morehead State University's Department of Art. 'lbe students 
spent the day touring the Claypool-Young Art Building and enjoying the 
many exhibits and demonstrahons. Tammy Clark, Elliott County High School 
art teacher, pointed out some facts about one exhibit to her student, 
LD11Bll Wilburn. 







JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. I<Y 40351 606-783·2030 
MSU ART 
Nearly 700 art students from 24 area high schools recently 
attended A~t Day hosted by Morehead State Universit~'s 
Department of Art. The students spent the day touring the 
Claypool-Young Art ~uil~ing and enjoying the many exhibits 
and demonstrations. Watching a pottery demonstration were, standing 
from left, Anne Duglass, Hugh Johnson and Demita Wilburn, all of 
West Carter High School in Olive Hill. Perfoiming the demonstration 
was Scott Bennett, MSU graduate student 
fi?.G-f' .t5r<>d / 'fj( 
( MSU Photo by lii 1!!6-H lffioR """9) 
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from Wheeling, W.Va. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX110C MOREHEAD, I<Y 40351 
JIJSU ART 
Nearly 700 art students from 24 area high schools recently attended Art 
Day hosted by Moreheaq State University's Iepartrnent of Art. The: students 
spent the day touring the Claypool-Young Art Building and enjoying the 
many exhibits and demonstrations. Elliott County High School students 
Kristy Ratliff, Carla Eliiott and Regina Wilson, observed one of the 
technique demonstrations held during the day. 
l&w f.r-<4/l<:y 
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lVlSU ARI' 
Nearly 700. art students from 24 area hi~h schools recently attended Art 
' 
Day hosted by Morehead-State University's Department of Art. 1l1e students 
spent the day touring the Claypool-Young Art Building and enjoying the 
many exhibits and demonstrations. Getting some hands-on experience with art 
v.ere, from left, Glen Hedge and t;:barles Sparks, both of West Carter High School 
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Ro.v Br<t.Alel' 
(l,JSU Photo by WlffiilllEEl\l.e) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY. UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU ART 
' Nearly 700 art students from 24 area high schools recently attended.Art 
. 
Day hosted by Morehead State University's Department of Art. The students 
spent the day touring the Claypool-Young Art Building and enjoying the , 
many exhibits and demonstrations. Three Maysville High School students 
examined one of the displays. These students were, from left, ~hlik Johnson, 
Chucky Marshall, and Cris Dixon. 
4-1-86drh 
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(MSU Photo by &eett Hana e) 
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h . ' 0 ' PUBLIC INFORMATION .-----JUD!TI-1 YANCY, DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 
MSU ART 
Nearly 700 art students from 24 area high schools recently attended Art 
Day hosted by MoreheaQState University's Department of Art. 1be students 
spent the day touring the Claypool-Young Art Building and ~hjoying the 
many exhibits and demonstrat~ons. Examining a un~que sculpture were, from 
left, Gina Johnson and Charles Martin, both of Wheelwright High School in 
Floyd Co\ffitY .. 
il?<>-y s,..o.J ~,.;, ..... 
(MSU Photo by ::lcuM llaf!~) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
HOTLINE RECORDING OFFERS ~ISU JOB INFORMATION 
Morehead State Universftjs Office of Personnel Services recently added a new 
"service" to a 1 ert prospective emp 1 oyees about campus job opportunities--an · 
Employment Hot Line. Lisa Wiriterberger, personnel services staff·member, is 
shown recording the jobs listing which is updated as new vacancies occur. A 
complete listing of jobs available on the campus may be obtained by dialing 
783-2101. 
(~ISU photo by Scott Randle) 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
'• 
r~OREHEAD, Ky.---Eighteen high school students have earned the right to 
compete in the National Forensics League national tournament to be held in 
June at Tulsa, Okla. 
The students were first and second place winners in the recent NFL District 
Tournament, hosted by Morehead State University on r~arch 22, which drew nearly 
200 students fro~ 20 high schools. 
In addition to individual student wins, Callo~1ay County High School of 
Murray won the Sweepstakes Trophy for earning the most points through wins· at 
the tournament. The Traveling Trophy, awarded to the school with the most 
cumulative points won in various NFL tournaments, went to Henry Clay High School 
in Lexington. 
Also presented during the awards ceremony following the tournament was 
the NFL's "Outstanding Achievement in Speech Award" which was earned by St. Xavier 
High School of Louisville. 
Individuals advancing to national competition and third place winners, 
listed by school, include: 
JOHNSON CENTRAL OF PAINTSVILLE 
Bruce Brightwell, first, Student Congress Senate, and second, Lincoln-Douglas Debate. 
Eric Adelberg, second, Student Congress Senate. 
Paul Casi and Sean Silvernagel, first, Debate. 







April 1, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State Uhiversity's Department of Nursing 
and Allied Health Sciences will offer a workshop for nurses on 
performance appraisal from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday, April 17, 
Adron Doran University Center. 
The workshop is designed to assist nursing managers on all levels 
in improving their performance appraisal, goal setting and feedback 
skills, according to Pauline Ramey, MSU's coordinator of continuing 
education for nursing and allied health sciences. 
Maggie Selby, MSU assistant professor of nursing, will conduct 
the workshop. She received her Master of Science in Nursing degree 
in nursing administration from the Lniversity of Wisconsin in Madison. 
Selby has 10 years experience in nursing management, eight as 
head nurse and two as director of nursing service at Brown County 
EDspital in Georgetown, Ohio. 
All participants will receive continuing education credits. 
Registered nurses will receive six contact hours approved by the 
Kentucky Board of Nursing. 
There is a $36 registration fee. 
Additional information may be obtained by contacting Ramey, at 
(606) 783-2635. 
IJ IJ Ill! 
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1100 MOREHEAD. 
April 1, 1986 
. FOR H1MED lATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Susette Redwine, coordinator of university center programs· 
and special events at Morehead State University, has received the 1986 award· 
. for- Outstanding Unit Development from the National Associatio-n for Campus 
Activities (NACA). 
I 
The a~1ard, presented at the Great Lakes Regional Conference held recently 
in Washington, D.C., is given to the Unit (state) which has participated in 
the most activities relating to student development. 
Additionally Redwine was recognized for her cost effective· travel arrangements 
which enabled additional students from her state to attend the conference. She 
·and Kevin Madson, a Berea College student, ·developed a Kentucky Unit Directory-
of Activities personnel, which included NACA member and non-member. schools in· 
the state. 
Since August 1985 she has served as the Kentucky Unit Coordinator for NACA. 
Originally from Dayton, Ohio, Redwine earned her graduate and undergraduate 
degrees from MSU. She and her husband l~i 11 i am have a son, Brett ~/ill i am. 
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'April 2, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RElEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Black Gospel Ensemble' 
will celebrate the 18th anniversary of its founding with a series of 
workshops, a concert and other activities April 18-20. 
Joining the MSU ensemble for the workshop sessions-, conducted by 
Marion Rogers, minister of music at the Main Street Baptist Church in 
J 
Lexington, will be groups from Marshall University, Huntington, W.Va. , 
Eastern Kentucky University, and the University of Kentucky. 
Workshops are scheduled at 7 p.m. Friday, April 18, and 9 a.m. Saturday, 
April 19, in Breck Auditorium. The pubJic is invited to sit in on the sessions, 
' according to Roscoe Linton, Bardstown senior and president of MSU's 
Black Gospel Ensemble. 
There will be a free, public concert at 7 p.m. Saturday in Breck 
Auditorium. On Sunday at 11 a.m. Linton will speak at a special church service. 
Also scheduled is an organizational meeting of the Lena Coleman Black 
Gospel Ensemble Parents Association at 2 p.m. Sunday, April 20, in the 
Baptist Student Genter. 
MSU's Black Gospel Ensemble was established in the spring of·l968 by Jerry 
Gore, now MSU's director of minority student affairs; Calvin Settles, native of 
Maysville; Carl Bennett and James Holman, both of Louisville. 
The celebration is one of the activities planned for MSU's observance of 
Black Awareness Wee!<, April 18-27. 
•, 
PUBUC INFORMATION 
JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY I)PO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
EVENT: MSU Founders Day Convocation and Awards Ceremony 
TIME: 10:25 a.m. 
DATE: Thursday, April 3 
LOCATION: Button Auditorium 
Gov. f4al·tha Layne Collins will be the featured speaker for ~lorehead State 
University's Founders Day ceremony. The observance of the institution's 
64th anniversary will also include the presentation of the 1986 Founders Day 
Award for University Service. 
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SUBJECT: 
. RELEASE DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
MSU's GREAT CLEAN-UP DAY 





'' . ·' 
IF YOUR .VIEW OF ROWAN COUNTY'S NATURAL BEAUTY IS BEING MARRED 
BY UNSIGHTLY LITTER ... TAKE HEA.RT FOR MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S 
GREAT CLEAN-UP DAY IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER. THE EVENT WILL 
BE SATURDAY APRIL 12 .. IF YOU KNOW OF ROADSIDE .LITTER NEEDING· 
TO BE REMOVED ON THAT DAY, PLEAS( CALL ONE OF THE FOLLO\-/ING: 
APPALACHIAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER, 783-2077 .... THE COUNTY JUDGE 




JUDITH VNCV. DIRECI'OR 
UPOBOX1100 MOREtEAD. KV 40351 
April 25, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. Morehead State University's Department of 
Music will sponsor its annual "Parents Day Concert" by the 
University Chorus and Show Choir at 3 p.m. Sunday, May 4, in 
Duncan Recital Hall. 
The concert, under the direction of Vasile Venettozzi, MSU 
associate professor of music, will feature the music of Vivaldi, 
Zingarelli, Seeger, and a medley of Rodgers and Hammerstein showtunes. 
Linda Roth, Morehead junior, will accompany the University Chorus, 
while the Show Choir will be assisted by Cherie Carnes, Beavercreek, 
Ohio, freshman. 
Soloists scheduled to perform include:· Loretta Taylor, Columbus, 
Ohio, junior; Ralph Wall, Cedar Island, N.C., freshman; and 
Robin Werner, Portsmouth, Ohio, sophomore. 
The concert is free and open to the public. 
### 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 006-783-2030 
MSU 'HOSTS OPEN HOUSB 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an informational 
open house for prospec~ive students. The students and their parents 
·toured campus and learned about various programs and services offered at 
MSU. Anxmg those beginning the day with refreshments \\ere, from left, 
' Brandon Otto and Barb Butler, both from Bellevue. MSU will host the last 
open house of the semester on April l9. Additional information is available 
by calling toll-free 1-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 1-800~354-2090 (out-of-state). 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an informational 
open house for prospective students. The students and their parents 
·toured campus and learned about various programs and services offered at 
• MSU. Among those attending were, from left, Jackie, Kenny and Kenneth Applegate 
· ~ of Vanceburg. MSU wiil tio~t the last open house· of .the semester on April 19. 
Additional information is available by calling toll-free 1-800-262-7474 
(in-state) or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 
(MSU photo by Scott Randle) 
3-26-86drh.~,------ ### 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an infonnational 
open house for prospectjve students. The students and their p~ents 
.. ·toUred campus and learned about various programs and service·s offered at 
MSU. Arrong those attending fr:an louisa were,_from,left, Jane O'Dmiel,· 
Linda Kirk, Geneva O'Da.niel, and Bonnie Harrmond~ MSU will host the last open 
house of the semester on April 19. Additional information is available by 
calling toll-free 1-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 1-800-354~2090 (out-of-state). 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
.. 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an informational 
open house for prospective students. 'The students and ·their parents 
·toured campus and learned about various programs and services offered at 
MSU. Among those attending from Mt. Sterling were, from left, Shelly, 
Marlene, and Kathy· Penix. MSU will host the last open house of the 
semester on April 19. Additional information is available by callin~ 
toll-free 1-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an infonna.tipnal 
open house for prospecbv<~ students. 'I11e students and their p~ents toured 
Campus and learned. abou L various programs and services offered at WJSU. 
Tim Rhodes, seated, ~~U di1~ctor of financial aid
1 
greeted, from left, 
Terri and Faye Gross, bali• of Inez. 1\<ISU will host the last open house of 
the serrester on ApriJ L9. Additional ir;formation is available by calling 
toll-free'l-800-262-7474 (in-state) or l-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 
(!I'ISU Photo by Scott Randle) 
3-27-86drh 
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April 4, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Calling change the hallmark of his administration, MSU President 
Herb. F. Reinhard has announced his resignation, effective June 30, 1986. 
Terming the action "in the best interests of the University," Dr. Reinhard 
said: 
"My resignation should remove any cloud over my actions and/or recommendations 
to the board between now and June 30. It is· my hope that my action today is one 
more step forward in my efforts to bring change and progress to f~orehead State." 
The resignation submitted to the MSU Board of Regents at its quarterly 
meeting Monday closed nearly a year of speculation concerning the future of MSU's 
ninth president. 
Dr. Reinhard assumed the MSU presidency July 1, 19B4 on a two-year contract 
~1hich expires on the same date as his resignation. The 55-year-old Kentucky native 
came to MSU after five years as president of Slippery Rock (Pa.) University. 
In accepting Dr. Reinhard's resignation, Board Chairman Louie B. N~nn described 
him as ''a man of courage and conviction." 
Noting that Dr. Reinhard had assumed the presidency at a time when the 
University was beset by problems, Nunn warned that "no one should conclude that 
the problems go with you. You leave, but problems remain." 
Nunn appointed former state.Supreme Court Justice Calvin Aker as chairman 
of the search committee for an interim president. Other regents serving on the 





Former Gov. Edward T. Breathitt l"las named to head the search committee for 
MSU's permanent president. Serving with him 1~ill be Charles Wheeler, Dr. Allan 
Lansing, William Seaton and Dr. John Duncan, faculty regent. 
Nunn told the more than 250 specatators that the board was looking for an 
administrator with academic qualifications. "We don't intend to respond to 
political pressure. ~/e are looking for quality and someone who can administer 
it," Nunn said. 
Taking steps to address a $1,162,217 potential shortfall in the 1986-87 
budget, the board increased student fees and reduced expenditures. The shortfall, 
predicated on "the worst possible scenario," allo1·1s for a 9 percent enrollment 
decline in the fall. 
Fee increases included: 
--Student Activity from $30 to $40 per semester 
--Student Health from $15 to $25 per semester 
--Student Housing up $15 per semester 
--Married Student Housing up $5 per month 
--Faculty/Staff Housing up $5 per month 
--Parking from $15 to $30 per year 
The increases will create $283,122 in new revenue. Expenditure reductions 
totaling $879,095 included cutting the Athletics budget by $82,400, while leaving 
MSU's intercollegiate athletic program in Division I and the Ohio Valley Conference. 
Cutbacks totaling $239,187 in Student Development will result from eliminating 
17 residence hall night assistant positions and closing three residence halls, 
removing three director and three custodial positions. 
The Office of Academic Affairs will cut $304,325 by reducing the farm operation 
expenditures and restructuring the Appalachian Development Center, while maintaining 
its outreach service functions. 
Academic affairs also will eliminate 13 vacant faculty and staff positions 




Reductions in other divisions include: 
Administrative and Fiscal Services--$192,375 by eliminating five positions, 
salary hiredowns and other adjustments. 
Office of the President--$44,000 by eliminating a professional staff position. 
Office of University Relations--$15,838 by eliminating a professional staff 
position. 
In other business, the regents: 
**Dissolved the Mission/Long Range Planning Committee 
**Approved March 5-20 personnel actions 
**Approved one-year extensions of contracts with the Peoples Bank of Morehead 
for University banking services, with the Morehead Clinic for Student Health Services, 
with Bryan, Fogle and Chenm1eth for legal services 
**Ratified sale of surplus property 
**Approved bidding for relocation and purchase of HMKY Ft1 90 antenna 
**Approved awarding the 1986 Founders Day University Service Award to Boone 
Logan of Ashland, retired banking executive and long-time f1SU supporter 
**Approved and encouraged implementation of a plan for increased recruitment 
of Eastern Kentucky students 
jy 
**Approved a1~arding of degrees at Spring Commencement t1ay 17 
**Set next meeting for 2 p.m. Friday, May 16. 
#### 
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i 
SUBJECT: Horse Show 
RELEASE DATE: Now (Dead after April 11) 
TIME: 30 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
., ; 
' ... ,J 
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING FUN TO DO, NOW THAT PRETTY·WEATHER'S 
HERE •..• TRY THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURE CLUB'S 
21ST ANNUAL HORSE SHOW THIS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY N!GiiT .•• 
THERE'S A TOTAL OF SIX THOUSAND DOLLARS IN PRIZE MONEY.· ••. 
AND 15 CLASSES OF COMPETITION EACH EVENING •• :SEE WIAT'S 
CONSIDERED TO BE ONE OF KENTUCKY'S BIGGEST SHOWS THIS YEAR ... 
SHOW TIME IS 7:00 NIGHTLY AT THE RICHARDSON ARENA ON M-S-U'S 
FARM, LOCATED ON KY 377, SIX MILES NORTH OF MOREHEAD •.• 
THAT'S THE M-S-U ANNUAL HORSE SHOW THIS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
AT 7:00 P.M. 
4-4-86 
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FOR IMI~EDIATE RELEASE 
'· . ' 
>,'i 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--''I think it would be nice if everybody cleaned. up their own· 
mess. But they don't, so I think the Great Clean-Up is a great ide(,'' wrote 
Cassie Rice, a sixth grader at Rowan County Middle School. 
Rice's essay is one of more than 50 received by Morehead State University's 
Appalachian Development Center for its "Pride in the Region" essay contest held 
in conjunction with ADC's Great Clean-Up which is scheduled Saturday, April 12. 
"The annua 1 Great Clean-Up is a fun event; it's a service to our community, and 
it's needed," said Shirley Hamilton, assistant director for human services at ADC 
and Great Clean-Up coordinator. 
"Cash prizes will be awarded to those who collect the most litter, and county 
and city trucks provide free pick-up. This is a wonderful cooperative effort 
between Rowan County, the city of Morehead and the University,'' she said. 
Volunteers--and additional ones are welcome--will meet at 9 a.m. on April 
12 at the ADC, located on MSU's campus behind Cartmell Hall on Vaughn Drive, for 
assignments. Those participating should wear suitable clothing, including work 
gloves. Anyone interested in participating may call Hamilton or Carolyn Horn at 
( 606) 783-2077. 
''We also encourage people to let us know about sites around Rowan County that 
need cleaning," Hamilton said. These may be reported to ADc,· the County Judge 
Executive's Office at (606) 784-5151 or the mayor's office (606) 784-8505. 
In the event of rain, the Great Cl~an-Up will be rescheduled for the fol.lowing 
Saturday, April 19. 
The essay contest has generated a lot of enthusiasm and thought about litter 
problems.among our young people,'' Hamilton said. Some additional student views 
' on litter and the importance of the G:eat Clean-Up follow: 
''I think the Great Clean-Up should be in all the communities because 
so much. I 
Mattingly, 
think Rowan County 
6th grade, RC~IS .) 







''Different organizations pick up trash: scouts, schools, sororities and 
fraternities. Garbage bags are passed out, each group is assigned an area, 
l 
~hen bags are full, ·they are left beside the road. A truck picks them up.'' 
·! 
:(chris Terry, 6th grade, RCMS) 
''It also gives the people in· the Great Clean-Up a happy feeling inside 
themselves for their thoughtfulness." (Glenn Sibadogil, 8th· grade, RCMS) 
. . 
''The success of the Clean-Up is not only to get the community cleaned up, 
' . 
but to show citizens how good a clean community· is and how they can help to 
preserve the cleanliness." (Blake Newton, -8th grade, RCMS) 
"I think litter is bad. People shouldn't pollute our community. \~e have 
to think about other people ... If people stopped littering, the world would be 
a lot prettier." (Daniel Hardin, 5th grade, Farmers) 
"On this special day of the year, everyone should, try to participate in the 







JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030· 
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. ;April 5, 1986 
1FOR mMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Agriculture. Club vtill .host its 
21st Annual Horse Show April 11 and 12 in the Derrickson Agriculture Complex. 
The shov1 is open to the public and everyone. is ·encouraged to attend as 
competitors or spectators, according to Dr. Joe Bendixen, MSU professor of 
agriculture. 
Approximately seven states will be represented in the fifteen classes of 
events to be held each evening beginning at 7 p.m. Dr. Bendixen said. 
Prize money totaling $6,000 along with trophies and ribbons will be 
distributed among the first to fifth place winners in each event. 
''The show is one of the largest in Kentucky this year,'' Dr. Bendixen said. 
The events will be held in the Richardson Arena at the Derrickson Agriculture 
Complex six miles north of Morehead on Ky. Rt. 377. Additional information is : 
available from Dr. Bendixen or Dr. Judy Willard, Department of Agriculture 
and Natural Resources chair, (606) 783-2663. 
#### 
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THIS WEEK Kr MJREI£AD srATE lNIVERSITY 
(April 6 - April 12) 
SUI:lday ~ ·April 6 
1 P.M. MSU BASEBAlL: Eagles vs. the lniversity of Akron at Allen Field. 
For more infonnation, please call 783-2500. 
**1m 
3 P.M. JlNIOR IDRN RECITAL: Kathy Kingham will perform in Duncan Recital 
l:hll. For more infonnation, please call 783-2473. 
*1-.--1<* 
Monday, April 7 
PRE-REGI:STRATION FOR FAIL 1986; through April 11. 
**1m 
3:30P.M. MSU SOFTBAlL: Eagles vs. Wright State lhiversity at City Park. 
For more infonnation, please call 783-2500. 
**1m 
8: 15 P.M. SENIOR GillTAR RECITAL: David Cochran will perform in Duncan 
Recital l:hll. For more infonnation, please call 783-2473. 
**1m 
Tuesday, April 8 
4 P.M. SENIOR JOB SEARCH IDRKSIDP in East Roan B of the Adron Doran 
lhiversity Center. For more infonnation, please call 783-2233. 
**1m 
8:15 P.M. JINIOR VOCAL RECITAL: lDuanna Fillmore will perform in Duncan 
Recital l:hll. For more infonnation, please call 783-2473. 
~'*** 
Ttrursday, April 10 
8:15P.M. OONCERT CIDIR AND C~IBER SINCERS in Duncan Recital full. For 
more infonnation, please call 783-2473. 
**1m 
Friday, April 11 
7 P.M. ACRIClLT1RE CLlli IDRSE SIDW at Richardson Arena, Derrickson 
Agricultural Canplex; also April 12. For more infonnation, please call 783-2662. 
**1m 
Saturday, April 12 
1 P.M. MSU BASEBAlL: Eagles vs. Youngstown State lhiversity at Allen 
Field. For more infonnation, please call 783-2500. 
-- - - - -- -- -- -- - ---- **ki< __ -
~--- ---------...--~ --- --- -=--
1 P.M. MSU SOFTBAlL: Eagles vs. the lhiversity of Dayton at City Park. 
I 
For more infonnation, please call 783-2500. 
PUBLIC INFORMATION 
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' April 6, 1986 
FOR.IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--Computer and laser technology are among the topics to be 
explored ai the Kentucky Weekly Newspaper.Association's 1986 Spring Conf~rence to be 
held at Morehead State University Thursday and Friday, April 10-11. 
Dr. Ray Hornback, vice president for public affairs at the University of . 
Kentucky, will be the guest speaker for the annual awards banquet set for 
7 p.~. Friday at the Holiday Inn of Morehead. 
O~ening on Thursday at 3 p.m. wit~ an informal reception at the Holiday Inn, 
the conference will get under way Friday with registration at 8:30 a.m. i~ the 
lobby of Breckinridge Hall. 
"We expect about 40 publishers, editors and other journalists from our 30 
member newspapers to attend," said Dr. Richard Dandeneau, acting chair of MSU's 
Department of Communica~ions and liaison officer for KHNA. 
The group will be welcomed to campus by Dr. Robert L. Burns, dean of 'the 
College of Arts and Sciences,, 1:1here KNHA headquarter-s are housed. He will. speak 
at a noon luncheon Friday at the Adron Doran University Center. 
. . 





' . ' I 
who will discuss wire services for weeklies; Jerry Byrne, circulation 
manager for Scripps League Newspapers, who will provide tips for improving 
circulation; Tony Galieti of Ap~le ·Co~puter.s, who will.~fscuss the lates~ 
' . f ,-, . 
. . . I . , 
systems available· for newspapers, and ~1ichael C. Finch and Mark Hol~ell, publ.ish~rs: . . . . . . . 
of the Todd County Standard in Elkton, who 1~ill share their .experiences as the 
fi.rst pa-per ·; n .the state to use a laser printer for ~ypesetti ng. 
IIIII/II 
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Apri 1 7, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
l~OREHEAD, Ky. --Morehead State University's Student A 1 umni Ambassadors 
will host student ambassadors from other colleges and universities at MSU, 
April 11-12. 
The conference, the first of its kind in the state of Kentucky, will bring 
together students from each institution who are involved in various aspects of 
their university's public relations programs. 
"Our Alumni Association is very proud of the Student Alumni Ambassadors and 
we feel they deserve a great deal of credit to host this first conference," said 
Don Young, director of alumni relations and adviser for the MSU ambassadors. 
Young is coordinating the program. 
Eric Evans, Morehead senior and president of the student ambassadors, said 
the idea originated after he and other ambassadors met and talked at the state 
rally for higher education in Frankfort earlier this year. 
Scheduled to attend are representatives from the University of Kentucky, 
University of Louisville, Hestern State University, Eastern Kentucky University, 
Northern Kentucky State University, Berea College and Union College. 
"I'm personally very excited about this conference. I feel the opportunity 
for these students to exchange ideas will be beneficial to all the institutions 
who are sending representatives," Young said. 
MSU's Student Alumni Ambassadors is a organization of student volunteers 
dedicated to promoting MSU. The organization is jointly sponsored by the University 
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UPOBOX1100 
Apri,l 7, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Beth Gardner Patrick, computer programmer at Morehead State 
University, has been named data base systems analyst for the Office of Computing . 
Services. 
She assumed the post March 10, according to Deborah Atkinson, director of 
MSU's Office of Computing Services. "In her new role, Ms. Patrick will serve as· 
a link between the technical staff and administrative computer users, translating 
user needs for computing services technical personnel. She also will oversee the 
office's programming schedule," Atkinson said. 
Patrick, a native of Russell, earned her B.B.A. degree from f4orehead State 
and joined the administrative staff in April 1983. She is a member of the National 
AI~1S Users Group and Phi Kappa Phi honor society. 
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April 7 , 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREllEAD, Ky. --- America's longest running musical, "The 
Fantastiks," will close Horehead State University Theatre's 
1985-86 season with six performances in Kibbey Theatre. 
The musical opens April 18 and will run April 19, 22, and 
24-26. Show time is 8 p.m. for all performances. 
Reserve seat tickets are available at $4 for adults, $2 for 
children, and free to MSU students with valid I.D. cards. Reservations 
may be made by calling the Kibbey Theatre Box Office at (606) 783-2170. 
"The Fantastiks," the story of a boy and girl who f~ll in love, 
are separated, and reunited, ran in New York for more than 26 years. 
The score for "The Fantastiks" was written by Harvey Schmidt 
and Tom Jones and includes the popular song "Try to Remember." 
MSU's production will feature Terry Cain, Paris senior, as 
El Gallo (the narrator); Julie Bigham, Morehead sophomore, as 
Luisa (the Girl); Thomas Stafford, Camp Dix senior, as Matt (the Boy); 
Edwar_d E. Figgins, Brooksville senior, as Hucklebee (the ·Boy's 
father); and Ralph Ellis Wall, Cedar Island, N.C., sophomore, as 
Bellomy (the. Girl's father). 
Rounding out the cast are Tracey Dunn, Liverpool, E~gland, 
senior, as the actor; Christopher J. Marshall, Union City, Ohio, 
senior, as Mortimer; and Julie Jones, Cynthiana sophomore, as the 
Mute. Stage manager for the production will be Tavia Biggs, ·Lebanon 
Junction senior. The assistant stage manager is Jeffrey Caswell, 
Falmouth senior. 
Directing the production is Dr. Travis Lockhart, coordinator 
of MSU Theatre. Musical director is James Ross Beane, MSU associate 
professor of.music. 
Ill/ If 111f Ill/ 
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Apri 1 7, 1986 
FOR IMI~EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD Ky.---Jane D. Howell, currently manager of employee benefits at 
Morehead State University, has been named acting director of personneT serv)ces 
effective immediately. 
·Howell will fill the post, according to Porter Dailey, MSU vice presid(;lnt 
for administrative and fiscal affairs, while a search is conducted for a successor 
to the former director Ron Moss. Moss resigned March 31 to accept a post as 
assistant director of personnel at Kent (Ohio) State University. 
As acting director, Howell also serves as the University's affirmative. 
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I~SU FOUNDERS DAY AI·IARDS 
Terry Jacobs of Cincinnati, head of Jacor Communications, 1·1as the 1986 recipient 
of Morehead State University's "Most Valuable Giver Award" given by the Eagle , , 
Athletic Fund in recognition of donor support. Accepting the:award from Harold 
Bellamy, left, vice president of the ~ISU Foundation, is Jeffrey Jacobs, MSU 
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! MSU HOSTS HIQI SCHOOL OONFERENCE 
' ' i 
;High school students from Elliott and Bath.Counties were among those 
606-783-2030 
taking part in the rec.ent Eastern Kentucky Student Library Asso.ciation conference, 
.. hosted by Morehead State University's Camden-Carroll Libr~y. A talent show 
was one of the many activiti~s the students enjoy~d during the conference. 
Winning first place in the talent show was Bath County-High School student 
Janet Vanlandingham. 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
### 
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MOREHEAD, STATE UNIVERSITY· UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
' 
, · J MSU HOOTS .HIGH SCHOOL CXJNFERENCE 
i 
i 
High· school students from Elliott and Bath Counties v.ere among those taking part 
in the recent Eastern 1\:entucky Student Library Association conference hosted by , , 
Morehead State University's Camden-Carroll Library. Two Bath County High School 
students, from left, Patti So~rell and Lisa Williams, admired one of the many art 
worl<s on display. A art competition was one of the activities the students enjoyed 
during the conference. 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
### 
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MSU HOSTS HIGH SCHOOL OONFERENCE 
' 
High' school students from Elliott and Bath cOunties were among those taking part 
' . 
. :in the recent Eastern Kentucky Student Library Association conference hosted by 
Morehead State University's Camden-Carroll Library. A handcrafts competition was 
one of the many activities the students enjoyed during the conference. Winning 
first place in the handcrafts competition was Elliott Oounty High School student 
' 
Sheila Harris. 
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MSU HOSTS HIGH SCHOIDL CON.FERENCE 
. i ~igh school students from Elliott .and Bath Counties were among those.· 
taking part in the recent Eastern Kentucky Student Library As.sociat.ion,;, 
' ' conferen'ce hosted by Morehead State University's:camden-Carroll 
Library. A talent show was one of the many activities the students 
enjoyed during the conference. Winning second place in the talent 
show was Elliott County High School student Donna Vanover. 
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i MSU 1 HOSTS HIGH SCHOOL CONFERENCE 
The Eastern Kentucky Student Library Association elected officers 
at a recent conference held at Morehead State University's 
. ' ' Camden-Carroll Library. The new officers are, ·from left; Susie Kitchen 
of Elliott County High School, president; Mark Jolly of.Bath County 
High School, vice president; BrE;:,tt Dickerson of Ellio•tt County, 
recording secretary; Sharan Duvall,of.Elliott County, correspond;in~ 
secretary; Sherman Sparks of Bath County, treasurer; and Dennis McNabb 
of Bath County, parliamentarian. 
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;April 8, 1986 
FOR H1MEDIATE RELEASE 
Hith photos 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--Calling it a time to look to the future rather than t~e past, 
Gov. Martha Layne Collins, speaking at Morehead State University's 1986 Founders 
Day Convocation and Awards Ceremony, issued a challenge to the campus community. 
., ; ... ,·.· . ' .·,J 
"For Morehead to serve as it is meant to serve, the entire university community 
must pull together,'' she said. ''Morehead State has all the elements of a fine 
university: dedicated faculty, bright students, loyal alumni, good facilities and 
a beautiful campus. I challenge you to see that all these elements mesh together 
efficiently to carry this university forw.ard," she said, adding that "it will take 
all of you." 
Nearly 1,100 people attended the Convocation in Button Auditorium, one of the 
several events designed to celebrate the university's 64th year as a state institution 
' of higher education and the 20th anniversary of university status. 
Noting MSU's proud tradition of "providing light and learning," Gov. Collins 
called for the university ''to reach out more aggressively to the people whose 
mission it is to serve. 
They are looking to MSU for leadership and for "a vision of what this area can• 
'· become. However much you have done in the past, extend your hands further across 
these mountains,'' she urged. ''Morehead State can provide the steadying hand, the 
leadership that moves the entire area ahead.'' 
Calling for ''a new beginning,'' the governor said, ''If today we unite in our 
commitment to Morehead State University, then in the years ahead; speakers at 
occasions such as this one will remark on the achievements and the progress you 
set in motion--s~arting today.'' 
In his remarks before introducing the governor, MSU Board of Regents ,Chairman 
Louie B. Nunn said that the board intended that "academic greatness shall prevail 
at this University," but that it couldn't do it alone. "The future \~ill be 






Boone Logan of Ashlana,'a retired banking executive, was presented the 1986 
Founders Day·Award for University Service by MSU President Herb. F. Reinhard, who 
spoke of L'ogan's "untiring efforts" on behalf of the university through his work··' 
~lith the Morehead Normal School and the MSU Alumni Association. 
l 
J In accepting the award, Logan said he had enjoyed being ''a bit of help to the. 
j 
:university over the years and I shall continue to do so." 
i . 
'At the annual Founders Luncheon which followed, special tribute was paid to 
legislators who played·prominent roles in the passage of House Bill 238 in 1966 .'; 
granting university status to ~1SU, Murray, Eastern and Western. 
MSU Alumni Association President David Bolt,· who presided, recognized' former 
state Rep. Sherman Arnett and' the late Sen. Ed Kell~ who co-sponsored the legislation. 
Also honored for their efforts during the 1986 General Assembly were state Reps. 
Frances Brown of Sandy Hook and Walter Blevins of Morehead. 
Retired Ashland Oil executive Robert D. Bell, who headed the Kentucky Advocates 
of' Higher Education's efforts for increased funding for the state's schools,. was 
named honorary alumnus. His award was accepted by Judy Thomas, president of the 
Ashland Oil Foundation. 
Terry Jacobs of Cincinnati, head of Jacor Communications, was named MSU's Eagle 
Athletic Fund ''Most Valuable Giver." His son Jeffrey Jacobs, MSU freshman, accepted 
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April 8, 1986 
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f·1SU FOUNDERS DAY PHOTO PACKET: :· :- · .. 
' ~~ ~. · .. ', . ' 
Cutlines: . '· \ 
1-..:Hembers of Morehead State' University's Chi Omega sorority greeted their 
sorority sister, Gov. Martha Layne Collins, .upon her arrival at Button 
Auditorium. Among them were, from left, Kell i /\bner of Morehead,. Sherri .. 
. Timberlake of South Shore, the governor, Tammy Byrd' of Sudith and Ada f1iracle 
of Garrison .. Collins was the featured ~peaker for MSU's Founders D~y Convocation 
and Awards Ceremony. 
2--HSU Board of Regents Chairman Louie B; Nunn and Gov. Martha Layne Collins share 
a quiet moment on the stage of Button Auditorium. Nunn introduced Gov. Collins 
as ''one who for many years has demonstrated her interest in youth and education.'' 
3--MSU President Herb. F. Reinhard, right, presented Boone Logan of Ashland, retired 
' bankin~ executive, with the 1986 Founders Day Award for University Service, Boone, 
who graduated from Morehead Normal School, has more than 60 years of service to the 
university through his work in the Normal School Club and the MSU Alumni Association 
4--''However much you have done in the past, extend your hands further across these 
· mountains," Gov. Co 11 ins urged the campus community. "Morehead State can pro vi de 
the steadying hand, the leadership that moves the entire area ahead.'' 
5--lt was with intense interest as shown by these faces that .the crowd of more than 
1,100 people listened to the governor's message of challenge to the campus. 
6--At the Founders Luncheon followng thi convocation, recognition. was given to 
legislators instrumental in the passa~~ of House Bill 238 which granted university 
status in 1966 to MSU, Murray, Western and Eastern. Co-sponsors of HB 238 were 
former state Rep. Sherman Arnett of Clearfield and the late Sen. Ed Kelly of 
Flemingsburg. Accepting the awards from MSU Alumni Association President David 
Bblt, left, were Arnett onct M~s. Kelly . 
7--State Rep. Frances Brown of the 99th District also was recognized for her efforts 
jy 
on behalf of higher education during the 1986 General Assembly. Presenting her with 
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;April 8, ·1986 
;mR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Students from nearly 40 Ohio vocational and high 
. ' 
schools have been invited by Morehead State University's College of Applied 
Science and Technology to explore the "World of Technology" on April 15. 
High schools from Adams, Brown, Clermont, Gallia, Lawrence and Scioto 
counties will be represented by the 400-600 students exbected to attend, 
according ,to Wes Blakely, MSU .D3partment of Mining Technology chair. 
"World of Technology Day" is a chance for students to see agricultural 
., . 
-~ '. 
' . .. -.l 
and industrial exhibits/demonstrations and also examine the facilities, programs· 
and services offered at MSU, Blakely said. 
'The day will begin with registration at 9 a.m. in the east end of the 
Lloyd Cassity Building. Guided tours for the students will begin after 
registration and continue until 1 p.m. 
Animals, robotics, energy, mining and land reclamation are some of the 
subjects dealt with in the many demonstrations and e~1ibits. In addition, 
the .D3partment of Home Economics will present a fashion show. 
The College of Applied Science and· Technology will host a reception-for 
the counselors, advisors and teachers accompanying the students from 9-11 a.m. 
in Reed Hall, Room 246. Lunch will be served to the students beginning at 
11:30 a.m. in the Lloyd Cassity Building. 
TI1e exhibits and dellDnstrations are free and open to the public. More 
information on "World of Technology Day" is available from Blakely at (606) 783-2633. 
drh 
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FBLA DAY AT MSU 
More than 870 students from 33 area high schools participated in the 
Future Business Leaders of America (FBLA) Day held at Morehead State 
University recently. The purpose of FBLA Day was to encourage students 
to excel in their computer use, typing, public speru,ing and accounting 
skills. Among those attending from Millard High· School in Pike County 
were, front from left, Cheryl McPeeks, Susan Brunson, Angie Thacker, 
back row, Johnny Shumate, Kenny Sowards and Stacy Land.· 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI1Y UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351· 
FBLA DAY AT MSU 
More than 870 students from 33 area high schools participated in the 
· Future Business Leaders of America (:FBLA) Day held at Morehead State 
University recently- TI1e purpose of FBLA Day was to encourage students 
to excel in their computer use' typing' public speaking and accounting 
skills- Among those attending were Lewis County ·High School students, 
from left, Glenna Ginv and Sharon Keen, with them were Ervena Howard, MSU 
' ,· 
606-7 83-2030 
freshman from Vanceburg, and Jackie Wilburn, also a Lewis County High School 
stud(lnt_ 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
4-9--86ctrh ### 
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FBLA DAY AT MSU 
More than 870 students from 33 area high schools participated in the 
Future Business Leader(> of America (l'BLA) Day held at Morehead State 
University recently. The purpose of FBLA Day W<l.S to encour~ge students 
to excel in their computer us:, typing, public ~aking and accounting 
skills .. Among those attending from Elkhorn City'High School were, from 
left, Lori Hawkins, Darin Blackburn and Krista Clevenger. 
(~BU Photo by Scott Randle) 
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FBLA DAY AT MSU 
More than 870 students from 33 area high schools participated in the 
FUture Business Leaders of America (FBLA) Day held at Morehead State 
University recently. The purpose of FBLA Day was to encourage students 
to excel in their computer use, typing,. public speaking and accounting 
skills. Among those attending was, left, Shelley Lynch from Johns Creek 
High School, withl .. her was Rhonda Thompson, MSU freshman from Pikeville. 
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FBLA DAY AT MSU . 
More than 870 students from 33 area high schools participated in the 
Future Business Leaders of America (FBLA) Day held at Morehead State 
University recently. The purpose of FBLA Day was to encourage students 
to excel in their computer use, typing, public speaking and accounting > 
skills. Among those attending from Mullens High· School in Pike County 
were, fr()nt from left, Rebecca Gibson, Marsha Thacker, Brenda Akers, 
Angie Robinette, Melissa Blackburn, bacl{ row, Melissa Williamson 
Pam JVilliiuns, Wanda Wright , Beverly Mullins; Tina Skeens, Mary 'TI1acker, 
Kim Carter and Sherry Aill{ins. 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
' ' 
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JffiLA DAY AT MSU 
More than 870 students from 33 area high schools participated in the 
Future Business Leader.s of America (ffiLA) Day held at Morehead. State 
University recently. The purpose of FBLA. Day was to encoW::age students 
to excel in their computer ~e, typing, public spyaking and accounting 
skills. Among those attending from Russell High School in Greenup County 
were, frO!Jl. left, Teressa Evans, Melissa Gallion and mane Jones. 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
4-9-86drh 
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FBlA DAY AT MSU 
More, than 870 students from 33 area high schools participated in the 
Future Business Leaders of America (FBLA) Day held at Morehead State 
University recently. The winners of "!VIr. and Ms. FBLA" were announced 
during the day. Selected for outstanding achieverrent in buSiness; ·-
Patricia: Barker, left, of_· West Carter High School; was narred Ms. FBLA. 
Presenting the award was Marrialana Prince, 1985-86 FBLA Region Five Co_uncil 
president, from East Carter High School. 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
-. \ ' 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. I<Y 40351 . 606-7 83-2030 
FBLA DAY AT MSU · 
More than 870 students from 33 area high schools rarticipated· in the 
\ . ' " 
Future Business leaders of America (FBLA) Day held at Morehead State· 
•',. 
. .., 1 
University recently_ Selected for outstanding achievement. in business, 
. •, 
-
~!Mringnd1•Ms·.~.;FBLA" were announced 'during the day. Marrialana Prince;· left, 
' . 
1985-86'FBLA Region Five Colincil president, from. East Carter-High School, 
-
presented the award naming Darin Blacl{burn of Elkhorn City High School as 
' 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
. . 
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FBLA DA,Y AT MSU 
1iore than 870 students from 33 area high schools participated in the 
Future Business Leaders of America (IDLA) Day held at Morehead State 
University recently. T\1e purpose of FBLA Day was to encoUl~age students 
to excel in their computer use, typing, public spelli,ing and accounting 
skills. Arrong those attending· were, from left , Shauna Moore and Cannon Hogge 
of Rowan County High School and Kelly Ranvier and Marla Watkins of 
Bath County High School. 
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FBLA DAY AT MSU 
More than 870 students from 33 area high schools participated in the 
FUture Business Leaders of America (FBLA) Day held at Morehead State 
University recently. TI1e purpose of EBLA Day was to encourage students 
to excel in their computer use, typing, public speaking and accounting 
skills. Among those attending were Bath County High School students, 
from left, Stacey and Melanie Bailey. 
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FBLfl DAY 1\T MSU 
'More than 870 students from 33 area high schools participated in the 
Future Business Leaders of America (FBLI\) Day held at Morehead State 
University recently. The purpose of FBLA ·Day was to encourage 'students 
to excel in their computer use, typing, public speru,ing and accounting ' 
skills. Among those attending from East carter High School were, front from 
left, Canciy Howard, Jill Fleming, Brooke Griffith, Alliaon Messer, Becky Phill~p, 
June Caummiser, back row, Eric Duvall, Cheryl Stephins ~nd Donny Rice. 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
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JffiiA DAY AT lv!SU .. · 
. More than 870 students from 33 area high schools participated in the • 
Future Business leader:s of Alrerica (JffiiA) Day held at Horehead State 
University recently. The purpose of FBIA Day was to encourage students 
'; ~ 
to excel in their computer use; typing; public spe~'ing ~nd accounting . ' 
skills. Arrong those attending from East Carter High School were, front 
from left, Trina Steele, Hope Noe, Christi Davis, Roy Woods, Sonya Cox, 
' 
back row, Terry Carter, Terrie Runyon; Kelly Kozee, Tina I:Berfield, 
Cris· Arnett and Marrialana Prince. 
(MSU photo by Scott Randle) 
60&783•2030 
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FBLA DAY AT MSU 
iMore than 870 students from 33 area high schools participated in the 
Future. Business Leaders of America (FBLA) Day held at Morehead State 
. 
University recently. The purpose of FBLA Day was to encourage students 
to excel in their computer use, typing, public speaking and accounting ' 
skills. Among those attending from Montgomery Coimty.were, from left, 
Bitsy Pinson, Tina Allen and Tane Curtis. 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
### 
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FBLI\ DAY AT MSU . 
More than 870 students from 33 area high schools participated in the 
Future Business Leaders of Arrerica (FBLA) Day held at Morehead State 
University recently. The purpose of FBLA Day was to encourage students 
. . 
to excel in their computer use, typing, public speill,ing and accounting 
skills. Among those attending from Fedscrecl' High School in Pil'e 
County were, from left, Chris Blair, Lori Howard and James Blair. 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 . 
J . FBLA DAY AT MSU 
i 
More than 870' students from 33 area high schools participated in the 
. Future Busiriess Leaders of America C:FBLA) Day held at Morehead State 
. , University recently_ Tlie purpose of ·FBLA Day was to encourage students 
to excel in their cOmputer use' typing' public speaking and accounting . > 
skills. Among those attending from Fedscreek High School in Pike County 
v.Bre, from left, Margaret Minckly, Becky Hackney, Becky Hensley, and ·.o:1. 
Jeanie Fleming. 
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FBLA DAY AT MSU , 
l 
·More than 870 students :from 33 area high schools participated in the 
Future Business Leaders of America (FBLA) Day held at Morehead State 
University recently. T11e purpose of FBLA Day was to encourage students 
to excel in their computer use, typing, public speaking and accountillg 
skills_ Among those attending from Greenup High· School were, from left , 
Pam Trayor, Trish Robinson, Vicl<ie Stevens, Cheryl Ratliff, Lisa Brown, 
Kathy Crum, Kathy Porter and Kristy Daniels. 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
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FBLA DAY AT MSU 
More than 870 students from 33 area high schools participated in the 
Future Business Leaders of America (FBLA) Day held at Morehead State 
' ' 
University recently. The purpose of FBLA Day was to encoirrage students 
to excel in their computer use, typing, public speaking and accounting 
skills. Among those attending from Dorton High·Sch6ol in Pike County 
were, from left, Rhonda Addington, Tamny Sowards, Lisa Smallwood and 
Francine Bryant . 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
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UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
FBLA DAY AT MSU 
More than 870 students from 33 area high schools participated in the 
Future Business Leaders of America (:FBLA) Day held at Morehead State 
\ .· 
University recently. TI1e purpose of FBLA Day was-to encourage students 
' ' 
to excel in their computer use, typing, public spealdng and accounting 
skills. Am::ing those attending from Millard High School in Pli<e County 
wer, from left, Tammy Bartley, Renee Clevinger, Jeri Raines, Felisha Salyer 
and Angie H~rton. 
•, 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) · 
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April 9, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Three members of Morehead State University's 
__ Equestrian _Show _Team __ will -represent MSU-at the Intercolleg-iate Horse------
Show Association (IHSA) National Finals, May 3 and 4 in Charlottesville, Va 
MSU recently hosted the Annual Spring Intercollegiate Competition, 
the last in the year's 10 competitions involving 14 colleges and 
universities from Tennessee, Kentucky, Illinois, and Missouri. MSU 
emerged as Champion Stock (Western) Seat Team. This victory qualifies 
the entire team to compete in the National Finals, according to 
Tami McMillan, MSU horsemanship instructor. 
The three students who will represent the team are: 
*Laura Grassmick, Oxford, Ohio, junior and daughter of 
Robert Grassmick. She also qualified as Regional High Point Stock Rider. · 
*Sherry Gray, Ewing freshman and daughter of Roy Gray. 
*Kathy Velat, Cynthiana senior and daughter of Reta L. Velat. 
By acquiring points throughout the year's competitions 13 MSU 
team members have qualified to take part in the Regional IHSA competition 
to be held April 13 at Murray State University. 
These students and their events are: 
*Shelly Anderson, Nicholasville junior and daughter of Lynn Anderson, 
Intermediate Stock Seat. 
*Sundae Bablitz, Nicholasville sophomore and daughter of 
William Bablitz, Intermediate Stock Seat and Advanced Walk-Trot-Canter. 
(more) 
Horse Show Team 
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2 
. ,. 
*David Davis, Hardinbutg, Ihd. 1 junior lnd son d~· ~~t ·:a~a~tii~icl . . " . y . ' . . ' ' " 
' ' . . '' ' I 
Davis, Advanced Stock Seat and Adv!1-nced Walk-Trot-Canter. 
*Grassmick, Advanced Stock l?ea t and Intermedia t~ F~a't;LS1pjac:e r.iding .. 
;~<Betsy Greene, )3ed'fb:ril·; . . '!4~s.!;;: . •. · E!~P.~?t :uid dal,lghtt:i/!:1~.::?r~~GEiJ: di'eene, .. , 
-- '· \. •-:i· _·;~ 'f •,1··,·-:-· "--., "•;"' '"/• o.'·,· ';·O .- . -~ •. ' 
.:;':'. ~- . 
. '' ;• -,. ' ,, ' .. _.·.· .. ,_;-.:~·-. Intermediate Fences .. 
*Lisa Jones, lv!t. Sterling S5Jphomore and daughte~ of ·ctrq17.er.. IT aries,, 
Intermediate Stock Seat. , ... ;-,;:-- _, .. ·, -: .:... ____ ....:....... .. ;. _____ .;_, ______ ._ ····- .. -- --·--
*Katie Knoer, Louisville, Ohio, ju!Lior !l-!ld 
Advanced Walk-Trot-Canter.: 
*Kim Kovalic, Winchester junior iqd daught~r of P~t~~:·"~9.~!l.Jic'·i < --.;".' 
. . . 
Advance Stock Seat. 
·- ··-- - . ~-- ' , ... ' .. ; 
*Mary McKinley, New Richm<md, Ohi,q; sophomore and:,c!augl'jtrr:p:f ...... 
' .. 
Allen McKinley, Intermediate Stock Se!1-t !i!ld Advanc13d, W~lk~Trc;>t-'i.Cant\3:r. · 
' ,• . ;_ ·.,' ' ., ... ' 
*Bonnie Murphy, New Richmond, Ohio,. freshman aJid ··daUghfer. O'f : , ·. . . ' . '· .. · ..... ".. ' '·. •' ·. , ..: .:· ' ' •, : ' .. ;·:·. -~·-:···-:::~.;· ... _·~- ·< .... :·-· ... ··_:·-- -::.'' '. ··. 'I:' 
Denis Murphy, Intermediate Stock S13at and Advanced. \Va'1l{j!frot,:,Caf!,t.er',: . 
*Lisa Nuss, Cincinnati, Ohio; junior an·d daughter of Billie Nuss, . . . . ' . 
Intermediate Stock Seat and Nov:j.ce F:j-!1-t surface J,":j.dirig. ·. :: :.., 
. " 
*Tony Stansbury, Morehead fr~shman and son of CJ:lit:rl,e!:1 $t~tnsb~ry, 
••• 1 
Beginner .stock Seat. . ·~ 
*Collette Zeigler, Bucyrus, Ohio, senior and daughter· o·f· il:Lm,.and 
·.· ' " '. 
Jan Zeigler, Intermediate $tock Se~t, 
Other team members who competecl and contributed to·the P,oirits 
·' ' 
needed in winning Champion Stock Seat. Team were: 
Ca:rl Barns. 
,. ,''' 
Ohio, , freshman and. cl~~ghte:~':·;~5i-·: ,,:: 
• •""·····.. ",· -" ,' ·~; ·: .]< ••• 
·' '.. . ;- •' .. . . ,··.- ·' 
'-~ .' . ~ 
*Tammie Barns, Springfieldl. 
.. . ·, 
*Keni th Burnett, Ashland junipr a!)d son of Veron:j.~a. B~rnett., 







Horse Show Team 
3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3 
. ,·. 
_, •:; " . -
*Vicki Craig, Versailles sophomore anp daughter of Cl,1ai:;J;f:l~·· 'crii.ig. 
*Loring Brock Daugherty·, Maysvi·lle senior and daughter:. c;>f 
Susan Daugherty. 
. ·. 
*Geraldine Fuller, Alexandria sophomore and daughter o:f Gerald Fuller. 
*Mary Leslie Gaine;;;;· :Gastonia,,._ N.·c,_, freshman 
._,. 
William Seabrook. " .. 
;,., " . 
-~Cil}_dyi_!amilton_, Moreh·ead freshlllan and. daughter of -~1,1+!1- :tl!tll)iit9i:l. · 
- ----- - ·· -------~----- ----T~--·~-r~" ----~~---~-
'. " .,•· .. 
*Lucinda Hignite, Olive Hill fxeshman !Lnd daught~r :of Larry f!i'~J,\1, t~. 
*Lori Howe, Maysville junior and, d,aughtE!r of Fr;lpltlip' :(fowe. 
*Laurel Lammers, Dayton, Ohio, freshma11 and daughteri'.a:f · Judy 'Lariunex~. . - -. ··;•'·. . 
,· .... 
*Lisa Mulford, Georgetown, Ohio, fxeshman and daughter··· of .. · 
" "·' -~--' . t 
Forrest Mulford. 
*Carl ton Norton, St. CharleEj freshman, and Clayton N:~nt~n,;, 
St. Charles junior, sons of Larry Nort'on. 
*Erin Tepe, Erlanger freshman .and daughter of .. Nancy :,T!'lp.e .·.-
. . . ' ;'~ '. :· ';' _; ' .. ' . 
*William Widdifield, Lewist:ior't' se~~:tor fl-nd son· of· A.l+~p )<. '\l(tddifield .. :' 
•',.;• ,-" ., ' 
"'David Withrow, Flemingsburg sophomore and husband o'f Susan: Withrow.' 
•....._ ; ' - ' . ., .. 
"·--......._ 
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Representing Morehead State University's Equestrian Show Team at the Regional 
' 
Intercollegiate Horse Show Association competition, April 13 at Murray State 
University, will be, front from left; Mary McKinley, New Richmond, Ohio, sophomore; 
Colette Zeigler, Bucyrus, Ohio, senior~ Lisa Nuss, Cincinnati, Ohio, juni'or; 
Katie Knoer, louisville, Ohio, junior; Lisa Jones, Mt. Sterling sophomore; 
Bonnie Murphy, New Richmond, Ohio, freshman; back row, Tony Stansbury, Morehead. 
freshman; Kim Kovalic, Winchester junior; Laura Grassmick, Oxford, Ohio, Junior; 
David Davis, Hardinburg, Ind., junior; Sundae Bablitz, Nicholasville sophomore; 
and Betsy Greene, Bedford, Mass., senior. 
(MSU photo by Scott Randle) 
A." ~~lJII" .1'\ --·_·, -~&\': 
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JUDITH YANCY. DIRE~TOR 
MOREHEAD. f<Y 40351 606-783-2030 
; llepresent·ing Morehead State University'.s Equestrian Show Team at the Intercollegiate 
I . ' . 
Horse Show Association National l'inals, May 3 and 4 in CIJarlottesville, Va. , . . 
will be, from left, Sherry Gray, Ewing freshman, and h'lura: Grassmick, OXford, 
Ohio, .junior. Also representing MSU will be Kathy Velat, Cynthiana senior. 
(MSU Photo by Scott lllmdle) 
4-7-86drll 
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April 9, 1986 
FOR IMl'viEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.,--- Fairfax, Va., resident Marian Abdulkadir was anx:mg nine 
Morehead State University students who recently took a three-day nuclear physics 
training program conducted by the Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Oak Rdige, Tenn. 
Abdulkadir, an MSU senior, was among those enrolled in Physics 499 who took 
advantage of the federal program sponsored by the U.S . Department of Energy. 
The group toured the Physics Research facility at the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory. Experiments in detecting, measuring, analyzing and distinguishing 
the various types of nuclear radiation were conducted by the students using the 
Oak Ridge facilities. 
According to Dr. Russell.Brengelman, MSU professor of physics, who,accornpanied 
the group, the students were able to work with equipment valued at nearly $12,000 
and to gain professional,-experience. 
"It was not just a field trip, they worked hard and learned a lot but still 
had a good time," Brengelman, said. 
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April 9, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIA'IE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Goshen, Ohio, resident Drew Henderson was one of nine 
Morehead State University students who recently took a three-day nuclear 
physics training program conducted by the Oak Ridge Associated Universities, 
Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
Henderson, an MSU senior, was arrnng those enrolled in Physics 499 who 
took advantage of the federal program sponsored by the U.S. Department of 
Energy. 
'Ihe group toured the Physics Research facility at the Oak Ridge National 
laboratory. Experiments in detecting, measuring, analyzing and distinguishing 
the various. types of nuclear radiation were conducted by the students using the 
Oak Ridge facilities. 
According to Dr. Russell Brengelman, MSU professor of physics, who accompanied 
the group, the students were able to work with equipment valued at nearly $12,000 
and to gain professional experience. 
"It. was 110t just a field trip, they worked hard and learned a lot but still 
had a good time, " Brengelman said. 
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April 9, 1986 
FDR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Melvin resident David Boyd was annng nine Morehead State 
University students who recently took a three-day nuclear physics training program 
conducted by the Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
Boyd, an MSU junior, was .among those enrolled in Physics 499 who took 
advantage of the federal program sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy. 
The group toured the Physics Research facility at the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory. Experiments in detecting, measuring, analyzing and distinguishing 
the various types of nuclear radiation.were conducted by the students using the 
Oak Ridge facilities. 
According ·to dr. Russell Brengelman, MSU professor of physics, who accompanied 
the group, the students were able to \vork with equipment valued at nearly $12,000 
and to gain professional experience. 
"It was not just a field trip, they worked hard and learned a.lot but still 
had a good time, " Brengelman said. 
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Apri 1 9 , 1986 
FOR Ir4MMEDIATE RELEASE 
~IOREHEAD, Ky. --- Three ~lore head residents were among nine Morehead State 
University students who recently took a three-day nuclear physics training 
program conducted by the Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
Seniors Kevin Eldridge and Robert Michael Nickell and junior Glenn R. Ramey 
were among those enrolled in Physics 499 who took advantage of the federal program 
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy. 
The group toured the Physics Research facility at the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory. Experiments in detecting, measuring, analyzing and distinguishing 
the various types of nuclear radiation were conducted by the students using 
the Oak Ridge facilities. 
According to Dr. Russell Brengelman, MSU professor of physics, who accompanied 
the group, the students were able to work with equipment valued at nearly $12,000 
and to gain professional experience. 
"It was not just a field trip, they worked hard and learned a lot but still 
had a good time," Brengelman said. 
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April 9, 1986 
FDR IMMEIDA'IE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Maysville resident Timmy Dixon, Morehead State University 
senior, was am:mg nine MSU students who recently took a three-day nuclear physics 
training program conducted by the Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
Dixon was among those enrolled in Physics 499 who took advantage of the 
federal program sponsored by the U.S. DepartiiBnt of Energy. 
The group toured the Physics Research facility at the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory. ExperiiiBnts in detecting, measuring, analyzing and distinguishing 
the various types of nuclear radiation were conducted by the students using 
the Oak Ridge facilities. 
According to Dr. Russell Brengelman, ~~U professor,of physics, who accompanied 
the group, the students were able to work with equipment valued at nearly $12,000 
and to gain professional experience. 
"It was not just a field trip, they worked hard and learned a lot but still 
had a good tiiiB, " Brengelman said. 
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April 9, 1986 
FDR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD,,Ky. ---Vanceburg resident Arthur Haley was among nine Morehead 
State University students who recently took a three-day nuclear physics program 
conducted by the Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
Haley, an MSU senior, was among those enrolled in Physics.499 who took 
advantage of the federal program sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy. 
The group toured the Physics Research facility at the Oak Ridge National 
labcratory. Experiments in detecting, measuring, analyzing and distinguishing 
the various types of nuclear radiation.were conducted by the students using the 
Oak Ridge facilities. 
According the Dr .. Russell Brengelma.n,. MSU professor of physics, who accompanied 
the group, the students were able to work with equipment valued at nearly $12,000 
and to gain professional experience. 
"It was not just a field trip, they worked hard and learned a lot but still 
had a good time, " Brengelma.n said. 
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April 9, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Flemingsburg resident Robert Gregory was among nine 
Morehead State University students who recently took a three-day nuclear 
physics training program conducted by the Oak Ridge Associated'Universities, 
Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
Gregory, an · ~ISU junior, was =ng those enrolled in Physics 499 who took 
advantage of the federal program sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy. 
The group toured the Physics Research facility at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory. Experiments in detecting, measuring, analyzing and distinguishing 
the various types of nuclear radiation were conducted by the students using 
the Oak Ridge facilities. 
According to Dr. Russell Brengleman, MSU professor of physics, who accompanied 
the group, the students were able to work with equipment valued at nearly $12,000 
and to gain professional experience. 
"It was not just a field trip, they worked .hard and learned a lot but still 
had a good time," Brengelman said. 
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April 9, 1986 
UPOBOX1t00 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's annual ~ 
International Day, sponsored by the Cosmopolitan Club and the 
Student Association, is scheduled for April 25. 
Seymour Hersh, Pulitzer Prize winner and author of "The 
Price For Power," will begin the day-long event with a speech 
in Button Auditorium at 10:20 a.m. 
Hersh, who has won more than a dozen major journalism prizes, 
earned the 1970 Pulitzer Prize for International Reporting, the 
George Polk Award, the Sigma Delta Chi Distinguished Service Award 
and the Worth Bingham Prize for his account of the Hy Lai massacre. 
Following the speech, a luncheon for special guests will be 
held in the Gold Room of the Adron Doran University Center. 
To demonstrate the different international ways of life, there 
will be art and clothing displays and slide presentations depicting 
cultures of the various· countries, along with song and dance 
performances by some of MSU's foreign students in Button Drill Room 
beginning at 3 p.m. 
Rounding out the day, there will be an International Pot Luck . . . . . 
' ' Banquet at 6:30p.m. in Button Drill Room. There will be'a $4 
charge at the door, which is waived to anyone who brings a dish. 
All activities are open to the public. 
fNNNfo 
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Apri 1 9, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE . 
. ' MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Concert Band and Symphony Band 
will be heard in concert Sunday, April 13, at 3 p.m. in Duncan Recital Hall .. 
Directed by Dr. Earle Louder, professor of music, the Concert Band will 
present works by Sousa, Chance, Delibes and Lathan. Lo~der, MSU's associate 
director of bands, will· be assisted by Cynthia Hawkins, graduate student 
from Lexington. 
The Symphony Band, directed by Richard Miles, MSU's director of bands, 
will present selections by Gould, Grainger, Mussorgsky and Smith. 
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****CORRECTION**** 
The graduate piano recital by Rebecca Hopper will be Tuesday, April 15, at 
8:15p.m. in Duncan Recital Hall. An earlier release incorrectly reported it as 
Wednesday, April 15. 
#### 
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; April 10, 1986 
i . FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
i 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Rebecca Hopper, MSU gra~uate student in 
piano, will present a recital on Wednesday, April 15, in Duncan 
' ' 
Recital Hall. The concert will begin at 8:15p.m. and will feature 
>·mrks by Beethoven, Bach and Ravel. Hopper will be joined by 
Lucretia Stetler, MSU assistant professor of music, for Ce.sar 
Franck's "Symphonic Variations." 
Hopper is a native of Knightstown, Ind. She is the daughter 
of the Rev. and Mrs .. Gerald Collier and the wife of Michael Hopper, 
MSU director of career planning and placement. She is an active 
member of the Student Music Educators N-ational Conference, the 
NSU Chamber Singers and Pi Kappa Lambda national music honorary 
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April 10, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Anthony Sparks, senior music education major at MSU, 
will present his senior trumpet recital on Friday, April 21, in the Duncan 
Recital Hall. The concert, sponsored by Morehead State University's Department 
of Music, will begin at 8:15 p.m. 
The program will include oorks by Albinoni, Bach and Hurrmel. Assisting 
Sparks will be Lucretia Stetler, MSU assist,ant professor of music, on piano; 
Harper Baugh, senior music education major from louisville, trumpet; Joe 
Phelps, senior music education major from Georgetown, trombone; Kathy Kingham, 
junior music education major from Troy, Ohio, horn; and Dan Black, graduate 
student in music education from Morehead, tuba. 
Sparks, a native of Maysville, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Sparks. 
He has played principal clarinet and first trumpet in the MSU Symphony 
Orchestra and has been active in the University Brass Choir, the MSU Ooncert 
Choir and Trumpet Ensemble. He also served as treasurer and vice-president of 
the MSU Chapter of the International Trumpet Guild and as treasurer and 
president of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia music fraternity. He is the student of 
t John K. Stetler, MSU associate professor of music. 
###### 
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By SIELIEY TOBERGI.'A 
MSU Student Writer 
ffiRElEAD, Ky.--She couldn't have asked for a better birthday present. On 
April 5, her 21st birthday, Stephanie Kiser of Olive Hill was crowned the 1986 
Miss Morehead State Uhiversity. 
Kiser is the daughter of Anne lall and Phillip Kiser. A junior majoring in 
fashion merchandising at MS U, she was sponsored by Delta· Zeta sorority. 
As the winner of the Miss MSU Pageant, Kiser will now compete in the Miss 
Kentucky Pageant July 10-12 at Spaulding College in Louisville. 
Kiser's pageant experience began at age 10 when she was crowned Carter Cm.mty' s 
Little Miss. Sorghum Queen. According to Kiser, this gave her the opportunity for 
her first television appearance on WSAZ-TV. Next, she was named Miss Olive Hill 
lbmecomi.ng Queen at the amlUal Tern T. Hill Celebration and in 1982 was crowned 
Miss Carter Cot.mty Fair. 
In 1984, she won the Miss G:-ayson RECC Pageant and was special guest at the 
Miss Kentucky RECC Pageant in Louisville. After "being crowned Miss Grayson in 
the 1985 preliminary to the Miss Kentucky Pageant, she competed in the Miss 
Kentucky Pageant last stmner and finished in the top 10. 
Kiser said the first thing she thought when her name was annot.mced as the 
winner was, "I'm going back to the Miss Kentucky Pageant. I'm going to get 
another chance maybe to make the top five this year." 
In preparation for the Miss MSU Pageant, Kiser said she worked mostly on the 
interview by keeping a folder of current events and she also worked on her talent, 
a vocal performance of "Break It To Me <:ently." 
She used the same wardrobe and the sane song as she used in the Miss Kentucky 
Pageant last stmner, so she had plenty of time to polish her interview. 
As far as her future plans are concerned, Kiser said everything depends on 




If she doesn't win, she'll come back to MSU in the fall, graduate with her 
degree in fashion merchandising in Decanber, work a few years in the field of 
fashion, and then pursue her career as a country rrrusic singer by maybe going 
to Nashville, Tenn., to make a dem:J tape. 
If she wins the Miss Kentucky Pageant, she won't be back to school for a 
year, and if she gets the opportunity to perform .in Atlantic City, N.J., it 
1 may open new doors for her. 
"I'm going to need a lot of support in l.Duisville this stmner," said Kiser, 
"and I hope everyone is behind me. I've got the confidence in myself and I hope 
~!SU has the confidence in me too." 
Finalists in the pageant were: 
*First runner-up: Angie McClure of Chesapeake, Ohio 
"'"Second runner-up: Shelly Webb of Mt. Sterling 
*Third runner-up: Patti Fulner of l.Duisville and 
*Fourth runner-up: Susan Adams of Flaning-Neon. 
As winner of the Miss MSU Scoolarship Pageant, Kiser received a $1,000 
scholarship along with other prizes donated by local merchants. The runners-up 
received scholarships ranging from $800 for the first runner-up to $200 for 




PUBLIC INFORMATION ' . 
JUDITH YANCY, DIRECT,OR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783·2Q30 
1986 MISS MSU CROWNED 
Morehead State University junior 'Stephanie Kiser of Olive Hill was 
crowned the 1986 Miss MSU on April 5 in Button.Auditorium. Kiser," 
the daughter of Anne Hall and Phillip Kiser, is:majoring in fashion 
. > 
merchandising at MSU. As Miss MSU, she.will go on to 
Miss Kentucky Pageant July 10-12 at Spaulding College 
' (MS U photo by Scott Randle)· 
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.. ,, -· 1986 MISS t1SU AND FINALISTS 
The 1986.Miss Morehead State University_Scholarship Pageant was held April 5 
in Button Auditoriu)ll:. Stephanie Kiser, center, an Olive HilLjunior, was crowned 
Mf~s.MSU. With her, from left, are fourth runner-up Susa~ Adams,,Fleming-Neon 
' > 
sophomor~; ·second runner-up._Shelly Webb, Mt. Sterling senior; first runner~ up 
Angie McClure, Chesapeake, Ohio, sophomore; _and third runner-up Patti Fulner, 
•Lou-isville junior. 
·. 
·- (MSU photo by Scott Randle) 
!IIIII# 
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: Apri 1 10, 1986 
. FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
' . 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--The staff of "Inscape," Morehead State. University's literary· 
•. 
magazine, will sponsor a Fine Arts Showcase on Wednesday, April 16, from 7 to 10. p.m .. 
in the Red Room; Adron Doran University Center. 
The evening will include speech and theatre events, readings of poems and 
stories and displays of artwork--all by MSU students and faculty. Winners of the · 
'1986 writing contests, conducted by ''Inscape,'' also will be announced at the 
showcase, according to Dr. Marc Glasser, professor of English and adviser for 
"Inscape." 
"We cordially invite the public to join us for all or part of the showcase 
events,'' Dr. Glasser said. ''We promise an entertaining and enlightening.evening," 
he added. 
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i 
I April 10, 1986 
FOR IMt1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Academy of the Arts will .. offer 
I a pottery class taught by Adrian S~1ain 0.1 \vednesdays.from 7 to 9 p.m., beginning 
April 23 and continuing through May 28. 
' I 
The class sessions will be held at Swain's shop, 1~5 West Main.· There will be 
a tuition and materials fee of $65. Registrations will be accepted through April 22 
and may be made by calling the Academy at (606) 783-2483. 
A complete 1 i sting of courses offered. by the Academy may be obtai ned by 
writing: Academy of the Arts, UPO 1368, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY 
40351, or by.stopping by the offices located in Baird Music Hall 103. 
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April 10, 1986 
FUR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MJREI:EAD, Ky. --- A scholarship in tne!IX)ry of the late Dr. Edward J. Lucke, a 
MOrehead State lhiversity professor, has been established by his friends and colleilgues. 
Lucke, a professor of health, physical education and recreation, died at bane 
April 1. Services were held April 4 in M:Jrehead. 
Contributions earmarked for the Edward Janes Lucke Mamrial Scholarship may be 
made to the MSU Foundation. The scrolarship will be awarded to a student majoring in 
health, physical education and recreation, according to Bill Redwine, MS U' s director of 
development. 
Lucke's wife Sue, also a member of the IPER faculty, preceded him in· death earlier 
this year and a similar scrolarship was established in her name at that time. 
''Ed Lucke was a dedicated teacher , who was krlown for his wannth and enthusiam, '' 
said Dr. Ear 1 J. Bentley, chair of MS U' s Department of 1-PER. "Both Dr. -and Mrs. Lucke 
will be missed by their students and colleagues," Dr. Bentley added. 
Lucke taught at MSU from 1956 to 1960 and rejoined the faculty in 1969. A fonner 
MSU assistant basketball coach and tennis coach, Lucke also coached and taught at Lees 
Junior College in'Jackson ~d at Lindsey Wilson Junior College in Columbia. He also 
coached and taught at: I.enoir -Rhyne College, Hickory, N.C. from 1961 to 1969. 
A native of Cincinnati, he earned his B.S. degree from East Tennessee State 
lhiversity and the master's degree and doctorate from C£orge Peabody College. 
Survivors include a son, furry Vance Lucke of Russell, a daughter, Jamie Day 
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April 10, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Craig Ikxllin, senior music education major at MSU, 
• will present his senior clarinet recital on Sunday, April 27, in the Duncan 
Recital Hall. The concert, sponsored by Morehead State University's Department 
of ~rusic, will begin at 3 p.m. 
I Ikxllin will perfonn works by Haydn, Vaughan-Williams, Ives and 
Stravinsky. He will be assisted by Anna Cbnoroe, junior music education major 
from Trenton, Ohio, on piano; Leo Blair, 1~U assistant professor of music, on 
guitar; Will Allison, senior music education major from Wytheville, Va., on 
saxophone; and Todd Parker, senior percussion major from Campbellsville, on 
marimba. 
Iklolin, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Eloood Iklolin of Ashland, has been actively 
involved in MSU's Symphony Band, Concert Choir, Guitar Ensemple II, Clarinet 
Choir and the Brotherhood of University Guitarists. He is the student of 
Dr. William Bigham, MSU professor of music. 
###### 
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J April 10, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·.; 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- David Cochran, senior music major at MSU, 
,\.1 
presented his·senior classical guitar recital on Honday, April 7, 
in the Duncan Recital ·Hall. The. program featured vwrks by Von Call, 
' Vi-lla oL6bos, -.~atie. and RaveL · · 
Cochran, a native of Hamilton, Ohio, is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. John Cochran. He is a student of Leo Blair, MSU assis.tant 
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Apri 1 11, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MSU PRESERVES MUSICAL TRADITION: A PICTURE STORY. 
The Vintage Fiddlers of Eastern Kentucky collection, compiled by Morehead State 
> 
University's Appalachian Development Center; represents Kentucky's musical heritage 
in MSU's Camden-Carroll Library and the U.S. Library·of Congress, according to 
Shirley Hamilton, ADC assistant director of human services. The U.S. Library· 
of Congress requested and was sent a copy of the collection, which was present~d 
to the Camden-Carroll Library recently. The collection was compiled by Mary Nell 
Young, former ADC special projects coordinator, and consists of audio and video-taped 
performances of several well-known and respected Eastern Ken_tucky traditional 
fiddlers. Included in the collection is a booklet of guide -sheets for each song 
cataloguing the music and_ lyrics. ''These fiddlers have been playing the traditional 
songs of Eastern Kentucky for many years. It is the purpose of this collection 
' to ·ensure that this music can be enjoyed for many years to come,'' Hamilton said. 
Cutlines: 
1--Some of Eastern Kentucky's most well-known and respected traditional fiddlers · 
are part of the Vintage Fiddlers of Eastern Kentucky Collection at t1orehead 
-State University's Camden-Carroll Library and the U.S. Library of Congress. 
Among those included are, from left, David Sizemore of Prestonsburg, Chillson 
Leach of Ashland, Alfred Bailey of Flemingsburg, J. P. Fraley of Rush, and 
Virgil Alfrey of Horthington. Also pictured is Mary Nell Young, former MSU 
Appalachian Development Center special projects coordinator, who compiled 
the collection for MSU. 
2--Larry X. Besant, left, director of Morehead State University's Camden-Carroll 
Library, recently accepted the Vintag·e Fiddlers of Eastern Kentucky Collection 
presented by Don Fogus, director of MSU's Appalachian Developmeht Center. The 
collection of audio and video-taped performances of some of Eastern Kentucky's 
most well-known and respected traditional fiddlers was compiled by ADC, along 
with a booklet cataloguing the music. A copy of the collection was sent on 
request to the U.S. Library of Congress. 
drh 
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April 11, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Two Morehead State University faculty members have been awarded 
Summer Seminar for College Teachers stipends, valued at $3,000 each, by the National 
Endowment for the Humanities. 
They are Dr. Betty Gurley, professor of philosophy, and Dr. Frances Helphinstine, 
professor of English, Foreign Language and Philosophy. 
Dr. Gurley will study at Yale University with James Dittes of Yale's religious 
studies faculty, who will teach a seminar on "The 'Theologies' of Freud and Jung.'' 
Dr. Helphinstine will attend a seminar on "Platonism and the Poetry of the English 
ilenaissance" at the University of California-Los Angeles with Michael Allen, director 
of UCLA's Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies. 
"Competition for these coveted awards is extremely intense, so Morehead State 
is very fortunate to have t~1o NEH summer scholars," Dr. Roberta Anderson, f1SU's vice 
president for academic affairs, said. "It is even more rare to have two from the 
same department. These awards are tangible evidence of the quality faculty we have 
at this University," she added. 
A member of the MSU faculty since 1969, Dr. Gurley earned the B.A. degree from 
California State College and her M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Southern Illinois 
University where she was a NDEA Fellow. A past president of the Kentucky Philosophical 
Society, she also is a member of the American Philosophical Society and the Society 
for Existential and Phenomenological Philosophy. 
Dr. Helphinstine, a native of Fleming County, has been on the faculty since 1966. 
She earned her bachelor's degree and two master's degrees from MSU and holds a Ph.D. 
degree from Indiana University. She is a member of various national and state 
professional organizations, including the Kentucky Philological Association of which 
she is president. The recipient of several awards and honors, she participated in 
an NEH Summer Seminar at Stanford University in 1982. 
#### 
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The Great Clean-Up 
Saturday, April 12 
Various sites around Rowan County 
PUBUC INFORMATION 
JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
On Saturday, April 12, Morehead State University's Appalachian Development 
Center will conduct its annual "Great Clean-Up" campaign to remove 1 itter from 
the countryside. Student and community volunteers go out to bag up debris 
accumulated over the winter. 
The day begins at 9 a.m. with the volunteers meeting at ADC, located behind 
Cartmell Hall on Vaughn Avenue. 
It is an excellent photo and feature story event both for print and TV. If 
you are interested in additional details, please contact Shirley Hamilton or 
Carolyn Horn at the Appalachian Development Center (606) 783-2077. 
Rain date is Saturday, April 19. 
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THIS WEEK AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(April 13 - 19) 
Sunday, April 13 
11 A.M. MEN'S TENNIS: Eagles vs. Austin Peay State University at MSU's 
tennis courts. For more information, please call 783-2500. 
**** 
1 P.M. MSU BASEBALL: Eagles vs. Youngstown State University at Allen Field. 
For more information, please call 783-2500. 
**** 
2 P.M. MSU SOFTBALL: Eagles vs. Kentucky Wesleyan College at City Park. 
For more information, please call 783-2500. 
**** 
Monday, April 14 
ALL DAY BLOODMOBILE in Button Drill Room; also April 15. 
**** 
Tuesday, April 15 
3 P.M. ~~U BASEBALL: Eagles vs. Eastern Kentucky University at Allen Field. 
Fbr more information, please call 783-2500. 
**** 
Wednesday, April 16 
7:30P.M. "SPRING FASHION SHOW," sponsored by Mignon Residence Hall, in the 
Crager Room of the Adron Doran University Center. For more information, please 
call 783-3158. 
**** 
Thursday, April 17 
8 A.M. - 4 P.M. CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR NURSES: 
in East Room A of the Adron Doran University Center. 
call 783-2635. 
**** 
Friday, April 18 
BlACK AWARENESS WEEK; through April 27. 
**** 
Saturday, April 19 
"Perfonnance Appraisal" 
For more information, please 
8:30A.M. ADMISSIONS OPEN HOUSE in the Adron Doran University Center. For 
more information, please call 783-2000. 
---- - - - -~------ ----- -- ---~*** ----------------------------
10 A.M. WOMEN'S TENNIS: lady Eagles vs. Austin Peay State University at 
MSU's tennis courts. For more information, please call 783-2500. 
**** 
,. 
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AWARD-WINNING TEACHER BANQUET SPEAKER 
Julie Koch of Maysville, 1985 Kentucky Teacher of the Year, spoke at the recent 
"Celebration of Excellence" banquet sponsored by Phi Kappa Phi. and Pi Gamma Mu 
honor societies, Koch, who received her Master of Arts degree in education from 
Morehead, was ~lso initiated into·Phi Kappa Phi as a distinguished alumna. With her 
are, Lola Crosthwaite, left, MSU assistant professor of social work and co-sponsor 
of Pi Gamma Mu, and Dr. Rose Orlich, profess or of English and president of Phi Kappa 
Phi. 
(MSU photo ) 
jy #### 1·1aysvi ll e, Morehead News, Flemingsburg, 
11argaret· Patton, 4-14-86 
PUBLIC INFORMATION 
April 14, 1986 
Gazette Editor 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 
Suite 700 
1255 Twenty-Third St., N.W. 
·Washington, D.C. 20037 
UPO BOX 1100 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE 606·783·2030 
Please include the following in the Deaths listing in the Gazette 
section: 
Ed~1ard J. Lucke, 58, professor of health, physical education and rec1·eation 
at Morehead State University, April 1 in ~1orehead, Ky. 
Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
~»-<~~- J cY\1~ 
~udith 0. Yancy "J 





April 14, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.-··A relief etching print by Robert Franzini, Morehead State 
University associate professor of art, is part of the Heart of America National 
Print Exhibition. 
The print entitled "In Morehead Valley" will be on display in the Fine Arts 
Gallery at the University of Missouri in Columbia, Mo., through April 23. 
The exhibitor juror who selected the print was Ofelia Garcia, former director 
of the Philadelphia Print Club and president of the Atlanta College of Art. 
"In Morehead Valley" also was displayed in the Seventh Auburn Works on 
Paper National Exhibition at Auburn University during the month of February. 
#### 
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PHI DELTA KAPPA AWARDS 
Morehead State University's Chapter of Phi Delta Kappa education honorary has awarded 
scholarships valued at $100 each to two Maysville juniors majoring in elementary 
education. The awards were presented by Dr. Kathy Herzog, at right, associate professor 
of education and chapter. president, to Mary Alma Campbell, left, and Ruth Ann Furby at 
PDK' s annual awards banquet. Rowan County ~Iiddle ·s·chool Principal Herb Ramey was 
., 
named 1986 recipient of the Administrator of the Year Award. 







April 14, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Three Morehead State University students have been elected 
officers of Sigma Tau Epsilon, the national industrial education and technology 
fraternity, at the recent convention in Gatlinburg, Tenn. 
These students will now represent MSU, Sigma Tau Epsilon's national headquarters, 
in the Grand Chapter as elected officers, according to John VanHoose, MSU assistant 
professor of woods technology and Sigma Tau Epsilon national executive director. 
The fraternity is the only one of its kind, designed for undergraduates and 
those holding associate degrees in industrial education and/or technology, VanHoose 
said. 
Those elected as officers from MSU's local chapter were: 
*President--Joseph A. Dougherty, Ft. Mitchell junior, son of Ernest and 
Mary C. Dougherty. 
*Corresponding Secretary--James S. Borne, Independence junior, son of Donald 
and Alberta Borne. 
*Treasurer--Ronald G. Combs, Lost Creek junior, son of Ora and Shirley Combs. 
Membership in Sigma Tau Epsilon is open to anyone working toward a bachelor's 
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NATIONAL FRATERNITY ELECTS MSU STUDENTS 
Three Morehead State University students have been elected officers of Sigma Tau 
Epsilon, the national 1'ndustrial education and ·technology fraternity, a-t the :rece.nt 
convention in Gatlinburg, Tenn. Those ele~ted from MSU's loc~l chapter ~ere, from 
• 
left, James S. Borne, Independence junior, c·orrespon~ing secretary; Joseph Dougherty, 
Ft. Mitchell junior, president; and Ronald G.~combs, Lost Creek junior, trea~urer. 





JUDITH YANCy, DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS Rl'GIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
Nearly 500 elementary and high school students took part in the 23rd 
Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair at Morehead State University 
recently_ Students representing 41 counties brought original science · 
projects and exhibits from their local schools. Arrong those attending were;·· 
from left, lDnny Parton of Greenup, and Eric Mitchell of Campbell County. 
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MSU IIOSTS HEGIONI\L SCIENCE l'IIIR 
N1 1rly 500 elelllGntary :mel high school students tool' part in the 23rd Northeast 
1\1 :1 tucky Hegional Sckncc Fai.r at Morehead State Uni.versHy recently. Students· 
rc .>resenting 41 COunties bl'OUght Original science projects. :U1d exhibitS fran their 
J., :al schools. From Jessamine County High School, Kri.sten Seery of Nicolasville, 
' 
l< l't, \IOn 'third place for senior high in botany· anci Grant County High School student 
T:~>my Halsey of Crittenden, 110n thircl place for senior high is _chemistry. 
(MSU Photo by ScoLl llancllc) 
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MSU HOSTS REGIONAL SCIENCE .FAIR 
Nearly 500 elementary and high school students took part in the 23rd 
Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair at Morehead State University 
•. 
recently. Students representing 41 counties brought original science_ 
projects and exhibits from their local schools. Among those attending 
, 
was Randy Hargett of Maysville. 
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MSU HOSTS REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
Nearly 500, elementary and high school students took part in the'23rd 
Northeast Kentucky Reg!onal Science Fair at Morehead State University 
recently. Students representing 41 counties brought origin~l science 
projects and exhibits from their local schools. Among those attending were, 
' . 
from left, Mary Leigh Patton of Olive Hill and from Highlands High School, 
Joy Williams of Fort Thomas. .Williams won fourth place for senior high 
in zoology.-
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MSU HOS'IS REXJIONAL SCIENCE FAIR· 
Nearly 500 elementary and high school students took part in the 23rd 
Northeast Kentucky·Regtonal Science Fair at Morehead State University 
recently. Students representing 41 counties brought original science·, 
projects and exhibits fran th~ir local schools.· Am:mg those attending 
W<l.S Dee Porter of Flemingsburg. 
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MSU HOSTS RffiiONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
Nearly 500 elementary and high school students took part in the 23rd 
Northeast Kentucky Reg:ipnal Science Fair at Mor:ehead State University 
recently. Students representing 41 counties brought origin~l science 
projects and exhibits from their local schools. Among those participating 
•. 
was Jill Fleming of Grayson. 
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MSU HOSTS REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
Nearly 500 elementary and high school students took part in the 23rd 
Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair at Morehead State University 
recently. Students representing 41 counties brought original science 
projects and exhibits fran their local schools. Attending from Augllsta ,., 
were, from left, Berry Kerns and Jesse Mains. 







JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
Nearly 500 elementary and high school students took part in the 23rd 
Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair at Morehead State University 
recently. / Students representing 41 counties brought original science 
projects and exhibits fran tl1eir local schools. Arrong those participating 
was Juanita Dyer of Vanceburg. 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
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MOREHE "D STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 
MSU HOSTS REGIONAL SCIENc_E FAIR 
Nearly 500 elementary and high school students took part in the 23rd 
Noetheast Kentucky Regional Science Fair at Morehead State University 
rc~ently. Students representing 41 counties brought original science 
projects and exhibits from their local schools. From Nicholas Cow1ty 
}h:c;h School, Patricia Browning of Carlisle, won first place for senior 
hjgh in behavioral and social sciences, received the U.S. Anny Certificate 
606-783-2030 
of Achievement and was fourth place Overall Grand Prize -Winner of the fair-. . · 
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MSU HOS'IS REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
Nearly 500 el81JBntary and high school students took part in the 23rd 
Northeast Kentuci'Y Regional Science Fair at Morehead State University 
recently. Students representing 41 counties brought original· science . 
. . 
projects and exhibits fran their local schools. From Nicholas County High 
School, Angela Buc;:kner of Carlisle, leftu \\On first . place for senior high in. 
'medicine and health, received the U.S. Navy Distinguished Achievement Certificate 
and the Secretary's Award of Merit fran the National AsSociation of School· Nurses, 
and was third place Overall Grand Prize Winner of the fair.. With her was 
Dr. Robert Burns, MSU dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
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MOREHE;\D STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 
--
MSU HOSTS REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
Nearly 500 elementary and high school students took part in the 23rd 
Northeast Kentucky Regiqnal SCience Fair at Morehead State University 
recently. Students representing 41 counties brought origina~ science 
projects and exhibits fran their local schools. Fr?Jl Beaumont Junior High 
School, Craig Fr"itz of Lexington, v.on second place for junior high in 
earth and space science. 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
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MSU HOSTS REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
Nearly 500 elementary and high school s~udents took part in the 23rd 
Northeast Kentucky Re~ional Science Fair at Morehead State University 
rc)cently. Students representing 41 counties brought original science, 
., 
projects and exhibits from their local schools. Among those attending were, 
fmm left, Joseph M. QuaShnock of the National Health laboratories, IDuisville; 
Jo Ann Fooks of Mt. Olivet, three time winner at the fair; and Dr. Anthony Jevans· 
of Jewish HOspital, IDuisville. Fooks, a Deming High School student, won. first 
place for.senior high in environmental sciences, received the American Association 
' 
or Clinical Chemists Certificate, and was aWarded a four· year scholarship by MSU. 
(MSU photo_~~-Sc?~~ _Randle) _______ __ --
'l. '! 
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UPOBOX 1100 . MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MSU HOSTS REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
Nearly 500 elementary and high school students took part in the 23rd 
Northeast Kentucky Regtonal Science .Fair at Morehead State University 
recently. Students representing 41 counties brought original science·. 
projects and exhibits from th';lir local schools. Attendi~g from Lewis 
Cmmty High School were, from left, Ellen Greene and D:mna Wills, both of 
Vanceburg. . Wills v.on second place for senior high in botany. 
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MSU HOOTS REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
Nt.Ou.r ly 500 elerrenta.ry and high school students took part in the 23rd Northeast 
Kentucky Regional Science Fair at Morehead State University recently. Students 
. . 
representing 41 counties brought origin~l science projects and exhibi~s from their 
local schqols. From Deming High School, Kim Sale of Mt. Olivet, left 1 .IDn third 
place for senior high in earth and space science and was awarded the U.S. Air 
Force Certificate of Achievement. With her was Roland Burns, MSU professor of· 
geography. 
(MSU photo by Scott Randle) 
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MOREHEJ\0 STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
Tamila E. Anderson of Nicholas County High School was first place overall grand . 
prize winner at the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at 
~brehead State University recently. Presenting Anderson, left, with the award 
was Dr. Robert Burn~, MSU dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. Ande:rson 
also won first place for senior high in microbiology; the U.S. Marine Corps 
Certificate of Achievement and the Ameridan Society for Microbiology Certificate 
of Outstanding Achievement. Nearly 500 student·s representing 41 counties orought 
original science projects and exhibits to the-fair. 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
~-- --·--------- . 
MOREHE/'\D STATE UNIVERSITY. UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-7 83-2030 
MSU HOSTS REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
·Angela Buckner of Nicholas County High School was third place overall grand 
prize winner at the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at 
Morehead State University recently. Presenting Buckner, left, with the award 
was Dr. Robert Burns, MSU dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. · Buckner 
also won first place for senior high in medicine·and.health, the U.S. Navy 
Distinguished Achievement Certificate and the Secretary's Award of Merit from the·. 
National Association of School Nurses. Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties 
brought original science projects or exhibits to the fair. 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
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MSU HOSTS REXJIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
Nearly 500 elementary and high school students took part in the 23rd 
Northeast Kentucky Regj.onal Science Fair at Morehead State University 
recently. Students representing 41 counties brought original science. 
projects and exhibits from their local schools. Arrong those attending were, 
from left, Stephan West of Williamstown and Laura Ann Kreissl of Villa Hills. 
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MOREHEI D STATE UNIVERSITY . UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783·2030 
MSU HOSTS REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
Donna Wills of Lewis County High School received a scholarship award to Morehead 
State University as a result of her participation in the 23rd Northeast Kentucky 
Regional Science Fair held recently at MSU. Presenting \Vills, left, with the 
one-year scholarship was Dr. Robert Burns, MSU dean of the College of Arts and 
S<.: iences. Wills also won second place for· senior high in botany. Nearly 500 
students representing 41 counties brought original science projects or exhibits 
from their local schools. 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
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MSU HOSTS REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
Jo Ann Fooks of Deming High School, Robertson County, received a scholarship 
·award to Morehead Stat~ University as a result of her participation in the 
23ed Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held recently_' at MSU. Presenting 
.. 
Fooks, left, with the four-ye~r scholarship was Dr;. Robert Burns, MSU dean of 
the College of Arts and Sciences. Fooks also won first place for senior high 
in environmental sciences and received ·tbe American Association of Clinical· 
Chemists Certi'ficate. Nearly 500 students representing'41 counties brought 
original science projects and exhibits to the fair. 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
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MOREHE11D STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
JV!SU HOSTS REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
Patricia Browning of Nicholas County High School was fourth overall grand prize 
winner at the 23rd.Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at.Morehead 
State Unviersity recently. Presenting Browning, left, with the award was 
Dr. Robert Burns, MSU dean of the College of Arts and Sciences . Browning also \\On 
fi1·st place for senior high in behavioral and social·sciences and the U.S. 
Snny Certificate of AchieveJJEnt. Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties · 
brought original science projects or exhibits from their local schools to the fair. 
(MSU Photo by Scott Randle) 
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MSU HOS'IS REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
'lllcxnas Massie· of Lewis County High School was second place overall grand prize . 
winner at the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at· Morehead 
State University recently. Presenting Massie, left, with the award was 
D1·. ·Robert Burns, MSU dean of the ·College of Arts and Sciences. Massie 'also 
110n first place for senior high in engineering, the ·National Aeronautics and Space 
· Ach11inistration Certificate of Outstanding Achievement, the U.S. Army and Air Force 
o,rtificates of Achievement. Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties brought 
original science projects to the fair. 
(MSU photo by Scott Randle) 
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April i6,1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
i MOREHEAD, Ky.-- WMKY-FM 90, public radio from Morehead State University, will join 
l Kentucky Educational Television in broadcasting a special televised presentation .of 
I 
~"A Prairie Home Companion" on Saturday, April 26, at 9 p.m. 
·Garrison Keillor, host and creator of the American Public Radio show, will bring 
, his brand of humor to the screen for a two-hour program taped for broadcast at the 
World Theate·r .in downtown St. Paul, Minn. The simulcast will be televised on KET 
( Channe 1 10 in Morehead) as it is broadcast on WMKY. 
Celebrating the grand opening of the newly-restored World Theater, the permanent 
. home of "A Prairie Home Companion," the television/radio special will feature all of the 
favorite elements of Keillor's popular radio show. 
Featured material will include Keillor's stories about Lake Wobegon, Minn., taken 
from his bestselling book Lake Wobegon Days; music by pianist Butch Thompson, known 
nationwide and in Europe for his work as a jazz performer, and appearances by other 
guest artists. 
) A combination of widely diverse elements, .,A Prairie Home Companion" has won 
I numerous accolades, including a George Foster Peabody Award- one of the industry's 
' highest honors. 
"A Prairie Home Companion" was conceived by Garrison Keillor in 1974, when he 
was assigned by the "New Yorker" magazine to write a story on the last performance of 
the Grand Ole Opry in the old Ryman Auditorium, its· home for many years before the 
completion of Opryl and. Keillor, who used to listen to performances from the Grand 
Ole Opry on the radio as a child, was inspired by the excitement of the show and 
decided to create a· radio show of his own. Shortly thereafter, "A Prairie Home 
9 






Today the show is distributed by American Public Radio to more than 260 public 
radio stations nationwide, including WMKY. With an audience of between three and 
four ~illion·listeners each week, ''A Prairie Home Companion'' is the most popular 
program on public radio. The show also reaches listeners in Australia. 
q The television special, "A Prairie Home Companion,~' is distributed to public 
ltelevison stations by the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS). 
The simulcast will be underwritten by Cargill, Inc.,_ which has also been the 
sole corporate underwriter for "A Prairie Home Companion" since its inception in 1974. · 
·Cargill, Inc. is also the provider of the largest corporate grant for the restoration 
·of the World Theater. 
"A Prairie Home Companion" can be heard Saturday evening at 6 p.m. on WMKY-FM 90, 
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MOREHEAD STAlE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREtEAD.KV40351 606-783-2030 
April 16, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
By TERRY HOPKINS 
MSU Communications Student 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--The Morehead State University Board of Regents has authorized .WMKY, 
public radio from MSU, to seek bids for the erection of a new transmitting antenna 
to increase WMKY's broadcast area from the present 12 county primary coverage region 
to a· 20 county area . 
. Larry Netherton, WMKY's general manager, said that the proposed antenna 
project could increase the station's primary coverage area to include Bourbon, Boyd, 
Clark, Estill, Greenup, Lee, Mason and Robertson counties. 
"We .have been working in conjunction with a communication consultant in Cincinnati," 
said Netherton. "If certain technical criteria are met, we could double our listening 
population and, at the same time, produce a higher quality signal to areas which have 
a weak signal at present." 
"All of this is still in the preliminary stages, of course," said Netherton. "It 
hinges upon the bidding specifications being met and approval by the federal Communications 
Commission," he said.· 
"Currently, WMKY s·erves a 12-county area around Morehead wit~ a population of $150,000 
. I , • . 
:people .. If our specifications ·are met, 11e could add eight more counties with a 
population bf another 185,000 people," he a~ded. 
· Netherton also said that with the Board's recent approval, 
to accept bids for the direction~] antenna immediately. If all 
met, the antenna could be erected within a year. 
the station will begin 
specifications are 
Along with the new antenna, the Board of Regents approved. for WMKY to research 
. the feasibility of a booster station which would take the signal from WMKY in Morehead 
to another transmission site and, subsequently, to an even greater coverage area in 
eastern Kentucky. 
Netherton said that there are several major determining factors in the consideration 
of a booster station, and that WMKY is carefully studying all the possibilities. 
"A big factor in the search for a site for the second station is to find a location 
not served by any other public radio station," he said. "We are looking at sites which 
could serve parts of Pike, Floyd, Knott, Lawrence, Breathitt and Magoffin counties. This 





In addition to the antenna project and the booster station, WMKY is making 
technical changes and improvements to heighten the quality of broadcasts and public 
service. 
WMKY's Chief Engineer Ray Roberts considers the most major of these technical 
changes to be the acquisition and installation of an emergency generator. 
"The emergency generator will enable us to continue broadcasting in the event 
of an electrical outage due to weather conditions or a main generator breakdown," 
Roberts explained. ''Our main priority is to serve the listening audience, particularly 
when they need to be informed about the weather or any other situation." 
The emergency generator, according to Netherton, also aids WMKY in serving 
as a vital link in ~he statewide Emergency Broadcast System. 
Major renovation is also under way in the master control room where broadcasts 
originate. The most vital piece of updated equipment there is an advanced master 
control board which regulates every broadcast, taped or live. 
Other new equipment includes turntables, a compact disk playback unit, 
state-of-the-art compact disks, and an STL aural transmitter, which sends the signal 
·from the station to the main transmitter where the signal is then. broadcast to 
the general public. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--The Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences at Morehead 
State University will sponsor two workshops for registered and practical nurses 
during April and May on campus in Adron Doran University Center. 
The first workshop, entitled "Confusion: Organic and Drug Induced," will be 
held Thursday, April 24, and is designed to increase the nurse's knowledge about 
· i ndi vi dua 1 s with menta 1 confusion. 
Mary Ellen Lutz, clinical nurse specialist for ge~iatrics/rehabilitation at 
the Veterans Administration Medical Center in Lexington, will conduct the workshop. 
The registration fee is. $36. 
On Thursday, May 8, a workshop on "Alzheimer's Disease: A Nursing Perspective" 
ltill be held and will feature an overview of the disease and its symptoms as it 
progresses, as well as the importance of family support . 
Judith W. Pollmann, director of Nursing Educational Services Department at 
St. Joseph Hospital in lexington, will conduct the workshop. The registration 
fee 'is $42. 
All participants will receive continuing education credits. Both workshops 
are approved by the Kentucky Board of Nursing. 
Additional information may be obtained by contacting Pauline Ramey, -~ISU' s 
coordinator of continuing education for nursing and allied health sciences, at 
( 606) 783-2632. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--An address by Yolanda King, daughter of the late Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr., \till highlight Morehead State University's observance of Black Awareness 
Week slated April 18-27. 
Co-sponsored by MSU's Black Student Coalition and the Student Association, King 
will speak at 10:20 a.m. Thursday, April 24, in Button Auditorium. The event is free 
and open to the public. 
Programming for Black Awareness Week has been developed around the theme 
"Resurgence of Black Females in the 80s," according to Jerry Gore, MSU director 
of. minority affairs. 
An honors graduate of Smith College, where she majored in theatre and Afro-American 
studies, King has combined a commitment to human rights with artistic pursuits. She 
is a founding member and co-director of Nucleus, an acting company committed to 
promoting social change through the performing arts. A film and television actress, 
she also has worked as an associate producer and consultant in both media. 
A lifetime member of the NAACP, she also is on the board of directors of the 
Martin Luther King J~ Centerfor Nonviolent Social Change, where she is director of 
its Cultural Affairs Program. 
In addition to King's appearance, Black Awareness Week activities will include 
a "rap session" with Dr. Betty Sue Griffin, educational psychologist at Oregon State 
University, at 8 p.m. Monday, April 21, in the Eagle Room, Adron Doran University Center; 
a fashion show sponsored by Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority at 8:30 p.m. Wednesday, April 23, 
Crager Room, ADUC, and a seminar/workshop session from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, 
April 26, in the adult living/learning center at Breckinridge Hall. 
In addition, MSU's Black Gospel Ensemble will celebrate its 18th anniversary during 
Black Awareness Week with workshops on Friday, April 18, and Saturday, April 19, in 
Breck Auditorium featuring Marion Rogers, minister of music at the Main Street Baptist 
Church in Lexington. Ensembles from the University of Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky 
University and Marshall University of Huntington, W.Va., are expected to participate. 
Ensemble concerts are scheduled for 7 p.m. Saturday, April 19, and at 3 p.m. 
Sunday, April 20, in Breck Auditorium. Organizational meetings of an ensemble alumni 
support group and of a parents association are slated for 2 p.m. Sunday, April 20, at 
the Baptist Student ~enter. 
jy 
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April 17, 1986 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Five faculty members and 43 students, including 
four Morehead residents, were recently initiated into Phi Kappa Phi 
national honor society at ~orehead State University. 
Faculty members included David R. Collins, instructor of 
radio-television; Dr. John R. Duncan, professor of educatio.n; Dr. Gleml. 
C. Rogers, professor of English; Dr. Judy R. Rogers, professor of English; 
' . and ·Stephen S. Young, associate professor of education. 
Student initiates included Morehead residents: 
1'Janet Rae Boggs, junior accounting major and daughter of Mrs. Ruby 
W. Boggs. 
'''Robert B. Perkins, senior geology major and daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Clayton Perkins. 
1'David B. Saxon, senior pre-medicine major and husband of Meleah 
Saxon. 
'''Meleah Saxon, senior elementary education major and wife of David 
B. Saxon. 
Six MSU freshman were also hon'ored by Phi:. Kappa I;'hi:. ;for achi:.ev;i:.ng 
a 4.0 GPA for their first semester at MSU. 
Freshman honorees included: 
'~Eric S. Blair, son of Le0 and Jane Blair of More.head, 
*Judith E. Carr, English and history major, and daughter of Nrs. 
Elaine Carr of Flat Gap. 
><Kyle Bingham Crager, business-management major and son of Mr. and 
Nrs. Buford Grage~ of Norehead. 
(Il)OJ;e) 
Phi Kappa Phi 
2-2-2-2-2-2 
-;, Corbie Lynn Maynard, computer programming and math major, :'and 
daughter of Frank and Mary Ann Maynard of Pikeville. 
'''Joyce Janiene Planck, para-legal major and daughter of Steve and 
Barbara Young, and Joe and Jane Planck of Morehead. 
·' ' 
-;,Julie A. Smith, biology major and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roger 
Smith of Waverly, Ohio. 
The Distinguished Alumni Award was presented to Julie H. Koch, 
elementary education major and wife of Gary. A.· Koch of Maysville .... · 
Phi Kappa Phi is an international honor society that recognizes. 
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PLEASE BE ADVISED OF THE FOLLOWING OPEN MEETING AS CALLED BY THE MOREHEAD STATE 





INTERIM PRESIDENT SEARCH COMMITTEE 
SATURDAY, APRIL 19 
10 A.M. 
RADISSON PLAZA, LEXINGTON 
General discussion of qualifications for prospective 
candidates for interim president. 
PUBLIC INFORMATION 
JUDITH OIR£CTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 . 606-783-2030 
April 17, 1986 
:FDR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- 'Three Bracken County elementary and high school students 
were winners in the 23rd Nort~east Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at 
Morehead State University recently. 
Nearly 500-students representing 41 counties brought original 
science projects and exhibits from their local schools. Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awards or certificates supplied their own 
judges and criteria, according the Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science. 
'Those student winning awards or certificates were: (alhpabetized by school) 
*Bracken County High School -- Brad Dean won second place for senior 
high in biochemist'ry.and received the U.S. Air Force Certificate of Achievement. 
*Taylor Elementary School -- Michael Rudd won third place for junior 
high in earth and space science and Shannon Thornsbury won third place for 
elementary in physics. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. · --- Three Highlands High School students. fran Campbell County 
. ' 
were winners in the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held 
at Moreh~ad State University recently. 
Neariy 500 students representing 41 counties brought original 
science projects and exhibits from their local· schools. Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awards or certificates supplied their o1vn 
judges and criteria, according the Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science. 
The students winning awards or certificates were: 
*Alison Carr \\Dn third place for senior high in medicine and health, 
received the U.S. Air Force Certificate of Achievement and the Secretary's 
Award of Merit from the National Association of School Nurses. 
*Elizabeth Carr tied for third place for senior high in medicine and health, '· 
received the U.S. Public Health Certificate and the Eastman Kodak Certificate 
of Merit. 
*Joy Williams won fourth place for senior high in zoology. 
### 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Three Nicholas County High School students were ·overall 
grand prize winners at the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held 
at Morehead State University recently. 
Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties broug~t original 
science projects and exhibits from their local schools. Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awm_.ds or certificates supplied their own 
judges and criteria, according the Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science. 
MSU judges chose four overall grand prize winners, the three fran 
Nicholas County High School were: 
*Tamila E. Anderson, first place overall winner, first place·winner for senior 
high in microbiology, recipient of the American Society for Microbiology 
Certificate of Outstanding Achievement and the U.S. Mm:ine Corps Certificate of 
Achievement. 
*Angela Buckner, third place overall winner, first place winner for senior 
high in medicine and health, recipient of the U.S. Navy Distinguished Achievement 
Certificate and the Secretary's Award of Merit from the National Association of 
School Nurses. 
*Patricia Browning, fourth place overall winner, first place winner for senior 
high in behavioral and social sciences and recipient of the U.S. Army Certificate 
of Achievement. 
(llbre) 
Nicholas Co. Winners 
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2 
other students winning awards or certificates were: 
*Cynthia A. Hamon, first place winner for senior high in zoology and 
recipient of the U.S. Air Force Certificate of Achievement. 




m·:;, PUBLIC INFORMATION . ' JUDITH DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
April 17, 1986 
l'Dil IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREREAD, Ky. ---Eleven Fayette County e lerrentary and junior high school 
st11dents were winners in the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair 
at Morehead State University recently.-
Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties brought original 
science projects and exhibits from their local.schools. Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awards or certificates supplied their own 
judges and criteria, according the Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science. 
Those; students winning awards or certificates were (alphabetized by school): 
*Beaumont Junior High School--Naomi Baer won third place for junior high in 
behavioral science and Craig Fritz won second place for junior high in earth and 
space science; and ]rene Hong won second place for junior high in microbiology. 
*Fayette School--J. Heath Kreiling \lt:m fourth place for elmentary in botany; ,, 
Travis Myers won a plaque for ·Best Geosc1ence Project, the lvJSU Geology Club Award, ' 
and the U.S. Marine Corps Certificate of Achievement; and Stephen Smith won first 
place for elementary in Earth and space · science·o 
*Glen Dover Elementary--Michael Culbertson \\Un second place for elementary in 
chemistry and Matthew R. Johnson ~un third place in elementary for earth and 
space science. 
*Julius Marks Elerrxom't::try--Ilicl\y Scalf won the Eustrran Kodnk lionorable Mention. 
*St. Peter Elemantary--Edgar Hume \\Un second place for elementary in physics. 
*Stonewall Elemantary-Andrea Drake won second place for elerrentary·in zool9gy. 
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UPOBOX1100 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Four Grant County High School students were winners in the 
23rd Northeast Kentucky Ilegional Science Fair at Morehead State University recently. 
Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties brou_ght original science projects 
and exhibits from their local schools. Winners in each division v.-ere choosen by a 
panel of MSU judges. Organizations· outside the university presenting awards or 
certificates supplied their own judges and criteria, according to Ron Fiel, 
~lSU professor of science. 
'!hose students from Grant County High School winning awards or certificates were: 
*Jennifer Caldwell, second place for senior high in behavioral and social sciences 
and the U.S. Air Force Certificate of Achievement. 
*Tammy Halsey, third place for senior high in chemistry. 
*Gay lon lDvelace, second place for senior high in microbiology and the U.S. Air 
Force Certificate of Achievement. 
,, 






JUDilH Vf>.N9Y, DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
April 17, 1986 
roR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.·--- Three Lewis County High School students were winners 
in the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at Morehead 
State University recently. 
Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties brought original 
science projects and exhibits from their local schools. Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awards or certificates supplied their own 
judges and criteria, according the Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science. 
Those students winning awards or certificates ~ere: 
*01erie Graf \\On tied for third place for senior high in chemistry and 
received the U.S. Air Force Certificate of Achieverrent. 
*Thomas Massie was second overall grand prize winner, won first place for 
senior high in engineering, received the U.S. Army and Air Force Certificates ,, 
of Achievement and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Certificate 
of Outstanding Achievement. 
*Ibnna Wills won second place for senior high in botany and received a 
on-year scholarship a\v.ard from MSU. 
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MOREHEt\D, Ky. --- l"our students fran Montgorrery County's Miller Middle School 
,. 
were. winners in the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held 
at Moehead State University recently. 
Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties brought original 
science projects and exhibits from their local schools. Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awards or certificates supplied their own 
judges and criteria, according the Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science. 
Those students winning awards or certificates were: 
*Shannondor Conley 110n fourth place for junior high in earth and space 
science. 
*Stephen Eric Hash 11on fourth place for junior high in physics. 
*Tricia Watts won fourth place for junior high in microbiology. 
*Amy Wilson won third place for junior high in microbiology. 
drh 
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UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-763-2030 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---·Three Jessarrdne County elementary and high school students 
were winners in the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held 
at Morehead State University recently. 
Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties brought original 
science projects and exhibits from their local schools. Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awards or certificates supplied their own 
judges and criteria, according the Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science. 
Those students winning awards or certificates )...:Jre: (alphabetized by school) 
*Brookside Elementary -- Hyla MacGregor won first place for elementary in physics. 
*Jessarrdne County High School-- Christin Seery won third place, for 
senior high in botany. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Three Boyd County elementary and high school students 
were winners in the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at 
Morehead State University recently. 
Nearly 500 students. representing 41 counties brought original 
science projects and exhib.its from their local· schools.· Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awards or certificates supplied their own 
judges and criteria, according the Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science. 
Thos.e students winning awards or certificates were: (alphabetized by school) 
*Cannonsburg Elementary -- Nicki Ellis won second place for elementary in 
botany. 
*Summit Junior High School -- Marshall Blevins won second place for 
senior high in environmental sciences and received the U.S. Air Force 
Certificate of Achievement. 
*Ironville Elementary Gene Perkins won second place for elementary in 
earth and space science. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- 'I\\o Rowan County Middle School students were 
winners in the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at· 
Morehead State University recently. 
Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties brought original 
science projects and exhibits from their local· schools .. Wilmers in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awards or certificates supplied their o1vn 
judges and criteria, according the Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science. 
Those students winning awards or certificates were: 
*Camille McNeely 110n first place for elmentary in zoology, received 
the U.S. Marine Corps Certificate of Achievement and a plaque for 
Best Elementary Project. 
*Kris Pass won first place for elementary in chemistry. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Greenup County Elementary student Tim Mynes was a 
' 
winner in the 23rd Northeast ,Kentucky ~Jgional Science Fair held at 
Morehead State University recently. 
Mynes won first place for junior high .in earth and space science and 
the MSU Geology Club Award. 
Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties brought original 
science projects and exhibits from their local schools. Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awards or certificates suriplied their own 




UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
April 17, 1986 
FDR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MJREHEAD, Ky. --- '1\vo students from Madison County's Berea Comnunity School 
., 
were winners in the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at 
Morehead State University reqently. 
Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties brought original 
science projects and exhibits from their local·schools. Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awards .or certificates supplied their own 
judges and criteria, according the Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science. 
Those students winning awards or certificates were: 
*Berry Brosi 110n third place for elementary in zoology. 
*Tricia Wyatt 11on first place for junior high in chemistry. 
### ,, 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Rachel Wagner of Pil-.eville Elementary, Pike County, 
was a winner in the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at 
Morehead State University recently. 
Wagner v.on fourth place in the elementary divisi.on of chemistry. 
Nearl)l 500 students representing 41 counfies brought original 
scien~ projects and exhibits from their local schools. Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Or~:,'Wlizations outside 
the university presenting mmrds or certificates supplied their own 
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April 17, 1986 
FDR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- 'Three Owen County High School students were winners in the 
" 
23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at Morehead State 
University recently. 
Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties brought original 
science projects and exhibits from their local schools. Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awards or certificates supplied their own 
judges and criteria, according the Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science. 
TI10se students winning awards or certificates were: 
*Ricky Price received the U.S. Anny Certificate of Achievement. 
*Hines Riley received the U.S. Anny Certificate of Achievement. 
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EDR · IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Five Fleming County High School students were winners in 
the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at Morehead State, 
University recently. 
Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties brought original 
' 
science projects and exhibits from their local schools., Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awards or certificates supplied their o1m 
judges and criteria, according the Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science. 
Those students winning awardes or certificates 1mre: 
*~!arlieda Darnfll received the Secretary's Award of Merit from the Nationa+ 
Association of School Nurses. 
*Lee Delaney won second place for senior high in zoology. 
*Karol Humphries received the U.S. Army Certificate of Achievement. 
*Clint Snedegar received the U.S. Army Certificate of Achievement a~d the 
U.S. Air Force Certificate of Achievement. 
*Annette Souder won fourth place for senior high in botany and received the 
U.S. Air Force Certificate of Achievement. 
drh 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Five Robertson County high school students were winners 
in the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at Morehead State 
University recently. 
Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties brought original 
science projects and exhibits from their local schools.· Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awards or certificates supplied their own 
judges and criteria, according the Ron Fiel, ~~professor of science. 
Those fuming High School students winning awards or certificates were: 
*Jo Ann Fooks won first place for senior high in environmental sciences, 
received the American Association of Clinical Chemists Certificate, and 
a four-year scholarship award from MSU. 
*Angela Hendricks won second place for junior high in behavioral science. 
*Arney Lowdenback tied for first place for junior high in chemistry. 
*Heather Montgomery won second place for junior high in physics. 
*Kim Sale won third place for senie:r high in earth and space science and 
received the U.S. Air Force Certificate of Achievement. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Nine Kenton County junior and senior. high school 
students were winners in the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair 
at ~lorehead State University recently. 
Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties brought original 
science projects and exhibits from their local schools. · Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awards or certificates supplied their own 
judges and criteria, according the Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science. 
Those students winning awards or certificates were: (alphabetized by school) 
*Notre Dame Academy-- Colleen Dietz won third place for senior high in 
environmental sciences; Beth Wagner \\On first place for senior high in botany, 
the U.S. Army Certificate of Achievement and the U.S. Army Medallion; Charlene IVagner 
won first place for senior high in biochemistry and the U.S. Army Certificate of 
Achievement; and Trina Wagner won first place for senior high in medicine and health 
and the Secretary's Award of Merit from the National Association of School Nurses. 
*Scott High School-- Clayt Clayton 110n first place for senior high ·in computer 
science, the U.S. Army Certificate fo Achievement, the U.S. Air Force Certificate of 
Achievement and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Certificate of 
Comnl'!ndation; and Jane Watts 110n the Secretary's Ai'l'.l.rd of Merit from the National 
Association of School Nurses. 
*Turkey Foot Middle School-- Kimberly Clayton won a plaque for Best Junior 
High Project, first place for junior high in behavioral science, and the U.S. Marine 
(more) 
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C. t·ps CertLUcatc of 1\c:il i evcmcnt; Wendy Watts 1mn scc0ncl place :for junior high iri 
cl ''mistry and the 1\rrer.i.can 1\.ssociation of Clinical Chemists plaque; and 
"''chelle Schnurr II'On Lit i I'( I place Jor junior h:igh in physics. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 
April 17, 1986 
EDR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Six Mason County elementary and high· school students 
were winners in the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at 
Morehead State University recently. 
Nearly 500 students representing 41 counties brought original 
science projects and exhibits from their local schools. Winners in each 
division were choosen by a panel of MSU judges. Organizations outside 
the university presenting awards or certificates supplied their own 
judges and criteria, according the Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science. 
606-783-2030 
Those students winning awards or certificates ~ere: (alphabetized by school) 
*Mason County High School -- Cherish Barnett tied for third place for 
senior high in chemistry. 
*Mason County Middle School -- Cindy Claypoole \\Qn the Secretary's Award 
of Merit from;•the National Association of School Nurses; Kevin D:mahue won third ,, 
place for junior high in chemistry; Brian Mcibwell won first place for junior 
high in microbiology; and Crystal Muse won first place for junior high in physics 
and received the Junior Engineering Technical Society Medallion. 




JUDITH YAN<;,Y. DIR£CTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
April 17, 1986 
FOR U!MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ----1\vo Eastern Kentucky high school students have received 
scholarship awards to Morehead State University as a result of their participation 
in the 23rd Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair. 
They are: 
Jo Ann Fooks of Deming High School in Robertson County, who received a 
four-year MSU scholarship, and Donna Wills of Lewis County High School, who 
\v.as recipient of a one-year MSU scholarship. 
Fooks, one of the 13 division winners, won first place for senior high in 
envirorurental sciences and received the Arrerican Association of Clinical Chemists 
Certificate. 
Wills was second place winner for senior high in botany. 
Angela E. Buclmer of Nicholas County High School was chosen as alternate 
in the event that either scholarship is declined. Buckner was winner of first 
place for senior high in medicine and health, the U.S. Navy Distinguished 
Achievement Certificate and the Secretary's Award of Merit from the National 
Association of School Nurses. 
A panel of MSU judges evaluated the 13 division winner on criteria including 
creativity and scienti;f;ic thought shown in the project to select the overall 
grand prize winners. 
111e overall winners are : 
Tamila Anderson of Nicholas County High School, first place overall winner, 
who was first place for senior high in microbiology winner, recipient of the 
U.S. Marine Corps Certificate of Achievement and the Arrerican Society for 
(more) 
Science Fair Winners 
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·Microbiology Certificate of Outstanding Achieverrent. 
Thomas Massie of Lewis County High School, second place overall winner, who 
was first place for senior high in engineering winner, and recipient of the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Certificate of Outstanding 
Achievement, the U.S. Army and Air Force Certificates.of Achievement. 
Buckner, third place overall winner. 
Patricia Browning of Nicholas County High School, fourth place overall winner, 
who was first place for senior high in behavioral and social sciences winner, and 
recipient of the U.S. Army Certificate of Achievement. 
Nearly 500 elerrentary and high school students fro~41 counties·participated 







JUDIIH VNICV. DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 4035t 
Apri 1 18, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's varsity cheerleaders for 1986-87 
have been selected. 
They are: 
*El'Dora Carter, Olive Hill sophomore, daughter of Patricia Collins. 
*linda Chouinard, Maysville junior, daughter of James and Sheryl Chouinard. 
*Melissa Collins, Morehead sophomore, daughter of Zane and Carolyn Collins. 
*Jeanie large, Ironton, Ohio, sophomore, daughter of David and Judy Large. 
*Donna Jean Roberts, Robinson Creek freshman, daughter of Thomas and Doris 
Roberts. 
*Michael P. Ebright, Carroll, Ohio, senior, son of Jerry and Kay 14iller. 
*William Logan, Ashland graduate student, son of Bill and Peggy logan. 
*Mike McBeath, Lexington sophomore, son of Mrs. Pat McBeath. 
*Ronald R. Pies, Harrison, Ohio, freshman, son of Ronald and Roseland Pies. 
*Richard R. Pinson, Elkhorn City sophomore, son of Bobby Ray and Judy Carol 
Pinson. 
Selected as alternates were: 
*Beth Lucas, Whitesburg freshman, daughter of Billy and Linda Lucas. 
*William Flanagan, Louisville junior, son of William and Mary Flanagan. 
Myron Doan, assistant to the vice president for student development, is 
adviser to the cheerleaders. 
#~## 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
1•1SU 1986.-87 CHEERLEADERS 
Morehead State University's varsity cheerleaders for 1986-87 have been selected. 
They are, front from lef~; El 'Dora Carter, Olive Hill sophomore; Lin~a Chouinard, 
Maysville junior; Beth Lucas, Whitesburg freshman (alternate); Donna Jean Roberts, 
Robinson Creek freshman; Jeanie Large, Ironton, Ohio, sophomore; Melissa Collins, 
Morehead sophomore; back row, Richard Pinson, Elkhorn City sophomore; ~like Ebright, 
Carroll, Ohio, senior; Mike McBeath, Lexington sophomore; Ronnie Pies, Harrison, 'Ohio, 
freshman; William Flanagan, Louisville junior (alternate)i and William Logan, 
Ashland graduate student. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Taking 14 individual awards, The Trail Blazer, Morehead 
State University's student newspaper, ~1as ranked fourth overall among Division A 
schools in the recent Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association (KIPA) competition. 
The awards were announced at KIPA's state conference held earlier this month 
at Eastern Kentucky University. The annual competition drew entries from student 
newspapers at 15 institutions of higher education statewide. 
Individual MSU student winners were: 
Kevin Goldy, Mt. Sterling sophomore, placed first and third in news photos. 
John Selvia, Harlan senior, place third and also received an honorable mention 
for informational graphic. He also received third place in advertising art and in 
original illustration. 
Greg Hopkins, a 1985 MSU graduate from Burlington, received a second place 
award for editorial cartoons. 
Gary Hines, Aberdeen, Ohio, senior, placed third in reviews. 
Teresa Montgomery, a junior from Mt. Sterling, placed first in advertising design. 
Anita Mcleod, Detroit, Mich., senior, place third in advertising design. 
Gary Crume, Bloomfield junior, placed first in panel ,cartoons. 
Terry Farmer, a Pikeville freshman, placed first in advertising art. 
Robert Triplett, a Campton senior, received an honorable mention in editorial cartoons. 
Deborah Powell, an Irvine senior, and Vicki Aleshire, a 1985 MSU graduate from 
Ashland, placed third in continuing news. 
#### 
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April 18, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University will offer a three-day shortcourse on 
Artificial Insemination and AI Management at the Derrickson Agricultural Complex 
May 19-21. 
The classes will be taught by Fischer Harned, a Kentucky Artificial Breeders 
Association (KABA) field supervisor since 1969, and Dr. Andy Boston, MSU professor of 
agriculture. Sponsored by the University's Department of Agriculture and Natural 
Resources in cooperation with KABA, an affiliate of Select Sires, the AI shortcourse 
is open to any interested beef or dairy cattle producer as well as both college and 
high school students. 
"Regiltration for the program is under way now and will continue through May 12," 
Dr. Boston said. A $50 deposit fee is due at close of registration and checks should 
be made payable to KABA. The remainder, $25 for students and $100 for producers, is 
due on May 19. 
The three days of coursework provide participants with practical application of 
AI techniques. Study topics include the estrus cycle and breeding time, effects of 
feeds, minerals and vitamins on breeding efficiency; principles of genetics and 
pedigrees and sire selection, as well as practice in insemination. 
"All students successfully completing the training course, including passing a 
final examination, will receive certification as AI T2chnicians," Dr. Boston said. 
~ISU students also may earn one credit hour by enro"lling in AGR 399(001) as listed 
in the Summer I class schedule. He added that the fee for students would be $75 
rather than the $200 listed in the schedule. 
Additional information may be obtained by calling Dr. Boston at (606) 783-2666. 
jy ### 
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April 18, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Herb Ramey, Row!ln County f~iddle School principal, has been named 
l986 Outstanding Administrator by Morehead State University's Chapter of Phi Delta Kappa. 
The award, given annually, is designed to recognize outstanding leadership in public 
school administration, according to Dr. Kathy Herzog, associate professor of education 
and .MSU Chapter president. The presentation was made earlier this month at PDK' s 
awards banquet. 
Other award recipients included: Gregg Wright, an elementary teacher in the Magoffin 
County schools, who was named 1986 Outstanding Teacher; Cynthia Hawkins of Lexington, 
1986 Outstanding Graduate Student, and Mary Alma Campbell and Ruth Ann Furby, both 
Maysville juniors majoring in elementary education, who received Phi Delta Kappa 
Scholarships of $100 each. 
Ramey, a native of Rowan County, has been principal of RCMS since it opened in 
January 1983. As assistant principal at Rowan County High School the two previous 
years, he was responsible for development of the new middle school's curriculum, 
faculty and the facilities. He also was principal of Clearfield Elementary School 
:for 11 years. 
Ramey earned his bachelor's and master's degrees, as well as Rank I Certificate, 
from Morehead State. Active in numerous professional organizations at the national 
and state level, he is on the board of directors of the Kentucky Middle School Association, 
president of Region Nine for Kentucky Association of School Administrators, and is 
eastern region representative on the board of the Kentucky Association of Teacher Educators. 
He and his wife, the former Judy Gay Parker, have two daughters, Darienda June Ramey, 
a recent graduate of Western Kentucky University, and Vonda Kay Ramey, a junior majoring 
in speech and business at MSU. 
jy #### 
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RCMS PRINCIPAL.HONORED 
.Rowan County Middle School Principal Herb Ramey expressed his appreciation to Morehead· 
State University's Phi Delta Kappa Chapter for naming him 1986' Qutstanding Administrator 
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EDUCATORS RECEIVE AI-JAROS 
Morehead State University's Chapter of Phi Delta Kappa education honorary recently 
he 1 d i·ts annua 1 awards banquet at· which it honored educators for exce 11 ence in their 
fields. Award recipients included, from left, Rowan County Middle School Principal 
Herb Ramey, PDK's 1986 Outstanding Administrator; .Cynthia Hawkins of Lexington;· 
Outstanding Graduate Student, and Gregg l~right, elementary teacher in f1agoffin 
c·l:iunty schools, Outstanding Teacher. 
(MSU photo) 
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JUDiTH V IWC,Y. DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
April 19, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. Robert Thomas, senior music education major 
at MSU, will present a guitar recital on Tuesday, April 29, in the 
Duncan Recital Hall. The concert, sponsored by the Morehead State 
University Department of Music, will begin at 8:15p.m. 
The program will include Thomas' arrangements of Duke 
Ellington ballads featuring the MSU Guitar Ensemble with Thomas. 
Also on the program will be works by Jarrett, Metheny;· Goodman 
and Evans. 
Thomas, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Thomas of Fairfield, Ohio, 
is a member of Phi Kappa Phi honor society and treasurer of the 
Brotherhood of University Guitarists. He is a student of Ray Ross, 
MSU assistant professor of music. 
tb ;vnn 
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April 20, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University will join 167 schools worldwide as 
a participant in an international videoconference on world issues and media 
responsibility' scheduled on Satu-rday, April 25.· 
Journa 1 ism students from 130 Eastern Kentucky high schoo 1 s have· been i nvite'd. 
to join MSU communications majors for the videoconference, sponsored by ·The 
Christian Science Monitor, according to Dr. Richard Dandeneau, acting chair of 
MSU's Department of Communications. 
The conference will feature live transmission via satellite of panel discussions· 
by leading journalists at three international sites to Morehead State and other 
schools in the United States, Canada, ~gypt, United Kingdom and Australia. Panel 
leaders will include: 
Veteran CBS newsman Richard C. Hottelet from Vienna, who will explore the 
relationships among world superpowers. 
ABC Paris Bureau Chief Pierre Salinger in London, leading discussions on small 
wars and. terrorism. 
PBS' Edwin Newman in Japan, discussing sharing technology and understanding 
foreign cultures. 
Each panel will include representatives from print and broadcast, along with 
a noted authority on the topic and a senior Monitor staffer as host. Senior· 




Sharing their views from the Morehead State campus site in· Breck Auditorjum 
will be'Richard Wilson, chief of the Louisville Courier Journal's Bluegrass 
Bureau; Roger Shepherd, assignment editor for WOWK- TV in Huntington., W.Va., and 
Vic Carter, MSU alumnus and newsman wi~h WSb-TV in Atlanta. 
Students at EOach partic-ipating school 11ill be able to submit questions to the 
panelists at any of the international sites before and·during th~ videoconference, 
which was designed to provide future journalists the opportunity to share the 
experiences of seasoned print ~and broadcast journ'alists, according to Earl· Foell,:. 
CSM editor-in-chief. 
''We are pleased that Morehead State could serve as one of the sftes'for this 
demon~tration of how modern technology can be used as a teaching tool," said Dr. 
Robert Burns, dean of MSU's College of Arts and Scienc~s. "This really is an 
exciting and unique opportunity for journalists-to-be to gain firsthand knowledge 
about world affairs and the media's role from those actually involved in global 
reporting,'' Dr. Burns said. 
Additional information on the videoconference may be obtained from 
Thomas Yancy, radio/television program coordinator, Department of Communications, 
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THIS WEEK AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI'IY 
(April 20 - 26) 
Sunday, April 20 
11 A.M. BLACK GOSPEL ENSEMBLE 18TH ANNIVERSARY WORSHIP SERVICES in 
Breckinridge Auditorium. A dinner and award presentation will be held at 
noon in the Baptist Student Center. For more information, please call 783-2123. 
**** 
1 P.M. MSU STIJDENT HORSE SHOW at MSU stables. For more information, 
please call 783-2662. 
**** 
8:15 P.M. JUNIOR TRUMPET RECITAL: lawrence Wiley will perform in Duncan 
Recital Hall. For more information, please call 783-2473. 
**** 
Monday, April 21 
8:30 A.M.-3:30P.M. MSU FACUL'IY WORKSHOP, sponsored by the Beginning 
Teacher Internship Program, in the Eagle Room of the Adron Doran University 
Center; through April 23. For more information, please call 783-2894. 
**** 
8 P.M. BLACK AWARENESS WEEK ACTIVI'IY: Rap session with Dr. Betty Sue 
Griffin speaking on "Black 1/ale and Black Fennle Relations" in the Eagle Room 
of the Adron Doran University Center. For more information, please call 783-2123. 
**** 
8:15P.M. SENIOR TRUMPET RECITAL: Tony Sparks will perform in Duncan 
Recital Hall. For more information, please call 783-2473. 
**** 
Wednesday, April 23 
8 A.M.-4 P.M. MSU SENIOR ARr STUDENTS EXHIBITION in the Claypool-Young Art 
Gallery, Mondays-Fridays; through May 16. A reception will be held in the 
gallery from 3:30-5:30 p.m. For more information, please call 783-2766. 
**** 
8 P.M. ARrS IN IDREHEAD (AIM) CDNCERT AND LECTORE SERIES: The National 
Shakespeare Canpany will perform "Othello" in Button Auditorium. For more 
information, please call 783-2788. 
(more) 
'IRIS WEEK AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI'IY 
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8:30P.M. BLACK AWARENESS WEEK AGriVI'IY: Alpha Kappa Alpha Fashion Show in 
the Crager Room of the Adron Doran University Center. For more information, 
please call 783-2123. 
**** 
Thursday, April 24 
8 A.M.-4 P.M. ,CDNI'INUING EDUCATION FOR NURSES: "Confusion: Organic, 
Functional, and Drug Induced" in East Room A of the Adron Doran University Center. 
For more information, please call 783-2635. 
**** 
10:20 A.M. BLACK AWARENESS WEEK AGriVI'IY: Yolanda King, daughter of the late 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., will speak in Button Auditorium. For more information, 
please call 783-2123. 
**** 
Friday, April 25 
10:20 A.M. MSU'S INTERNATIONAL DAY: Seymour Hersh, Pulitzer Prize 
winning journalist, will spealt in Button Auditorium. For more information, 
please call 783-2123. 
**** 
Saturday, April 26 
8 A.M. -2 P.M. "HEAL'IH CHECK-A FAIR 'ID REMEMBER: CXlll!IIUNI'IY HEAL'IH FAIR," 
in MSU's Laughlin Health Building. For more information, please call 783-2180. 
**** 
10 A.M.-2 P.M. BLACK AWARENESS WEEK AGriVI'IY: Seminar and wrkshop in the 




MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
THE GREAT CLEAN- UP 
·Nearly 300 volunteers participated in::"The Great Clean-Up" sponsored 
earlier this month b~ Morehead State University's Appalachian Development 
Center. The annual campaign to remove litter from ~he surrounding 
countryside involved MSU students and Morehe,ad citizens. ·Pitching in 
were, from left; Mike Sutton, Frankfort sophomore; Steve McElroy, Akron, .. 
Ohio, sophomore; Jeff Martin, Danville senior; and Wayne Palmer, Lexington 
sophomore. · 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI1Y UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
THE GREAT CLEAN-UP 
Nearly 300 volunteers participated in "The Great Clean-Up" sponsored 
earlier this month by Morehead State University's Appalachian Development 
Center. The annual campaign to remove litter from. the surrounding 
countryside involved MSU.students and Morehead citizens. Pitching in 
were, from left; Bruce Morris," Frenchburg· freshman; Harold Kirkwood, 
Lee City j u·nior; Woody Crawford,- Vanceburg freshman; Benny Earls, · 
' Flemingsburg sophomore; Shane Trent,' Lee City f'reshman; and Dean Swartz, 
Salt. Lick freshman. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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. THE GREAT CLEAN-JJl' 
Nearly 300 volunteers participated in ""The Great Clean-Up" sponsored 
earlier this month by- Morehead State University·' s Appalachian Development 
Center. The annual campaign to remove litter from the surrounding 
countryside involved MSU s t;uden ts and :Morehead citizens . Pi tchi.ng in 
v7ere, from left;- Dennis McKay, 'Maysville senior; Lori· Phelps, "Louisville. 
junior; Rick White; '·Ironton, Ohio, freshman; and Rick Phelps; South 
' 
_Point, Ohio; sophomore. 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) Le~er-- ~'l,vJ · _ . 
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THE GREAT CLEAN-UP 
Nearly 300 volunteers participated in "The Great Clean-Up" sponsored 
earlier this month by Horehead State University's Appalachian Development 
Center. The annual campaign to remove litter from·the surrounding 
countryside involved HSU students and Morehead citizens. Pitching in 
. ' 
were, from left; Allison Ryke, Petersburg sophomore, and Leigh Casares, 
Madisonville senior. 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
THE GREAT CLEAN- UP 
Nearly 300 volunteers participated in "The Great Clean-Up" sponsored 
earlier this month by Morehead State University's Appalachian Development 
Center. The annual campaign to remove litter from·the su~rounding 
countryside involved MSU students and Morehead citizens. Pitching.\in 
were, from left; Stephanie 'Runyon, Marietta, Ohio, freshman; Mary Kay Kouns, 
Catlettsburg junior; Kara Beshears, Florence freshman; Teri Dea:ker, .Milford, 
Ohio, sophomore; and Patti Close, Canmer sophomore. 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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11IE GllEliT CLEAN-UP . 
Nearly 300 volunteers participated in "The Great Clean-Up" sponsored earlier 
this month by Morehead State University's Appalachian Developrrent Center/ The annual 
'·' 
campaign to remove litter fran the surrounding countryside involved MSU students and 
Morehead citizens. Pitching ·in were, fran left ; Missy Collins, ·• Morehead sopho=re; 
Kelli Abner, ·Morehead senior; Kelly Liles,· Garrison sEmior (bending over); 
Tracy Morella, Glen Garden, N.J. , sopho=re; Janie Frynru~ ;· Flemingsburg sophorrote; 
Stephanie Wright, furton sophomore; and Tina Baker, Bethel, Ohio, freshman.' 




MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 . MoREHEAD, KY 40351 . 606-783-2030 
April 21 , 1986 
PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT THE MORE~EAD STATE UNIVERSitY BOARD OF RI:'GEti"fS HAS CALLED AN 
~-· .. -- •, 





FRIDAY, APRIL 25 
10 A.M. 
RIGGLE ROOM, ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER 
I. Consider criteria to be _·used in position announc;ementZ!!dverti sement; 
Decide deadline for recel~t qf gpplic~ti!l~s ~ii<(n6mtna'tions. 
II. Determine process for receipt ~f nominations that· come fronf faculty 
senate, admi ni s"trati on, .. student body, pUb 1 i c··anq ~other sources. 
III. Establish detailed procedur1:1 fqr-completion gf search·-' ' ' 
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SUBJECT: Performance of "Othello" 
RELEJ\SE DJ\TE: Monday, April 21 (Dead after 4 p.m. Wednesday; April 23) 
TIME: 
J\NNOUNCER: ARTS IN MOREHEAD'S CONCERT AND LECTURE SERIES PRESENTS 
A~IERICA '.S FOREMOST -REPERTOR-Y TOURING COMPANY, THE NATIONAL 
SHAKESPEARE COMPANY, IN A PRODUCTION OF THE BARD'S TRAGIC 
TALE OF LOVE AND REVENGE ..• "OTHH.LO" .•. ON I~EDNESDAY AT_ 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY. PERFORMANCE TI~IE IS 8 P.M. IN 
BUTTON AUDITORIUM. GENERAL ADMISSION .TICKETS WILL BE -AVAILABLE 




JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
April 21, 1986 
FOR HlMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Arts in Morehead will present the National Shakespeare Company 
in a· production of the tragic tale of love and revenge, ''Othello,'' at 8 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 23, in Button Auditorium at Morehead State University. 
Admission will be by season membership in AIM's Concert and Lecture Series or 
by general admission tickets available at the door for $5 each for adults or $2.50 
each for youth age 18 and under. MSU students with valid ID cards will be admitted 
fi"ee. 
Shakespeare was considered to be at the height of his powers when he wrote 
''Othello,'' which critics have called one of the world's great dramatic masterpieces 
and ''a harrowing tale of revenge." It is a moving tragedy of a passionate man who 
is destroyed by vain fury and false friendship. 
For more than two decades, the National Shakespeare Company has crisscrossed 
the United States presenting full-scale performances of Shakespeare's works. Each 
year the company travels more·than 35,000 miles to· cities--large and small--presenting 
Shakespeare's plays jn theatres, gyms and chapels. 
In addition to its touring commitment, National· Shakespeare Company also 
operates the Cubiculo Performing Arts Center in the heart of New York's theatre 
district ~1here new playwrights, performers, poets, choreographers and composers 
are encouraged to develop their professional skills. 
Arts in Morehead is a cooperative venture of Morehead State University and the 
Morehead-Rowan County Arts Council. 
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April 21, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University President Herb. F. 
Reinhard Jr. has been named president of Frostburg State College 
in Maryland, effective July 1. 
The appointment was announced by James K. Archibald, chairman 
of the Board of Trustees of the Maryland State Universities and 
Colleges. 
Frostburg State, located in Western Maryland, is among six 
institutions in the Maryland State system and has an enrollment 
of about 4,000 students. 
Dr. Reinhard, who has resigned his MSU post effective June 30, 
was selecte.d through a national search which began seven months 
ago. He. succeeds Dr. Kenneth. Jablon, who had served as acting 
pres.ident of FSC for a year. 
"Dr. Reinhard is a distinguished scholar and dynallli.c 
administrator," Archibald sai.d from the board's offices in Annapolis. 
"Wi.th. his appointment, we. underscore the board's conunitment to 
provi.ding the citizens of Maryland with the very best in higher 
education. Dr. Reinhard is eminently qualifi.ed to gui.de Frostburg 
State and to provide. the. innovative leadership that the college has 
come to expect." 
~(MORE) 
Dr. Reinhard to FSC 
2-2-2-2 
"My wife, Nancy, and I are very excited about the opportunity 
to serve Frostburg State College," Dr. Reinhard said. "The 
institution has an excellent reputation in academics and student 
development and a history of stability and progress. We look 
forward to becoming a part of the Frostburg community." 
President of Morehead State since July, 1984, Dr. Reinhard 
previously served five years as president of Slippery Rock 
University in"Pennsylvania. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSllY 
April 21, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UPOBOXHOO MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Winners of the short story and poetry contests, sponsored 
by Morehead State University's literary magazine Inscape, have been announced. 
The 1986 competition drew 160 poems and 35 short stories from MSU students, 
according to Dr. Marc Glasser, professor of English and Inscape faculty adviser. 
Winners received $50 and $25 for first and second placings respectively. 
Johnda Sammons, an Ashland senior art major, took first place in poetry with 
her poem "A Well-Worn Chair." Last semester Sammons took second place for poetry. 
Second prize for poetry went to Peggy Wilburn, a Maloneton sophomore majoring 
in English and philosophy. Wilburn's poem was entitled "Old House.'' 
In the literature portion of the contest, Nina Goecke took first prize for 
the short story "Which Road to Take." She is a Georgetown, Ohio, sophomore 
majoring in elementary education. 
Second prize for literature went to Kathy Webster, an Edgewood freshman chemistry 
major. Her short story was entitled "Consider Me Gone." 
Honorable mentions for poetry went to Ryan Hardesty, Ransom senior, for 
"Phoenix, of the Poet's Plea For Madness," Rebecca Bailey, Hazel Green graduate 
student, for "An Execration Upon the Muse," and Rick Caldwell, Crown Point, Ind., 
freshman, for "Monday's Smile." 
An honorable mention for literature went to Chris Marshall, Union City, Ohio, 
senior, for his play "Sister Mary: A Play In One Act," which was recently 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-763-2030 
SUBJECT: A~ I Shortcourse 
"' RELEASE DATE: Now (Dead u fter ~1ny 12) 
TIME: 30 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
I 
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN ARTIFICIAL BREEDING OF BEEF AND DAIRY 
CATTLE ... PLAN TO ATTEND MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S SHORTCOURSE 
IN A-I MANAGEHENT ... MAY 19TH THROUGH THE 21ST ... AT THE 
DERRICKSON AGRICULTURAL COMPLEX. 
SPONSORED BY 111-S-U' S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL 
RESOURCES IN COOPERATION f/ITH THE KENTUCKY ARTIFICIAL BREEDERS 
ASSOCIATION, THE COURSE IS OPEN TO PRODUCERS, AND TO BOTH 
COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS. 
REGISTRATION DEADLINE IS MAY 12TH. TO REGISTER, OR FOR MORE 
INFORMATION ... WRITE TO DR. ANDY BOSTON ... UPO 702, MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY; MOREHEAD, KY 40351. 
4-21-86 
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MOREHEAD STATE U,NIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 ' 
MSU ROTC AWARDS . . . 
·Morehead State Uni.versi ty' s Department of ·Military Science rewa'rded 
·its uwn at an awards ceremony recently. Several Reserve Officers 
Training Corps (ROTC) students received recognition. Maj. Gerald Adams, 
left, presented the American Veterans of World War II, Korea and 
Vietnam Award to Theodore Eldridge, Morehead junior. 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU ROTC AWARDS . 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science 
rewarded its own at an awards ceremony recently. Several 
Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students received 
recognition. Maj. Gerald. Adams, left, presented Nancy Spencer, 
Frenchburg_ junior,· with the National Sojourners Award. 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradle·;) 
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UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MSU ROTC J\.WARDS 
Morehead State University's Department of Mil·i tary Science 
rewarded;its own at an awards ceremony recently .. Several 
Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students received 
recognition. Maj. ·Gerald Adams, left, presented the Military 
Order of World Wars Award to Mark Shelton, Ashland graduate 
student. 
.(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 .. 606-783-2030 
MSU ROTC AWARDS 
Morehead;State University's Department of Military Science 
rewarded its own at an awards ceremony recently. Several 
Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students received 
recognition. Maj. Gerald Adams, left, .presented the Reserve Officers· 
Association Award to Phillip Johnson, Robinson C~~ek junior, while 
Sgt. Maj. Harold Exum looked on. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MSU ROTC AWARD 
Morehead State Unive:r:sity's Department of Military Science 
rewarded its own at an awa.rds ceremony recently. Several 
Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students received 
recognition. Lt. Col.. Alan Baldwin, left, presented the 




(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU ROTC AWARDS • ;1 
·Morehead State University':;; Department of Military Science 
rewarded its own at an awards ceremony recently. Several 
' 0 
Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students received 
recognition. Maj. Gerald Adams, left, presented Angela Portman, 
Louisville junior, with the Reserve Officers Associatiop Award, 
while Sgt. Maj. Harold Exum looked on. 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) C-:J 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 . 606-783-2030 
MSU ROTC AWARDS . 
More'head State University's Department of Military Science 
rewarded its own at an awards ceremony recently. Several 
Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students received 
recognition. Capt_ Larry Purinton, left, presented William 
'Rick' Martin, Worthington sophomore, with the Department of 
the Army Superior Cadet ,Decoration and Outstanding Cadet Award. 
1
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PUBLIC INFORMATION 
JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR ' . 
.UPO BOX 1100. MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU ROTC AWARDS 
.Morehead State University's Department of Military Science 
·rewarded its own at an awards ceremony recently. Several 
Res.erve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students received 
rec.ogni tion. Lt. Col. Alan Baldwin, ··left, presented Renee' Curran; 
Mt .. Sterling senidr, with the American Legiori Scholastic Award. 









MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. I<Y 40351 606-783'2030 
MSU ROTC AWARDS 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science rewarded its 
own at an awards ceremony recently. Several Reserve Officers Training 
. . 
Corps (ROTC) students received recognition. Capt . Larry Purinton, left, 
presented the Society of the War of 1812 Award to Everett Markwell, Elkfork junior. 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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PUBLI<:; INFORMATION 
JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU ROTC AWARDS 
Morehead State University's Departrrent of Military Science rewarded its 
own at an awards cerernqny recently_ Several Reserve Officers Training 
·cOrps (RaiC) students received recognition. Capt, Reger Cline Sr., left,, 1·presented 
Melanie Greer, Jenkins freshman, with the Daughters of Founders and Patriots 
of Arrerica Award. 








MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 ' 
MSU ROTC AWARDS 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science re\~ded its 
'own at an-awards ceremony recently._ Several Reserve Officers Training 
Corps (ROTC) students received recognition .. Michael Mann, right, Jerusalem, Ohio, 
junior, v.un four awards. Presenting one of'these was Lt. Col. Alan Baldwin, left. 
The awards were the Department of the ATiny Superior Cadet decoration, the Association 
of the U.S. Army Award, the MSU ROTC Outstanding Cadet Award, and the Professor of 
Military Science Achievement Award .Certificate. 





MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU RaiC AWAIIDS 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science rewarded its 
own at an awards cerer.0ny recently. Several Reserve Officers Training 
Corps (RCITC) students received recognition. Gerald McDaniels, Morehead post 
comnander of the V. F. W. , pres;ented the Veterans of Foreign Wars Award to 
Dawn Vice, Flemingsburg freshman. 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MSU ROTC AWARDS 
Morehead State University's Department of ~tilitary Science rewarded its 
own'at an awards ceremony recently. Several Reserve Officers Training 
Corps (ROIC) students received recognition. Retired U.S. Ai"r.Force Lt .. CoL 
Ruey Blackburn, left, presented the Sons of the American Revolution Award 
to Fredrick ''Tony'' Francis, Bardstown junior. 






MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-11030 , 
MSU ROTC AWARDS 
Morehead State University's Departrrent of Military Science rewarded its 
own at. an awards cererrony recently. Several Reserve Officers Training 
Corps , (ROTC) students received recognition. Dr. Frances i1elphinstine, left, 
MSU professor of English and.Daughters of the American Revolution 1brehead chapter 
chairperson, presented Shawn Mahoney, I.ouisvil:le senior, with the Daughters of 
the American Revolution Award. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
'· 
MSU ROTC AWARDS 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science rewarded its 
own at an awards ceremo~y recently. Several Reserve Officers 1~aining 
Corps (ROTC) students received recognition. Capt. Fred Soward, left, presented 
David Holbrook, Mayking senior:, with the Arrerican Defense Preparedness Association 
Award. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 '' 
. MSU ROTC AWARDS 
Morehead State University's Departrrent of Military Science rewarded its 
own at an awards cererrony recently. Several Reserve Officers Training 
-Corps (ROTC) students received recognition. Lt. Col. Alan-Baldwin, left, 
presented the Professor of Military Science Achievement Awa1'd Certificate 
to William Woods, Batavia, Ohio, freshman. 
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Apri 1 23, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
·"' 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A Morehead State University senior has been awarded a graduate 
fellowship, valued at nearly $12,000 annually, by ttie Department of J\erQ~Ilace and 
Ocean Engineering at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University: · 
Kevin F. Eldridge, a physics and mathematics major, will receive his undergraduate 
degree in May from Morehead State, where he is a Presidential Scholar. He is a 
graduate of Rowan County High School and the son of Jerry Eldridge and the late 
Judy Eldridge. 
"Kevin is an outstanding student," said Dr. Chi!rles J. Whidden; MSU-professor of 
physics and Eldridge's adviser. "He has been studying with me since high school when 
·he began working on a special project under MSU's High School Juniof.program," 
Dr. Whidden added. "All of us in the department are very proud of his award." 
#### 
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Ph• '0· ·~t~ .. ~----------------------------~~P~U~B~UC~IN~F~O~R~M~AT=IO~N~ · . . ·. U JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD;KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU SENIOR RECEIVES FELLOWSHIP 
With assista,nce from his adviser Dr. Charles J. Whidden, left, Kevin F. Eldridge, 
·Morehead State University senior, tackles problem solving on the computer. Eldridge, 
who will receive his B.S. degree in physics and mathematics in May, has been awarded 
a fellowship by the Department ~f Aerospace and Ocean Engineering at Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Va. 
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April 24, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Glori a Metz of the Bath County Ne~1s Outlook has been e 1 ected 
president of the Kentucky Weekly Newspaper Association for 1986-87. 
Metz was elected at the annual spring meeting of the KWNA held earlier this 
month at Morehead State University, the association's headquarters. 
Others elected to the executive board were: Mike Whitaker of the Letcher 
County Community Press, vice president; Keith Steers of the Berea Citizen, 
secretary, and Hank Bond of the Georgetown News and Times, treasurer. Also elected 
as directors were Mary Branham of the Georgetown News and Times and Gene Marvin of 
the Big Sandy News. 
The winners of KWNA's annual competition were announced at the awards banquet 
which was attended by more than 50 representatives from the various member newspapers. 
Class I newspapers (circulation of 3,500 or below) honored for "General 
Excellence" were: Berea Citizen, first "place; Cumberland County News, second, and 
Clay City Times, third. 
Class II newspapers (circulation of 3,501 and up) recognized for "General 
Excellence were: Sentinel Echo, first place; Grayson County News Gazette, second, 
and Georgetown News and Times, third. 
Individual award winners in the various Class I categories included: 
BATH COUNTY NEWS OUTLOOK - FIRST PLACE: Best Editorial (Russ Metz) and Best 
Local Column (Russ Metz); SECOND PLACE: Best Front Page, Best Pictures, Best 
Editorial Page, Best Sports Page, and Best Small Ad; THIRD PLACE: Best Feature 
Picture (Ken Metz), and Best Feature Story-Group (Ken Metz). 
BEATTYVILLE ENTERPRISE- FIRST PLACE: Best Sports Feature Story (H.B. Elkins), 
and Best Sports Page; SECOND PLACE: Best Sports Story (H.B. Elkins), Best Local 
Column (Rosemary Kilduff) and Best Editorial (H.B. Elkins); THIRD PLACE: Best 
Ne1~s Story (H.B. Elkins), and Best Sports Picture (Sean Elkins). 
BEREA CITIZEN - FIRST PLACE: Best News Feature Story (Keith Steer and Lea 
Schultz), Best Meeting Story (Keith Steer), Best Feature Story-Group (Lea.Schultz), 
Best Editorial Page, Special Section-Sports, Special Sections-Other, Best Small 
Ad, and Best Promotional Ad; SECOND PLACE: Best News Feature Story (Jack Hall), 




Best Feature Story-Individual (Lea Schultz), Best Sports Feature Story (Keith Steer), 
Special Sections-Other, Best House Ad, and Best Promotional Ad; THIRD PLACE: Best 
Feature Story-Individual (Keith Steer), Best Sports Story (Keith Steer), Best 
Editorial (Jack Hall), Best Small Ad, Best Promotional Ad, Best Large Ad and Best 
Local Column (Jack Hall); honorable mention, Best Small Ad arid Best House·'Ad. 
CARLISLE MERCURY - THIRD PLACE: Best Front Page and Best Editorial Page. 
CLAY CITY TIMES - FIRST PLACE: Best Pictures and Best News Picture (James 
Mulcahy); SECOND PLACE: Best News Story (Jerlene Rose), Best Feature Picture (James 
Mulcahy), Best Sports Picture (James Mulcahy), Best Photo Essay (James Mulcahy), and 
Best Large Ad; THIRD PLACE: Best News Feature Story (James Mulcahy), Best Sports 
Page, Special Sections-Other, and Best House Ad, and honorable mention, Best Large Ad. 
CUMBERLAND COUNTY NEWS - FIRST PLACE: Best Front Page, Best News Story (J.D.· 
Brown), Best Feature Picture (Morris Allen Grubbs), Best Feature Story-Individual I 
(Morris Allen Grubbs), Best Sports Picture (J.D. Brown), Best Photo Essay (J.D. Brown), 
Best Large Ad, and Best House Ad; THIRD PLACE: Best Pictures, Best Meeting Story 
(J.D. Brown), and Special Section-Sports, honorable mention, Special Sections-Other. 
EDMONTON HERALD - SECOND PLACE: Special Section-Sports, and THIRD PLACE: 
Best Sports Feature Story (Bob Adams). 
GEORGETOWN GRAPHIC- FIRST PLACE: Best Sports Story (Wayne Boblitt), and SECOND 
PLACE: Best Meeting Story (Wayne Boblitt). 
Winners in the Class II competition were: 
APPALACHIAN NE\1S EXPRESS - fiRST PLACE: Best Sports Story (Terry Spears), and 
Special Section-Sports; SECOND PLACE: Best Feature Story-Individual (Barbara Justice), 
Best Sports Page, Best Editorial (Barbara Justice), and Best Local Column (Nancy Goss); 
THIRD PLACE: Best Front Page, Best Sports Feature Story (Terry Spears) and Best 
Editorial Page. 
CITIZEN VOICE AND TIMES - FIRST PLACE: Best Front Page, Best News Picture (Mike 
Lay), Best Feature Picture (James Morris), and Best Local Column (John Nelson); 
SECOND PLACE: Best News Story (Randy Patrick), Best Sports Photo (James Morris), 
Best Photo Essay (James Morris) and Best House Ad; honorable mention, Best Large Ad 
and Best House Ad. 
GEORGETOWN NEWS & TIMES - FIRST PLACE: Best Sports Page, Best Small Ad and Best 
Large Ad; SECOND PLACE: Best Meeting Story (Norman Minch), Best Feature Story-Group 
(David Ruehling), Special Section-Sports, Best Small Ad, Best Promotional Ad and 
Best Pictures; THIRD PLACE: Best Meeting Story (Mary Branham), Best Sports Photo 
(Mary Branham), Best Sports Story (David Ruehling), Best Small Ad, Best Large Ad and 
Best House Ad; honorable mention, Best Small Ad, Best Promotional Ad and Best House Ad. 
GRAYSON COUNTY NEWS GAZETTE- FIRST PLACE: Best Feature Story-Group (Bernard' 
Korotkin), Best Feature Story-Individual (Edna Duggins), Best Editorial (Edna Duggins), 
Special Sections-Other, Best House Ad and Best Promotional Ad; SECOND PLACE: Best 
Front Page, Best Sports Feature Story (Bernard Korotkin), and Best Large Ad; THIRD 
PLACE: Best Feature Story-Individual (Bernard Korotkin), Best Photo Essay (Bernard 
Korotkin), and Special Sections-Other; honorable mention, Best News Story (Bernard 
Korotkin). 
HAZARD HERALD VOICE - SECOND PLACE: Best News Picture (Eddie Tiller) and 




SENTINEL ECHO- FIRST PLACE: Best News Story (Judy Walton), Best News Feature 
Story (Karen House-Combs), Best Meeting Story (Judy Walton), Best Sports Feature 
Story (Karen House-Combs), Be.st Sports Photo (Brent Mershon), Best Editorial Page 
and Best Photo Essay (Rich El k.i ns); SECOND PLACE: Best News Feature Story (Judy 
Walton) and Special Sections-Other;· THIRD PLACE, Best News Picture (Carl Keith Greene), 
Best Feature Picture (Carl Keith Greene), Best Editorial (Karen House-Combs), and 
Best Local Column (Carl Keith Greene). 
TROUBLESDr~E CREEK TIMES - FIRST PLACE: Best Pictures; SECOND PLACE: Best 
Feature Picture (Ron Daly), Best Sports Story (Ron Daly') and Best Editorial Page: 1 
THIRD PLACE: Best News Story (Ron Daly), Best Feature Story-Group (Karen Stamper), 
Best Sports Page, Best News Feature Story (Ron Daly) and.Best Promotional Ad. 
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Apri 1 24, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Board of Student Publications selected 
editors for the fall semester recently. 
Saundra Stivers, current editor of the Raconteur, MSU's yearbook, was reappointed 
as next year's editor. Stivers is a junior from Wolverine. 
Ada Miracle, a freshman from Garrison, was appointed managing editor for the 
Raconteur this year. Miracle is copy editor on the yearbook staff. 
Deborah J. Powell, an Irvine senior, was reappointed for a third semester as editor 
of TheTrail Blazer. 
Laura Pyle, a Maysville senior, was appointed managing editor for the newspaper. 
Pyle is currently copy editor of the newspaper. 
#### 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
KWNA AWARD WINNERS' 
The Kentucky Weekly Newspaper Association_ recently recognized its member newspapers 
for journalistic excellence during its annual spring conference held at Morehead.· 
State University. The· awards were presented at the closing banquet by Ray Hornback, 
left, vice president for public affairs at the University of Kentucky, who was the 
banquet speaker. Among thos~ collecting awards f?r their efforts were, from left, 
David Ruehling of the Georgetown News & Times and Ron Daly of the Troublesome Creek 
Times_ Morehead State is the headquarters for KWNA-
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KWNA AWARD WINNERS-
The Kentucky Weekly Newspaper Association recently recognized its,member newspapers 
for journalistic excellence during its annual spring conference held at Morehead 
State University. The.awards were presented at the closing banquet by University .. 
6f Kentucky Vice President for Public Affairs Ray Hornbac~.- left; who-was the 
banquet speaker. Among thos·e co 11 ecti ng awards for their efforts were, ·from left, 
Warren Fisher of the .Carlisle· Mercury, Ken Metz of t_he Bath County News Outlook, and 
Cookie Ely of the Berea Citizen. Morehead State·serves as KWNA's headquarters. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
KWNA OFFICER HONORED 
Gloria Metz of the Bath County News Outlook, newly-elected president of the Kentucky 
\Veekly Newspaper Association, presented Jack G. Thomas, publ i she.r/general manager of 
the Hazard Herald Voice and outgoing KWNA president, with a plaque i~ recognition of 
his service to the organization. Thomas was recognized at the annual s~ring 
conference of KWNA held at M6rehead State University which serves as the association's 
headquarters. 




JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-7 83-2030 
KWNA AWARD \HNNERS' 
The Kentucky Weekly Newspaper Associatio~ recognized its member newspapers for 
journalistJc excellenc~ during its annual spring conference held ~arlier thi~ month 
' at-Morehead State University. The awards were presented at. the closing banquet by 
Ray Hornback, left, vice president for public affairs at th·e University of Kentucky, 
who wa~ the banquet speaker .• Among tho~e collecting_ awards for their efforts were, 
from left, Ken Metz ~f the Bath County News a·utlook, James Mulcahy of the Clay City_ 
Times and Morris All en Grubbs of the Cumber] and County News. Morehead State serves 
as KWNA's headquarters. 
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KVINA AVIARD l~INNERS 
The Kentucky Weekly Newspaper Association recognized its member newspapers for 
journalistic excellence during its annual spring conference held earlier,this 
month at Morehead State University. Th~ aw~rds were presSnted at the.closing 
banquet by Ray Hornback, at left, vice president for public affairs at the 
University of Kentucky, who was the banquet speaker- Among those collecting awards 
for their efforts were, from left, Keith Steer of the.Berea Citizen, H.B. Elkins of 
the Beattyville Enterprise, and Wayne Boblitt of the Georgetown Graphic. Moreheaq 
State serves as KVINA's headquarters. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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K~INA MIARD IHNNERS' 
The Kentucky Weekly Newspaper Association recognized its member newspapers for 
journalis~·ic excellenc~ during its annual spring conference held r'ecently at 
Morehead State University_ The a~tards were presented at th.e closing banquet by 
Ray Hornback, left, vice pre.sident for publ.ic affairs at th"e University of Kentucky, 
who was the banquet speaker_ .Among those collecting awards for their efforts were, 
frpm left, Barbara Justic~ of the Appalachian Ne0s Express and John Nelson of the 
Citizen Voice and Times_ Morehead State serves as the headquarters for KWNA. 
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KWNA RECOGNIZED EXCELLtNCE 
During its annual spring conference, held earlier this month at Norehead State 
' 
University, the Kentuc.ky Weekly Newspaper Association announced the winners of its 
awards competition and recognized member newspapers for g~neral excellence. In 
Class II (newspapers ·with. a circulation of 3,501 or more) ~eneral Excellence 
Certificates were awarded to .the Sentinel Echo, first place; Grayson Co.unty Ne1·1s 
Gazette, second place and the Georgetown News & Times; third. Accepting the awards_ 
fo~ thei~ papers were Kim Inman, second from left, Georgetown News & Times, and Carl 
Keith Greene, Sentinel Echo. At left is Ray Hornback, vice president for public . ·' 
affairs at·the University of Kentucky, who was the banquet speaker. Morehead State 
serves as the headquarters for KWNA. 
(~1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
KWNA RECOGNIZES EXCELLENCE 
During its annual ·spring conference, held earlier this month at Morehead State 
University, the Kentucky Weekly Newspaper Association announced winners of its 
awards competition and recognized member newspapers for general excellence. In 
Class I (newspapers with 
Certificates went to the 
a circulation of 3,500 or less), ~eneral Ex~ellence 
. .. ' 
Berea Citizen, first place, Cumberland. County News, second 
·and the Clay City Times.· Accepting the awards from" Ray Hornback, left, vice 
president for public affairs at the University of Kentucky and awards banquet 
speaker, were Jerlene Rose for the Clay City Times; J.D. Brown for the Cumberland 
County N£WS, and Cookie Ely for the Berea Citizen. KWNA's headquarters are 
locqted at Morehead State. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
' 
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Morehead State University will have two distinguished speakers on its campus: 
Thursday, April 24, and Friday,. Apri 1 25. 
EVENT: Black Awareness Week Activity 
SPEAKER: YOLANDA KING, daughter of the 
late Dr. Martin Luther King·Jr. 
TIME: 10:20 a.m. 
DAY: Thursday, Apri 1 24 







SEYMOUR HERSH, pulitzer 
prize winning journalist 
10:20 a.m. 
Friday, April 25 
Button Auditorium 
If we can assist you in-your coverage of- either speaker, or provide additional 
information, please call (606) 783-2030. 
#### 
' 
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April 24, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. Morehead State University's. Department of 
Music will sponsor a junior flute recital by Denise Hunter at 
8:15 p.m. Monday, April 28, in the Duncan· Recital Hall. 
Hunter :i:s the daughter of James and Nancy Hunter of Flatwoods'. 
A graduate of Russell High School, Hunter is currently majoring 
in music and studying with Richard Pritchard, MSU assistant professor 
of music. 
Accompanying Hunter in the performance of music by Bolling, 
Doppler, Weisburg and Spyro Gyra, w~ll be: Linda Roth, Morehead 
junior, piano; David Cochran, Hamilton, Ohio, junior, guitar; 
Michael DeLong, Russell junior, percussion; Bill Fraley, Wurtland 
.freshman,;,string bass; Terry Wyatt, Butler graduate student, guitar;· 
Rob Taylor, Stout, Ohio, senior, keyboards; and Bobby Jones, 
Owingsville freshman, percussion. 
The recital is free and open to the public. Additional information 





JUOI1H V/IHCY, DIRECTOR 
UPOBOXt100 
April 25, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. Morehead State University's Department of 
I - Music will sponsor its annual "Parents Day Concert" by the 
University Chorus and Show Choir at 3 p.m. Sunday,- ~4-,,-:ln-
Duncan Recital Hall. 
The concert, under the direction of Vasile Venettozzi, MSU 
associate professor of music, will feature the music of Vivaldi, 
Zingarelli, Seeger, and'a medley of Rodgers and Hammerstein showtunes. 
Linda Roth, Morehead junior, will accompany the University Chorus, 
while the Show Choir will be assisted by Cherie Carnes, Beavercreek, 
Ohio, freshman. 
Soloists scheduled to perform include: Loretta Taylor, Columbus, 
Ohio, junior; Ralph Wall, Cedar Island, N.C., freshman; and 
Robin Werner, Portsmouth, Ohio, sophomore. 
-
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April 25, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Rachel Wann of Indianapolis, Ind., who will enter Morehead State 
University this fall as a freshman music theory/composition major, has been awarded 
the Teena Chinn Musical Creativity Scholarship. 
The $1,000 annual award was established last year· through the MSU Foundation by 
Teena Chinn, who received a Bachelor of Music degree from MSU in 1978, and her husband, 
David. 
Ms. Chinn is choral editor for Columbia Pictures Publications and her husband is 
president of Allied Publications, Inc., in Indianapolis. They reside in Plainfield, 
Ind. 
"In setting up the scholarship, Teena said that she wanted to 'give something 
back' to MSU' s Department of Music because of the excellent training it had provided 
her," said Dr. Christopher Gallaher, department chair. "We are very grateful to the 
Chinns for their interest in encouraging young composers in. their studies at Morehead 
State," Gallaher added. 
"While Morehead State's music program is nationally recognized, we have many 
other fine programs and we would like to challenge our alumni to follow the lead set 
by Teena Chinn," said Bill Redwine, director of development at MSU. 
The first recipient of the scholarship was Robert Taylor of New Smyrna Beach, 
Fla., also a theory/composition major, who graduates this spring. 
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April 25, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Student Cou~cil for Exceptional 
Children will sponsor a ."Special Arts Fair'' as part of its activities for Exceptional 
Children's Week slated May 5-9 .. ·· 
Art.work produced by exceptional children in the ·Rowan County schools viill be· 
displayed in the Board of Education offices and may be viewed by the public during·_ 
regular offite hours. 
I 
·A panel ·of judges vlill select student works for special recognition. The awards 
will be presented at an open house at the school board on Monday, May 5, beginning ~t 
7 p.m. The public is invited to attend. 
MSU's Student Council for Exceptional Children provides several services to 
handicapped children and adults in the Rowan County area. 
#### 
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MOREHEAD STAlE UNIVERSilV 
April 26, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD.KV 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--The daughter of slain civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. 
told an audience at Morehead State University that while "a veneer of prosperity 
permeates the atmosphere," America's blacks still have not reached the promised 1 and. 
"We have not learned the simple art of living together as brothers and sisters," 
Yolanda King said, recalling her father's remarks as he accepted the Nobel Peace Prize. 
King, the primary speaker for Morehead State's recent observance of Black Awareness 
Week, later was presented with a commission as a Kentucky Colonel. Nearly 300 students, 
faculty, staff and townspeople heard her speak in MSU's Button Auditorium. 
The old Jim Crow may be dead, but "his college-education suburbanite cousin 
J. Crow Esquire is alive and kicking," she told her audience, noting that many of them 
weren't alive during the era of segregation. "The civil rights movement may seem like 
ancient history to those of you in college, but it was not a mirage. It was not a 
documentary or a television special. It was live and in living color," she said. 
Recalling her father's involvement, King said it was through his leadership that 
America "came close to living those words in the Declaration of Independence" and 
that while short-1 ived the movement opened the doors of opportunity not just to 
blacks, but to other minorities and women. It was the "conscience for other movements," 
she said. 
"The civil rights movement brought the South into the 20th Century, but we can't 
stop here. When profits remain more important than people and we spend 10 times more 
on military defense as we do on education--and still not feel safe--our priorities 
are warped," she said. 
According to King, America's emphasis on military defense is doing long-term 
damage to education, health care and employment. "We have more people living in 




"Those of you safely tucked away in the never-never land of Morehead, Ky., may 
feel protected, but the widening gulf between the haves and the have nots will affect 
you," she told the audience. "We aren't separated by color, but by greed--by the 
perverted urge to be number one." 
Again invoking memories of her father, King said that while living together 
as brothers and sisters might seem like a lovely dream to some, but "I choose to 
continue dreaming, for to live with a dream may be crazy, but to live without it 
would be a nightmare." 
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KING NOW COLONEL 
Yolanda King, daughter of the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., has joined the-~anks 
of Kentucky Co 1 one 1 s. T~e main speaker for t~orehead State UniversitY's observance 
·of Black Awareness Week, King was presented her commission tiy Jo.e Hamer, a 
Montclair, N.J., senior, following her address Thursday, April 24, in Button 
Auditorium which drew nearly 300 people. 
(MSU photo by Karen L.-Evans) 
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'IHIS WEEK AT MOREHEAD STATE llNIVERSI'IY 
(April 27 - May 3) 
Sunday, April 27 
3 P.M. MSU SOFIBALL: Eagles vs. Rio Grande College at City Park. For rrore 
information, please call 783-2500. 
**** 
3 P.M. SENIOR CLARINET RECITAL: Cr'aig Ibolin will perfonn in Duncan Recital 
Hall. For rrore information, please call 783-2473. 
**** 
Monday, April 28 
8 A.M. - 4 P.M. WANDA FELICE ART EXHIBIT in the Claypool-Young Alternative 
Gallery, Monday - Friday; through May 9. For rrore information, please call 783-2766. 
**** 
3 P.M. MSU SOFIBALL: Eagles vs. Northern Kentucky University at City Park. 
For more information, please call 783-2500. 
**** 
8:15 P.M. JUNIOR FLUTE RECITAL: Denise Hunter will perfonn in Duncan Recital 
Hall. For more information, please call 783-2473. 
**** 
Tuesday, April 29 
12:30 P.M. EL HASA SHRINER'S CIRCUS in the Academic-Athletic Center; also at 
7:30 p.m. For more information, please call 783-2031. 
**** 
7 P.M. MSU BASEBALL: Eagles vs. Marshall University at City Park. For more 
information, please call 783-2500. 
**** 
8:15 P.M. SENIOR GUITAR RECITAL: Robert Thomas will perfonn in Duncan Recital 
Hall. For more information, please call 783-2473. 
**** 
Wednesday, April 30 
8:30A.M. - 4 P.!.\. REGIONAL TRAINERS WORKSHOP, sponsored by the Beginning 
Teachers Internship Program, in the Eagle Room of the Adron Doran University Center. 
For more information, please call 783-2894; 
**** 
7 P.M. MSU BASEBALL: Eagles vs. the University of Louisville at City Park. 
For rrore information, please call 783-2500. 
**** -~~=-------..., -- -- --------,----~---- ,--- ,_ 
Thursday, May 1 
6 P.M. FIRST ANNUAL AIL-SPORTS BANQUET in the Crwrer Room of the Adron Doran 
PUBLIC INFORMATION 
JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AWARD PRESENTED 
Sandy Kanter, a 1985 Morehead State University graduate and recipient of last year's 
Outstanding Environmental Science Student Award, presents the 1985-86 award to 
·phyllis Haight, a senior environmental science major from Grayson_ Kanter, a Louisville 
native, is employed as a research technician with a Textile Laboratory in Wilkesboro, 
N_C_- The award was presented at the 14th annual Environmental Science Club Spring 
Banquet_ 
(HSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MSU STUDENTS AT KHEA MEEI'ING 
'll1ree Morehead State University students were among those attending the' 
Kentucky Hane Economics Association (KHEA) annual rreeting recently.· They v.ere 
from left ; Sally Maxey, Flemingsburg Junior; Sheila Lewis,' West Liberty senior 
_and Janie Fryman, Flemingsburg junior. Fryman was awarded a $300 1\HEA scholarship 
for 1986-87. 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE U!'JIVERSilY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. I<Y 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU STUDENT ELECillD PRESIDENT OF KEA 
Judy Stewart, left, Morehead State University junior from langley, has been elected 
state president of the Student Kentucky Education Association for 1986-87. Ste1~t, - ' 
a vocational home economics education major, has also been inducted as a merrber 
<if the Gamna. Beta Phi honorary society. With langley was Jane Ellington, MSU 
assistant professor of home economics. 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MSU REPRESENTED AT KHEA MEETING 
Jane Ellington, left, Morehead State University assistant professor of home economics, 
served as first vice president and program chairperson at the Kentucky Home 
Economics Association Annual Meeting recently. At the same. meeting Janie Fryman, 
right, Flemingsburg junior, wi.s awarded a $30'o KHEA scholarship and elected 
newsletter editor of the student member section of IGIEA 1986-87 _ 
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MSU ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE CLUB·SPEAKER 
Tim Wi 11 i ams of Frankfort, manager of the National Audubon Society's .Clyde E. Buckley 
Wildlife Sanctuary, presented a slide-illustrated talk on the sanctuary and its 
environmental programs at the 14th annual spring banquet of Morehead State University's ~. 
Environmental Science Club. Awards were presented to Phyllis Haight, Grayson senior, 
the 1985-86 Outstanding Environmental Science Student and Danice Nutter, Morehead 
senior, the 1985-86 Jerry F. Howell Sr. Environmental Science Scholarship recipient. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIP·AWARDED 
Danice Nutter of Morehead, a senior majoring in environmental science at Morehead 
.State University, has beer. named the recipien't of the 1986-87 Jerry F. Howell Sr. 
Environmental Science Scholarship, valued at $1,000. The award is made annually by 
MSU's. Environmental Scienc~ Cl~b to a junior or senior majoring in the field. 
Presenting the scholarship at tha club's 14th annual ~pring banquet was last year's 
' ' ' 
recipient, David Provost of Georgetown, right. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE U~IVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
BLEVINS HONORARY SIG EP 
Morehead State University!s Chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon national fraternity recently 
inducted State Rep. Walter Blevins Jr. (District 71), right, as an honorary member 
during its observance of the Renaissance of Brotherhood period. According to Todd A. 
Stewart, left, Catlettsburg junior and chapter president, Renaissance of Brotherhood 
initiates exemplify the fraternity's principles of virtue, diligence and brotherly 
love. Dr. Blevins, a Rowan County resident practices dentistry in Morehead. He has 
been serving in the General Assembly since 1982. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
-----~--------------- ---
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--The Kentucky League of Nursing has recognized a Morehead State 
University faculty member as Nurse Educator of the Year. 
Dr. Betty M. Porter, ~hair of MSU's Department o_f Nursing and Allied Health 
Sciences, was honored by the League at its annual.meeting recently. She was.nominated 
by MSU' s nursing faculty for the award 1-1hich recognizes outstanding performance,. 
scholarly achievement and innovative and effective teachjhg in the field. 
A native of Greenup County, Dr. Porter taught at MSU from 1971 to 1979 and 
returned to the campus in 1983 to head the depirtment. She oversees the department's 
·two-year nursing program, the radiologic technology program and the new four-year 
nursing program which will be implemented this fall. The department also provides 
more than 200 contact hours of continuing education for nurses in the region annually. 
Dr. Porter earned baccalaureate and master's degrees from Morehead State, 
before going on to earn her undergraduate and graduate degrees in nursing from 
the University of Kentucky and her Ed.D. in higher education degree there as well. 
She is active in several professional organizations on the state and national 
levels, including the American Medical Auxiliary. 
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FOR H1MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University senior Carlos Cassady of Inez has been 
elected as Student Association president for 1986-87. 
A government major, Cassady won by taking 63 percent of the votes cast, defeating 
Melissa Gardner, Richmond sophomore, for top student body post. The son of Billy Ray 
and Donna Cassady, he also will represent MSU's student body on the Board of Regents. 
Also elected as Student Association officers were: 
*Vice-President: Sophomore Steven Strathman, son of Evelyn Strathman of 
Williamsburg, Ohio 
*Secretary: Sophomore Marilyn Jones, daughter of Wanda Lee Jones of Sharpsburg 
*Treasurer: Freshman Sheridan Hartin, son of Sherman Martin of Drift 
*Public Relations Director: Junior John Parton, son of Sidney E. Parton 
of Greenup, and 
*Programs Director: Junior Scott Sode, son of George Phillips of Elkhorn City. 
"I've always been a leader," said Cassady, who is president of Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon fraternity. "I'm also a follower," he added, noting that he paid attention 
to other people's ideas. A graduate of Sheldon-Clark High School, Cassady was president 
of his senior class and the Beta Club as well as vice president of the Pep Club. 
"As Student Association president, I'll continue to be a leader and a follower--by 
following the student's ideas 100 percent," Cassady said. One of the reasons he sought 
the MSU post, Cassady said, was because he believed the students needed mora encouragement 
to become involved in the campus. 
As SA president, Cassady said his major priorities will be to increase enrollment 
through recruitment, total communication and openness, and campus improvements. 
"Total happiness" and "relief" are the thoughts that went through Cassady's mind 
when he heard he won the election. "Winning is just the beginning of what we have to 
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INEZ NATIVE HEADS MSU STUDENT BODY 
Carlos Cassa'dy, left, Inez senior, and Steven Stt·athman, Williamsburg, Ohio sophomore, 
have been elected president and vice-president respectively of the Student Association 
at Morehead State. University. Cassady also will serve as stu.dent regent on the 
University's Board of Regents for a one-year term beginning July l. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley .. ) 
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By JEFF SPRADLING 
MSU Student Journalist 
606-783-2030 
"We in the U.S. are viewed by many in the world ~lith as much anger and hostility 
as those in this country view (f~oammar) Khadafy," said Pulitzer Prize winner Seymour 
Hersh, who spoke at Morehead State University last week (April 25) as part of 
International Day activities. 
The veteran reporter, who won a Pulitzer for international reporting about the 
My Lai massacre during the Vietnam War, said terrorism is not as irrational as it 
seems, and that in this country we have a double standard as to what we call terrorism. 
"In the eyes of the Arabs, terrorism is a strike against Israel and those who 
support Israel. ~luch of the support for Khadafy in the Arab world is because of his 
stand on Palestine," he told the audience composed primarily of students. 
"Why is Khadafy called a terrorist and the U.S. bombing of Libya not called 
terrorism? Because we say it is terrorism," Hersh said. "We always use the words 
Arab terrorist, but when the Israelis do something similar it is called self defense." 
Hersh noted that Khadafy is a menace, but that dealing with him is a complicated 
matter. "What do you do about him? You don't try to oust him, and you don't bomb 
his quarters. There could be bloodshed in this country because of our attack on 
Libya. The problem was worsened by the attack. 
"Everybody doesn't buy the American view on Khadafy. He has enormous support in 
the Middle East. Of course what Khadafy is doing is wrong and terrorism is wrong, but 
Khadafy cannot just be written off," Hersh said. "He represents a mainstream of a 
freedom movement in Libya." 
"How do you respond to terrorism?" Hersh asked. "We are going to have to get 
smarter about that issue," he answered. 
Hersh also said the notion that the Russians are supporting terrorism is 
ridiculous. "The U.S. and the Russians both stand to lose from terrorism. In the 
next decade we will move closer to the Russians on controlling the spread of 
terrorism," he predicted. 
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talk with !Iersl1 IJeJon: il.i s spcctoh 1\'ct·e, Jrom le:Ct; Dt·. Gat·)• Gt·acc, vice prcsiclcn t 
._ : ~ 
:Cor Stuclcn t Ccvclopnutl.; .Jlt ·. l'mTy l.d~oy, i.n Lern.:lt: fon:t l s l:ud"n 1: adviser ancl pro:[css<w 
o:[ history; and Pt·i.ncr> ll i mpk:t, N.i ::·"' ·i :t gTacluatc stuclcn 1: :1t1cl pt ·esiclcn t of the 
Cosropoli Um Club. 
(MSU Photo \Jy ll:ty Bt::tcll<•y) 
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JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
t~orehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an informational 
open house for prospective students_ The final open house of the spring semester 
was an opportunity for the students and their parents to tour MSU's campus and 
facilities_ Visiting lhe information table set up by MSU~s Program Council were, 
from left, John Conley of Salyersville and David Allen of ~ooneville_ The Office . . 
of Admissions has scheduled Summer Orientation and Registration (SOAR) programs . 
for June 20 and 27, July -11 and 18, Aug_ 8. Add.itional information is available 
by calling toll-free 1-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state)_ 
(r•1SU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOU~E 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held .an infoqnational 
open house for prospective students. The final· open house of the spring semester 
was an opportunity fo~ the students and their parents to tour MSU's campus and 
facilities. Among those attending from Winchester were, 'from left,' Lana Crouch, 
Willa Dean Williams, and Diana Williams. They were greeted by Ben Flora, MSU 
professor of mathematics. The Office of Admissions has scheduled Summer Orientation . . 
and Registration {SOAR) programs for June 20 and 27, July 11 and 18, and Aug. 8. 
Additional information is available by calling toll-free 1-800-262-7474 (in-state) 
or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 
·(tt,SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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. · .. 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an informational 
open house for prospective students. The final open house of the spring 
serrester was an oppot·Li.u1ity for the students and their pa17ents to· tour 
MSU's campus and fac.ilities. Among those taldng part. were; from left, 
Bob and Glima. Hall of Gre.enup', and Tarnny Hall, seated far right, MSU sophomore 
from Salyersville. 'l11e Office of Admissions has scheduled Sl.lllllrer Orientation and 
Registration (SOAR) progran~ for Jw1e 20 and 27, July 1f and 18, and Aug. 8 . 
Additional information is available by calling toll-free l-800-262-7474 (in-state) 
or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY --,-U-c:P-::0-B_O_X-, -11_G_D ______ M_O_R-EHEPD. kY 40351 606·783-2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an informational 
. ' 
open house for prospective students. The final open house of the spring 
serrester was an opportunity for the students and their parents to tour 
MS\)' s campus and facilities. Among those tal<ing part were," fran left ; Kelvin Amburgey, ' · 
MSU junior from Li tt Carr, La~nette and Stanley Woodyard of WilliamstoWn, Marie Rosen, 
MSU sophomore from Harrison, Ohio, and Carol Woodyard also of Williamstown. The. Office 
of Admissions has scheduled Sumner Orientation and Registration (SOAR) programs 
.·' 
for Jw1e 20 and 27, July 11 and 18, and Aug. 8. Additional infonnation is available by 
calling toll-free 1-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 
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MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State Univel'Sity' s Office of Admissions recently_ held an informational 
open house for prospective students. TI1e final open house of the spring 
semester IWlS an opportunity for the students and their parents to tour 
MSU' s campus and. facilities. Among those taldng part were; frcm left , 
,·' 
Margaret Holt, MST,J senior from Radcliff, Howard McClain, MSU graduate student frcm 
Sardinia, Ohio, and Danny McClain of Sardinia, Ohio. The Office of Admissions has 
scheduled Sumner Orientation and Registration (SOAR) prpgrams for June 20 and 27, 
July 11 and 18, a11d Aug. 8. Additional information is available by calling toll-free 
1-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
MOREHEAD STATE l,JNIVERSI1Y UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an informational 
open house for prospective students. TI1e final open house of the spring 
-
serrester was an opportunity for the students and their parents to tour 
MSU' s campus and facilities. · Arrong those taking part were,- from left , Bever ;Ly, 
Don and Melody Sanders, all of. Wilmington, Ohio, . and Jackie Brookbank, MSU junior 
from Ripley, Ohio. The Office of Admissions has scheduled S1.lfl1t!Br Orientation and 
Registration -(SOAR) programs for June 20 and 27, July 11 and 18, and Aug. 8. Additional 
information is available by calling toll-free 1-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 
1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 
;(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
PUBLIC INFORMATION 
JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783·2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
~!orehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an informational 
open house for prospective students. The final open house of the spring 
semester was an opportunity for the students and their parents to tour 
MSU's campus and facilities. ·Among those taking part were, standing, Susan 
Compton of West Chester, Ohio: . and Tammy Hall, seated right, MSU sopharore from 
Salyersville. The Office of Admissions has scheduled Summer Orientation and 
Registration (SOAR) programs for June 20 and 27, July 11 'and 18, and Aug. 8. 
Additional information is available by calling toll-free 1-800-262-7474 (in-state) 
or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state) .. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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~ JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
1•1SU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an infor~ational 
open house. for prospective students. The final open house of the spring semester 
was an opportunity for the students and their parents to tour t~SU' s campus and 
. -
facilities. Among those attending from Hillsboro, Ohio, were, from left, 
Alice Jennings, Rebecca Jennings, and Chrissy Blevins. The Office of Admissions 
has scheduled Summer Orientation and Registration, (SOAR) programs for June 20 and 27, 
July 11 and 18, and Aug. ·a. Additional information is available by calling ·toll-free 
1-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 
(t~SU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-7 83-2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an infonnational 
open house for prospective students. 'The final open house of the spring 
semester·was a\). opportlfllity for the students and their parents to tour 
MSU's campus and facilities. Among those attending was Deana Marshall, left,· 
of Clayhole, greeting her was. Dr. Ron Dobler, MSU's Department of English, , .· 
Foreign Languages and Philosophy chair. 'The Offiqe of Admissions has scheduled 
. .. 
Summer Orientation· and Registration (SOAR) programs for June 20 and 27, July 11 and 
18, and Aug. 8. Additional information is available by calling toll-free 
1-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 





JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE Uf\JIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an informational 
open house for prospective students. The final open house of the spring 
serrester was an opportunity for the students and their parents to tour 
~~U's ·campus and facilities.· Among those attending. from Louisville were, from 
left, Traci and Earl Hedden. 'The Office of Admiss'ions. has scf\dctuled s:nurer 
Orientation and Registration (SOAR) programs for June 20 and 27, July 11 and 18, 
and Aug. 8. Additional information is available by cal~ing toll-free 1-800-262-7474 
(in-state) or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 





. JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 · 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE. 
Morehead State University's Office of Arunissions recently held an informational 
open house for prospective students. The final open house of the spring semester 
was an opportunity for the students and their parents to tour campus and learn 
about the programs and services offered at M~lU. 
I 
Among those tal<ing part were, 
from left, Mary Blanton and' Leslie Furguson, both of.Ashland. The Office of 
Adnissions has scheduled Summer Orientation and Registration (SOAR) programs 
for June 20 and 27, July 11 and 18, and Aug. 8. Additiobal information is 
available by calling toll-free l-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 1-800-354-2090 
(out-of-state). 
(_MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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PUBLIC INFORMATION 
JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an· infonnati6nal 
open house for prospective students. The final open house of the spring semester 
was an opportunity for the students and their parents to tour MSU's campus and 
facilities. Almng those taking part were, from left, David ·Moore and Tarrrny Lush, 
both of Georgetown. TI1e Office of Admissions has scheduled SUll11l3r Orientation and 
Registration (SOAR) programs for June 20 and 27, July 11 and 18, and·Aug. 8. 
Additional information is available by calling toll-free. 1-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 
1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 





JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 ' 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an informational open 
house for prospective students_ 'l'he final open house of the spring:serrester 
wa.S an opportunity for the students and their parents to tour MSU' s campus and 
. . 
facilities. Among those attending from Catlettsburg were, from left, Maggie Gee 
and Felicia McCoy. They were ·greeted by Ben Flora~ MSU professor of mathemat.ics 
The Office of Admissions has scheduled Sumrrer Orientation and Registration (SOAR) 
programs for June 20 and 27, July 11 and 18, and Aug. 8 .. ·Additional information 
is available by calling toll-free 1-800-262-7474 (in-state) or l-800-354-2090 
(out-of-state). 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783·2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an info!'II)3.tional 
open house for prospective students. The final open house of the spring 
semester was an opport~nity for the students and their parents to tour · 
IVISU' s campus and facilities. Am:mg those taking part 11ere., fran left; 
Linda Tucker of D.varf, Mary Combs of West Li):lerty and l!like ·Seelig, 11SU 
assistant professor of social, 110rk. The Office o:f' Admissions has scheduled 
S\ll!TlBr Orientation and RBgistration (SOAR) programs for June 20 and 27, July 11 and 
18, and Aug. 8. Additional information is available by calling toll-free 
1-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE Ut'JIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 
lllSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
606-783-2030 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an informational 
open house for prospective students. The final open house of the spring 
serrester was an opportunity for the students and their parents to tour 
MSU' s campus and facilities. Among those taking part were, from left , 
Christine and Marie Tucl<er of Dwarf. TI1e Office of Admissions has scheduled 
Sumner Orientation and Regist.ration (SOAR) programs for June 20 and 27, 
July 11 and 18, and Aug. 8.· Additional informati9n is. available by calling toll-free 
1-800~262-7474 (in-state) or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE U.NIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead state University's Office of Admissions recently held an informational 
' open house for prospective students. 'TI1e final open house of the spring 
semester was an opportunity for the students and their parents to tour . 
MSU's campus and facilities. Anx:mg those attending fonn Ft. Mitchell were, 
from left, Martha, Kristy and Clint Davis. The Office of Admissions has . . . 
scheduled Summer Orientation.and Registration (SO~) programs for June 20 and 27, 
July 1l and 18, and Aug. ·8·. Additional information 'is available by calling 
toll-free 1-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 
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MOREHEAD STATE L!NIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOU~E 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an infor~ational 
open house for prospective students. The final open house of the spring semester 
was an· opportunity fa~ the students and their parents to tour MSU's campus and· 
facilities. Among those taking part were, from left, Bar'b~ra Russell, MSU assistant .. 
professor of education, and Pam Pack of Inez. The Office of Admissions has 
scheduled.Summer Orientation. and Registration (SOAR) programs for June 20 and 27, 
I . ' 
July 11 an·d 18, and Aug. ·a. Additional information fs available calling toll-free 
1-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE U.NIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
!13U HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an infonnational 
open house for prospective students. The final open house of the spring 
serrester was an opportUnity for the students and their parents to tour 
MSU' s campus and facilities .. Among those attending from COvington were, from left, 
Bonn~Mike and Robert Day. They were g;reeted b~'Ben.Flora, MSU professor ·of 
mathematics. The Office of Admissions has scheduled Summer Orientation and Registration 
(SOAR) programs for June 20 and 27, July ll and 18, and. Aug. 8. Additional information 
is available by calling toll-free 1-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 1-800-354-2090 
(out-of-state). 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
11orehead State University's Office of Admissions -recently held an infor;mational 
open house for prospective students. The final open house of the spring semester 
was an opportunity for the students and their parents to tour MSU'·s campus and 
facilities. Among those attending were, from left, Bev, ·Don, Pat, Linda Damron, 
all of Lavalette, W.Va., and Howard McClai~, MSU graduate ~tudent of Sardinia, Ohio. 
The Office of Admissions ha~ scheduled Summer Or1entation and Registration (SOAR) 
programs for June 20 and 27, July 11 and 18, and Aug. 8. Additional information 
is'available by calling toll-free l-800-262-7474 (in-state) or 1-800-354-2090 
(out-of-state). 
·(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MOREHEAD STATE U.NIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, I<¥ 40351 606-783·2030 
MSU HOSTS OPEN HOUSE 
Morehead State University's Office of Admissions recently held an informational 
open house for prospective students. The final open house of the spring 
semester \vas an opportunity for the ·students and their parents to tour 
MSU's campus and facilities. · Arrong those taking part were, from left, 
.. , 
Rhttnda Baldwin, MSU residence hall director, and lowell, Nancy and Craig MacKenzie 
of Worthington, Ohio. The Office of Admissions has scheduled Sumner Orientation 
and Registration (SOAR) programs for June 20 and 27, July 11 and 18, and Aug. 8. 
Additional information is available by calling toll-free 1-800~262-7474 (in-state) 
or 1-800-354-2090 (out-of-state). 
(MSU Photo by Ray Bradley) 
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April 30, 1986 
FDR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783-2030 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- M::lrehead State University's Delta Gamna Chapter of Pi 
Kappa Lambda National MUsic Honorary recently celebrated its lOth anniversary 
with an initiation cerem:my and a concert by alunni, faculty and initiates in 
Duncan Recital Hall. 
Those initiated into the honorary were: 
*Katherine Kingham, junior music education major, and daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Robert Kingham of Troy, Ohio 
*Jeanine Kirlq:>atrick, junior music education major, and daughter of Mrs. 
Gail Kirlq:>atrick of Fort Wright 
*William Mcintosh, a graduate student , and son of Mr. and Mrs. William 
Mcintosh of Shelbyville 
*Jeannie Langman-Kirtley, a graduate student, and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Harry Langman of Miami, Fla. 
"'Rebecca Hopper , a graduate student , and wife of Michael Hopper, director 
of planning and placement at MSU, and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Collier 
of Knightstown, Ind. and 
*Frank Oddis, assistant professor of music and coordinator of percussion 
studies at MSU. 
Recipients of the "Certificate of Honor" were Peter Andrew McNeill, 
sophom:Jre music major, and son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter McNeill, Sr. of Flemingsburg; 
and John Little, sophom:Jre music education major, and son of Mr. and Mrs. Delmar 
Little of Ashland. 
The Delta Gamna Chapter of Pi Kappa Lambda was fomded April 25, 1976 with 
faculty members Suarme Blair, Violet Severy, Joe Figg, Jay Flippin and Drs. Helen 
and Glenn Fulbright as charter members. 
Over the decade, membership has increased to some 108 members. The current 




MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-763-2030 
PI KAPPA LAMBDA INITlf\TION 
MOrehead State University's Delta Gamma Chapter of Pi I<appa Lambda National 
MUsic Honorary recently celebrated its lOth anniversary with an.initiation 
cererrony and a ·concert by alurmi, faculty and new members_ Peter Andrew 
McNeill, sophomore music major and son of ML _ and Mr-s_ Peter McNeill, Sr _ of 
Flemingsburg, was awarded a "Certificate of Honor" in recognition for his· 
outstanding ac~ement as a musician and scholar__ Presenting the aw~d is 
Vasile Venettozzi, MSU associate professor of. music and president of Pi I<appa 
Lambda. ' 
4-30-86srt 
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J\)DITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, I<Y 40351 606-783-2030 
PI l<APPA lAMBDA INITIATION 
MOrehead State University's Delta Gamma Chapter of Pi Kappa Lambda National 
MUsic Honorary recently celebrated its lOth anniversary with an initiation 
' ceremony and a conc~rt by alumni, faculty and new members. John Little, 
sophomore music education major and son of Mr. and Mrs.·pelrnar Little of 
Ashland, was awarded a "Certificate of Honor" in recognition for his 
outstanding act@i)vernent as,a·rnusician artd scholar .. Presenting the award is 
• 0 




(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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PI KAPPA LAMBDA INITIATION 
Morehead State University's Delta Gamma chapter of Pi I<appa Lambda National 
MUsic Honorary recently celebrated its lOth. anniversary with an initiation 
i . . 
cererrony and a conce:t by alumi, faculty and new members. Those initiated 
into the honorary were, from left, Rebecca Hopper, 1-breliead graduate student; 
Katherine Kingman, Troy, Ohio, jtmior; Jeanine Kirkpatrick, Fort Wright jtmior; · 
Jeannie Lamgman-Kirtley, Mi{lllli, Fla., graduate student; William Mcintosh, 
' .. 
Shelbyville graduate student; and Frank Oddis, ·assistant professor of nrusic 
and coordinator of percussion studies at MSU. 




w/story: f.l~News, Shelbyville, Ft. t~right Bath 
Troy, Ohio, Olive Hill, Grayson. ' ' 






JUDITH V~V. DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Katherine Kingham, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kingham of 
Troy, Ohio, was inducted into the Delta Gamma Chapter of Pi Kappa Lambda National 
, Music Honorary Fraternity at Morehead State University in a ceremony at Duncan 
'• 
Recital Hall recently. 
•. 
Kingham, a junior music ~d~cation major, is a member of several honor societies 
including Cardinal Key, Gamma Beta Phi, Phi Kappa Phi, as well as Si.gma Alpha Iota 
women's music fraternity. She is a 1 so a member of the ~'ISU· Symphony Band, Concert 
Choir, and Chamber Singers, with whom she appeared at New Yo1·k City's Carnegie 





MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
April 30, 1986 
FDR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MJREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Individual Events Speech Team 
placed ninth in the 1986 National Speech Tburnament held at Bloomsburg University 
of Pennsylvania. 
MSU's Speech Team was one of 123 teams from 40 states competing in the 
tournament April 23-28. 
Three MSU team members gained semi-finalist status and another placed in 
the quarter finals, according to Phil Martin, team coach. 
Individual wins included: 
John Burchett, Morehead freshman, and Kevin Cockrell, Jeffersonville sophomore, 
semi-finalists in Dramatic Duo. 
Bob Stafford, Vanceburg senior, semi-finalist in Informative Speaking. 
Vonda Ramey, Morehead junior, quarter finals in Rhetorical Criticism. 
"We're very proud of our speech team, " said Dr. Robert Burns, dean of 
MSU' s College of Arts and Sciences. "Our speech program enjoys a fine national 
reputation as these students have just demonstrated with this most recent achievement," 
Dr. Burns said. 
Other team members include: Mike Breeze, Morehead freshman; Margaret Holt, 
Radcliff junior; Tara Lail, Cynthiana Epphomore; Rondell Meeks, Morehead freshman; 
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April 30, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Scholastic excellence will be the focal point during Horehead 
State University's second annual Academic Excellence Week, scheduled May 5-9. 
Awards for outstanding achievement by students, faculty and staff will be 
presented during the week-long tribute to academic excellence, according to 
Dr. Roberta Anderson, MUS's vice president for academic affairs. 
Highlighting the celebration will be a formal Academic Awards Convocation at 
7 p.m. Monday, May 5, in Button Auditorium at which time the University's most 
prestigious faculty awards 1·1ill be presented 
"In keeping with this emphasis on student and faculty academic achievement, 
this year the University will announce the recipients of its Distinguished FacultY 
and Distinguished Researcher Awards at the convocation," said MSU President Herb. F. 
Reinhard Jr. "We believe this peer recognition may be more fitting at this time, 
rather than at commencement," he added. 
The Distinguished Faculty Award will be presented by MSU Alumni Association 
President David Bolt. The annual award was established by the alumni association in 
1964. Awarded since 1979 by MSU' s Research Committee, the Distinguished Researcher 
will be presented by Dr. Anderson. 
In addition, awards will be presented to the outstanding graduate and undergraduate 
students in each department by Dr. Robert Morasky, dean of the Office of Graduate and 
Special Academic Programs. Recognition also 1~i ll go to students with 4. 00 grade point 
averages, Honors Program graduates and the recipient of the Veteran of the Year 
Award. 
Kerri Salamanca, Louisville senior and a 4.00 student, will be Awards Convocation 
speaker. Dr. John E. Kleber, Honors Program director and professor of history, will 
preside. Dr. Reinhard will offer congratulations to the honorees. Members of the 
Board of Regents also will be platform guests. 
A reception will follow the convocation in the Red Room, Adron Doran University 
Center. 
Throughout the week, the colleges and various departments will recognize 
outstanding achievements of their students. Also scheduled is a special "Scholars 




The College of Arts and Sciences will honor its students at an awards breakfast 
scheduled Tuesday, May 6, at 7 a.m .. in the Crager Room, ADUC. Students in the College 
of Professonal Studies will be recognized on Wednesday, May 7, at a 7 a.m. breakfast 
at the Brass Eagle, while the College of Applied Sciences and Technology will present 
awards at a noon luncheon Thursday, May 8, at the Eagle Room, ADUC. 
On Friday, May 9, there will be a reception for Dean's List students scheduled 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Adron Doran University Center will 
soon be filled with the "Flowers and the Enchantment of Spring." 
"Flotlers and the Enchantment of Spring" is the theme for the University's 
annual floral design show of exhibits by students of Martha Norris, associate 
professor of agriculture. 
Located in the Gold Room, ADUC, the exhibit will be open to the public from 
3:30 to 7:30 p.m. on Monday, May 5. 
There will be 77 fresh arrangements, inspired by flo~1ers and their contributing 
beauty to spring, according to Norris, who has taught floral design classes at MSU 
for 10 years. 
Awards will be given in the following categories: Tri-color, Creativity, and 
Best-in-Show. The Tri-color Award is for the most original display. A panel of 




JUDilH Y/>NCY, DIRECTOR 
UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
·April 30, 1986 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
1•10REHEAD, l<y.--Ron Hayden, senior music performance. major at MSU, will 
present his senior guitar recital on Tuesday, May 6. The concert, sponsored 
by l~orehead State University's Department of 1•1usic and the Brotherhood of 
University Guitarists, will begin at 8:15p.m. in Duncan Recital Hall. 
The program wi 11 include ~1orks by Carl ton, t~ontgomery and Ritenour. 
Also included will be originql works by Hayden entitled ''What 1 Did Last 
Summer" and "Kimberly Hopes." 
Hayden, son of Mr. and Mrs. James Hayden of Louisville, is president of 
the Brotherhood of University Guitarists and a student of Ray Ross, 
assistant professor of music at MSU. 
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